Prasadi, as its name calls, has been a boon to all the students who yearn to become Prasadian to enjoy the nectar of its favour. Enjoyment is innate in satisfaction, which the academy fosters. This organization has been the first choice of students and parents since they are confident that it has not moved an inch for its quality within and without.

Prasadi souvenir is a stage on which actors and actresses perform their talent and reveal their pent up feelings. Pent up feelings are like those of flowers which are unseen in the forest and whose sweetness wastes on the desert air. This souvenir does not let the sweetness fade from different flowers of Prasadi. Prasadi souvenir is an epitome of beautiful flowers with their pristine values.

We would like to extend our gratitude to our chief Mr. Bikram Rai, teachers, staff, and students who have inculcated us with a sense of discipline, duty and responsibility and have granted promising support to publish this souvenir.
It is my pleasure to know that Prasadi Academy is going to bring out PRASADI SOUVENIR 2069 on the occasion of the 14th Year celebration of Prasadi establishment, I think the souvenir will inspire and encourage its students. It will also provide them opportunities of expressing their ideas, opinions and experiences.

Finally, I would like to express my sincere thank to the family of Prasadi Academy and wish its bright future.

Best Regards!

(Dr. Hem Kumar Mishra)
Vice-Chairman
HSEB
MESSAGE

Prasadi Academy, being the number one college in Nepal, has been providing conducive environment to students to trace their potential and aptitude out. This institution has been helping students be familiar not only with the different skills but also with the ways of applying their knowledge in their real life and make themselves proficient in their future career.

The annual publication of the souvenir has been a platform for those students who long to give their creativity exposure. This souvenir justifies that Prasadi does not only seek the curricular excellence in students, it rather bestows chances to students to reveal their creative thinking inherent in them.

It is my great privilege to share the joy of incessant success of this institution. It has been possible with the help of teachers and staff who have been working with their brain and brawn. I can’t help thanking teachers, staff, parents and students who have been co-operating for this success from all around.

Bikram Rai
Chief

Date: 28 August, 2012
PRIDE OF PRASADI

BABITA BHATTA
EXCELLENT STUDENT AWARD WINNER 2067/69
MANAGEMENT

SUJAN KAFLE
EXCELLENT STUDENT AWARD WINNER 2067/69
SCIENCE
IT IS NOT HARD TO GET SUCCESS IN LIFE

When we observe our surrounding, we see that many people are successful. We don’t see the hidden fact why people are getting success. When we study the life histories of successful people, we find that they have certain qualities in common no matter which period of history they lived in. So, what are those qualities which make them special?

There are different steps that we have to move on to remove all those obstacles which come on our way. The first quality that makes a person successful is desire. We should have some desire to get some thing because desire is the starting point of all accomplishment. Then second quality is commitment. Integrity and wisdom are the two pillars on which to build and keep commitment. Then third quality is responsibility. Responsibility evaluates all the pros and cons, before taking the most appropriate decision or action. Responsible people accept and learn from their mistakes. The next and most important quality is hard work. Because of only hard work, a person can be better at whatever he is doing. Excellence is not luck, it is the result of a lot of hard work and practice. Great talent without will power and hard work is useless. Then another quality is character. Character is the sum total of a person’s values, beliefs and personality. It is reflected in our behavior, in our actions. Character itself is a success. We need to keep building and developing our characters by weeding out our facts. Then we should have positive belief i.e. an attitude of confidence that comes with preparatory. These are some qualities which should be innate in our own behavior to get success.

Actually, this is not enough. To be a winner, certain qualities should not only be accepted but also we should know our own weakness. First we should try to remove those weaknesses which lead us to failure. No one is born with full talent and knowledge. Skill and talents are inherent and are realized by their mistakes. So, first our weakness should be found out then those qualities should be adopted.

Rajyalaxmi Shah
XII, R3, Mgmt.
THE COUNTDOWN HAS BEGUN

Usually, the countdown ends at number one, which is always thought to be the best. But in the present setting, I think number one speaks for the worst of all. I think everyone reading this article has got perplexed. So, for the clarification, number one means the last day of our college life. Hearing this, I think they are going to get a hard stroke right amidst their hearts. I mean, it’s obvious for everybody to be sad, after all, they are going to take a step ahead in their lives bidding goodbye to all their amiable ones.

Like others, I am also very sad for the coming last day. I am sad because I am going to go ahead in my life leaving Prasadi behind. Prasadi, that lovely and precious place, where I spent my 2 years with all those unforgettable and fun filled moments spent in grade XI, B11 and XII, K8. The first year in B11 was awesome, great classroom, great friends, great teachers and great laughter created everyday. I really want to thank Prasadi for giving me such a great class. We had great fun together with friends like Alka, Bebika, Kristina, Muna, Nikita, Prerana, Shrijana, Sunil, Sumitra etc. and thanks to all those people who always made us laugh in their jokes. Now, the second year, I was kept in the class with my school friends Rupa, Deepa Ruby, my B11 mates Prerana, Muna, Bebika and other sweet friends like Dikchya, Samykcha etc. We really had great fun in the class. I think now I understand why our senior brothers and sisters thank Prasadi every time on the last days. Moreover, how can I forget the chief sir, a great person who always inspired us to run after excellence, and teachers who always supported us and taught us so efficiently. The teachers like SBH, SK, BKTM, BM, SSA, RKS, KBR, SKL, KBP, YKG, BCG, CSG will never be forgotten.

Last but not the least, I am really thankful to Prasadi for all those loveliest moments. Furthermore, I just want to say to everybody reading this article, not to weaken yourselves even though the countdown for the worst will begin. Finally, I want to leave a message to my juniors, “Try to have ultimate fun in 2 years in Prasadi, bulk of homework, unpredictable environment etc.” Lots of love and respect to you, PRASADI!!

Sweta Shrestha
XII K8, Science

FRIENDSHIP IS FOREVER

People say that relationships are made in heaven. It sounds true but there is one relationship that is chosen by us and made in our hearts- friendship. Maybe this is the reason why friends are so important and special to us. A person is lucky if he/she gets at last one true friend in their life time but in my case I find myself very lucky to have many true friends.

These friends of mine have been with me in my ups and downs. We’ve worked together, we have argued with each other, we have laughed, and shared even the darkest secrets. In other words, we have been together in every step. When we walk down memory lane, those funny incidents turn out to be the most precious moments. We know that by the end of this year, we need to be separate but we also know that there will be “goodbyes for good”.

A day may come when there may be a distance between us but that distance will not really matter because how many miles we stand apart and no matter what the situation is, all of us know that deep down in our hearts true friendship rests for eternity.

Prashanna Gurung
XII K2, Science
MY DAYS AT PRASADI

Though the two years of my enrollment at Prasadi have passed, they are still fresh and alive in the depth of my heart. These two years have stored a lot of unforgettable memories of exultation.

The first day of college was a bit different experience for me. All new faces surrounding me had given a feeling of uneasy. But the first conversation with the students around put me in great comfort. In these two years, I have come across many students who have always been a great source of inspiration for me. The close friends at Prasadi always shared my distress. Their positive supports on the other hand have proved to be the incentives for me. Making noise in the classroom when the teachers weren’t around (some times even when they were teaching), eating and laughing, getting up early in the morning and dozing off in the class, packing our bags before the last class was over etc. are the most memorable moments. The moments when we supported and defended one another, the moments when we laughed together can never be obliterated from my closet mind.

The teachers whom I have met in these two years’ journey were of different nature. Some were unique and the favorite of all, while some a bit strict and during whose classes everyone used to maintain pin drop silence and dared not to make noise or turn around. Especially the classes of Sudan sir, Som Nath sir, and Sunita maam in Grade XI and the classes of Manju maam in XII were the most memorable ones. The great excitement and zeal we experienced where interacting and participating in class activities (especially in English class) will ever be missed.

The memories of days I’ve spent at Prasadi are the most valuable treasures which can not be forgotten. These days have become memorable because of some of my closest friends—Surabhi Shrestha, Soni Maharjan, Swikriti Koirala, Rishu Shakya, Neha Shrestha, Angita Shakya and Renesha Bhattarai. Thank you guys for filling my college days with fun and laughter.

Pamee Bajracharya
XII R6, Mgmt.

TEENAGE LIFE

People say teenage is the most formative, delicate and difficult stage of one’s life. At this stage, we bid farewell to our childish pranks and look forward to a new life which is full of joy or struggle. If we are a bit forward we are said to be active ones and if we are a little backward it means we are shy. As we are growing into our teens we no longer feel a passion for our Barbie, toys, etc. nor we like to stay indoors. The outdoor games, adventure and risk begin to attract us. In my case, if I hear any fine eloquent speech, I try to pose to be a similar speaker before the mirror. What we dislike is the moral preaching or the tear of parents about risks in whatever decisions and challenges we take. All that we want is freedom to live life the way we wish.

When our parents start objecting on our wishes, we also start thinking like why they forget their young age? Haven’t they ever wanted to hang out with friends? Or gone out for picnic, movies? Didn’t they enjoy their teen life? Why are they so selfish? But the facts that we need to know is that they try to be strict because they have also gone through this phase. They know this stage requires maximum guardianship. Another aspect of this phase of being a teenager is hard, harder than some can imagine, harder than some can remember. It’s those years we will never forget though we sometimes wish to wipe them away. They seem to last forever but when we look back at some phase of our lives, they went by so fast. Being a teenager is falling in love fast, talking for hours on phone to our best and close friends, being talked about and talking about others. It’s being guilty when you are innocent. It’s when we have a million questions that will never be answered.

Sukriti Bhattarai
XII R3, Mgmt.
Travelling through my past memories, my most memorable incident at Prasadi Academy was my first day. I went to Prasadi with my senior Shristi Shrestha who was studying in Grade -12. I also had my friend Prena Shrestha whom I met just before going to college.

When I entered Prasadi I was really scared and nervous as it was the 1st day of college. Our name and section was pasted in notice board. My senior Shristi left us to notice board and went to her class. I along with Prena were separated and were in different classes. She also went to her own class. I was alone standing. I belonged to section B10. Our section’s students were waiting outside the classroom to be followed by teachers. There I saw two girls wearing glasses and talking with each other. I tried to talk with them and I made them friend. One girl was friendly and she was Surena Shrestha and another girl seemed really bookish and strict in nature. She was Shreeya Shrestha. However, I made my journey of class 11 very easily with them. They are my best friends now.

I am studying in class 12 now. I have made lots of friends in Prasadi. Prasadi is very strict in rules and regulations but still it’s the best college ever. The precious moments which I spent at Prasadi are still fresh in my mind. However, I will also miss my bench partners Asmita Sharma and Gimmi Shrestha a lot. Laughing, eating, singing with friends and pressure of homework is also a great fun. In spite of loads of bags, pressure of homework and exams, Prasadi provides you a disciplined environment where you can study comfortably. So, there’s no point in choosing other colleges because Prasadi has always been the best college of all.

I have shared my one of the best memories to all. The great and friendly teachers will help you create your golden future. And the knowledge you take from Prasadi will guide you to success. I am really fortunate to get a chance to study in Prasadi.

I guess! it’s time to say goodbye to my dear family Prasadi. I really don’t want to leave you because I love you Prasadi. And at last, I am proud to be a Prasadian.

Gyabina Maharjan
XII K2, Science
MY FEELING TOWARDS MY PRASADI

At first, I want to say something about our chief sir. He is the best person for me because he has the capacity how to encourage and lead others properly. It’s the time for us to work further for future career. But, I do not worry about my future because I have been gifted a right suggestion by my teachers and chief sir who believe in hard work. Chief sir is the source of inspiration to all of us. He is equal to all students, no matter how much talented we are. He is capable to make anyone to secure their bright future. He makes us perform best. I never know when and how I dare to step out in this competitive world. And I heartily want to say one thing that our chief sir is the best person to guide us properly in our life journey. Thank you sir.

I still remember the moment of being a Prasadian. I still remember my days in Prasadi. I was in day shift science faculty. I learnt so many things. So I love Prasadi and also I feel very proud to be a Prasadian.

I made so many friends and I behaved them equally well. Among them Ranjana, Roshani, Priyanka, Eva, Bindiya, Poonam, Sujha, Bidusi etc. were some how closer to me. By the time, I passed my class 11 and reached grade 12, I really had lots of fun with my friends. And one thing that I find everywhere is the “friend” and friendship between us.

I remember that all teachers were very good. I enjoyed their lectures. The most important thing about them was their motivating skill. My teachers BM, NLK, CSG, YKG, JPY, SK, KBR, RRG, SKLK, BCG and KBP were very much supportive.

Another important day was the last day of my college. On that day, I had some sort of sorrow. And I recalled passed moments I enjoyed with my friends and teachers. And I passed my two years college life well.

Whatever the time was, Prasadi really gave us a lot of memories. The days I spent being a Prasadian was very memorable. And time table of our chief sir, oh! God! is really very tough but it is for our betterment.

I love Prasadi and it will remain in my memory for ever. Thanks !

Bibha Yadav
XII K2, Science
something, leave it and try to be good at other things”. But, I was wrong. I learnt a new lesson, “Try to be the best at what you’re good at”. All are destined to do something. What we lack is determination and dedication. If you want to achieve something desperately, you have to be madly dedicated to it.

Sometimes, failing to make right decision at right time can lead you to problems full of puzzles. But you can’t correct it. So, I personally feel that you shouldn’t keep yourself busy remembering those mistakes. You have whole life for improvement. It takes time, but if you have faith in your dreams, sooner or later, you can achieve miracles. Time is what harasses you sometimes. “My friend has reached the top and I’m still at the bottom of the great mountain, yet to make the first attempt”. This sort of feeling may develop in you. You compare yourself with others and you try to compete with others. No, no, this will do you no good at all. You’ll gain something only temporarily like this. What I personally feel is that, you have to compete only with yourself, with your past, not with others, try to improve each day and never keep yourself busy looking back, otherwise you can’t see those who are waiting for you forward and they’ll perhaps go forever and you can’t meet them even when you desperately want to.

And at last, study is what comes at the top of everything. A best friend of mine told me at school, “Study is not a burden but an interest that one seeks”. I didn’t get it first but now I think I am to figure out the real meaning of what she said. Study becomes interesting only when we study what we love to. And we all have to admit that we make things complicated ourselves by not doing it in time or by doing it improperly. We are just approximately at one quarter age of our whole life. Still, things can change really; you study what you love studying, not what others force you to or what leads you to money and money. Never put money in front of life. Then when you reach at the top, you’ll look yourself with honour, with respect. Think once properly what you are doing and why you are doing!
Everyone knows the success of Einstein but few of us have noticed several years of struggle behind his grand success in science. Motivation and inspiration are taken from struggle behind the success. Prasadi, the number one college in Nepal, which has been rewarded with National Academic Excellence Award is a great example of success in itself. Parents, guardians, students and the rest of all don’t fail to praise its success in educational field but very few among us salute the people behind its success. The teachers here have given several years of precious time of their life with full dedication just to make it what it is now. The contribution made by non-teaching staff too seems equally mesmerizing.

Being a part of Prasadi family, I heartily salute the team of Prasadi for providing us such platform from where we can make perfect image of success in coming days. In these two years of journey in Prasadi academy, I have learned to be independent. The teachers here have taught us to be dedicated to our study and work. The motivating lectures of chief sir have always boosted up my energy to continue my struggle for success. Of course, I must not forget to say thanks to all of my teachers, including RKS sir’s inspiration, Hamal sir’s energetic class, RRG sir’s motivation and inspiration and SSA mam’s hopeful saying “Padha hai timiharu”. All of them have always made us feel special.

During these two years, the golden moment shared with Prasadi is the best time of my life. All the friends of “B4” and “K5” specially Soni, Sapana, Tripti, Biyas, Ases, Amor and Ramu will be missed. Canteen’s coffee, Soni’s tiffin box, picnic, homework load will remain fresh in my memory.

To sum up, the single page is too limited to unleash my feeling and emotions. Now, the time is near to change us from Prasadian to ex-Prasadian. I thank Prasadi Academy which taught me to be confident and made me feel that every one has ability to pull themselves up by their boot straps. I heartily salute Prasadi for making me someone from no one. I am always proud to be a Prasadian.

Smriti Bohara
XII K5, Science
VALUE EACH MOMENT

To realize the value of one year,
Ask a student who failed his or her exams,
To realize the value of one month,
Ask a mother who gave birth to a premature baby.
To realize the value of one week,
Ask an editor of a weekly magazine,
To realize the value of one day,
Ask a daily wage labourer who has six kids to feed.
To realize the value of one hour,
Ask the lovers who are waiting to meet,
To realize the value of one minute,
Ask a person who missed their train.
To realize the value of one second,
Ask a person who survived in an accident,
To realize the value of one millisecond,
Ask a person who won a silver medal in the Olympics.

Kanchan Rana
XII Science

SOME INTERESTING FACTS

- The cockroach is the fastest animal on 6 legs covering a meter a second.
- The only two animals that can see behind itself without turning its head are the rabbit and the parrot.
- ‘Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliphobia’ is the fear of long words.
- A hippopotamus can run faster than a man.
- The whip makes a cracking sound because its tip moves faster than the speed of sound.

Shaily Sharma
XII K8, Science
A GOOD STUDENT

A - Always liked by teachers.
G - Greets everyone with a smile
O - Obedient to teachers and parents
O - On time to a school or learning institute
D - Dresses neat and clean
S - Studies with interest
T - Treats everyone with respect
U - Understands everything taught
D - Does daily homework
E - Eager to know new things
N - Never misbehaves
T - Talks less while teaching in class.

Rajyalaxmi Shah
XII, R3, Mgmt.

MEMORIES...

Whenever I go through my past I find memories and only memories. The days I spent in Prasadi were one of the most beautiful memorable moments of my life. It feels like I just entered Prasadi yesterday but today I am at the end of my college life. How and when the time passed I didn’t know. Really I will miss those two years which passed like two seconds. This college has given me a lot of things, good education, friends, courage as well as proper guidance to touch the peak of success.

Today also I remember my first day in Prasadi, in the crowd of many students who had come from different places like me to make their dream true. The first day, I was very nervous because it was a new place for me, new people and new friends. But as time passed I also became familiar with this new environment. I found Prasadi as my new family. Teachers over here were like my parents while friends were very co-operative and helpful.

I will miss all my beautiful days which I spent in Prasadi along with my friends Snehi, Shaily, Shuja, Kavya, Bidushi, Poonam and all others. I will always remember the joys which I made with the friends of XI, B6 and XII, K2. I will miss the lunch time when my friends used to argue to eat my home made chapattis and Shuja’s home made pasta. I will miss all of our jokes and copycat. I will never forget the dance of picnic and that tiredness after reaching home. I will always remember the jokes of KBR sir, smily face of BCG sir, best teaching technique of RRG sir, dimple of CSG sir, guidance of BM mam and all of other supportive and encouraging teachers.

When I had first left my home and my family my eyes were full of tears and today when I’m going to leave Prasadi same feeling of losing something important is going within my heart. Today I’m going away from Prasadi but Prasadi will always remain in my heart.

Lastly, I want to thank Prasadi, teachers and the whole management for making me capable and building my career’s foundation. For each and every success of mine in the future the credit goes to Prasadi. I always pray to god for Prasadi’s further success and progress.

Arpana Bhatta
XII, K2, Science
A story tells us that two friends were walking through the desert. During some point of the journey they had an argument, and one friend slapped the other one in the face.

The one who got slapped was hurt, but without saying anything, wrote in the sand:

‘Today my best friend slapped me in the face’

They kept on walking until they found an oasis, where they decided to take a bath. The one who had been slapped got stuck in the mire and started drowning, but the friend saved him.

After he recovered from the near drowning, he wrote on a stone:

‘Today my best friend saved my life’

The friend who had slapped and saved his best friend said, ‘After I hurt you, you wrote in the sand and now, you write on a stone, why?’

The other friend replied, “When someone hurts us we should write it down in sand where wind of forgiveness can erase it away. But, when someone does something good for us, we must engrave it in stone where no wind can ever erase it. Learn to write your hurts in the sand and to carve your benefits in stone.”

Nikesh Maharjan
XII R2, Mgmt.
MY MEMORABLE +2 LIFE
All the happiness that was needed by my heart,
All the loneliness that was tearing me apart,
All the sadness and fear came to an unbelievable end,
When in Prasadi, I found many wonderful friends.
All the fun that was missed by me,
All the pain that was hidden inside me,
Suddenly turned into happiness,
Which gave a full stop to my painful loneliness.
The affection I’ve got here,
Has changed my life in such a way,
I may write thousands of poems about it,
But still I won’t be able to say.
The bond of our friendship has become so strong,
No one can break it even though anything goes wrong,
Because we’ll all stand together,
To share our feelings and to care.
All my friends and all their memories,
Are deeply rooted in my heart,
The time that we spent here,
Has been like a beautiful creation of art.
All those gossips and all the jokes,
All will be now just a memory,
These memories will always be with me,
Like a bunch of leaves grow in a tree.
These two years have passed in the blink of my eyes,
It seems like yesterday I joined here,
But time has come to say Good bye,
Everything moves together with the blowing of wind.
All are linked so close to each other.
Enjoying the rain and sunshine,
Will always be together,
To share love and care.

Barsha Karki
XII R5 Mgmt.

A POEM ABOUT EXAMINATION
Oh! It’s an examination
Must study with concentration
English with its punctuation
Maths with its calculation
Geometry with its construction
History with its civilization
Economics with its production
Physics with its variation
Chemistry with its equation
Computer with its application
Oh! Oh!
Can’t even do meditation
So, there is no time for relaxation
When will I get a promotion?
To another class of confusion.

Shriya Tamrakar
XII R1, Mgmt.
THE MOST MEMORABLE DAY

It was a normal day at our college. As usual the class started at 6:40 am. We always have our lunch break after the second period i.e. at 8:20 am. We have very good canteen in our college which serves us very delicious food. I (Swikriti Koirala 3860) and my friends (Surabhi Shrestha 3838, Rishu Shakya 3842, Pamee Bajracharya 3839 and Neha Shrestha 3854) went to canteen to have our lunch. We have a coupon system in our college canteen. So, following the rules we took coupon and were waiting for the food to be served. After about 10 minutes, we got our food in front of us. We ate very quickly and had a very little time left. We also had to go to the restroom. As we were five of us, it took very long time for every one’s turn to come. Finally, when we all had finished, we headed towards the class. But we found our chief sir (Mr. Bikram Rai) in the middle of the way to our class i.e., near the clock. He was standing there with his hands on the waist. We all were very worried and frightened looking at his angry face. We thought that we would get a stick. But he asked us to stand in front of the clock for 50 minutes without asking us our reason to be late. We also couldn’t explain him because no one had courage to speak with him. We followed his order and stood in front of the clock. After sometime chief sir went to his office and we were guarded by a guard (Dinesh brother) and he was teasing us. We threatened him by saying that we would complain to chief sir. At 9:10 am we have a lunch break for grade 11 students. It was so humiliating to stand there in front of them. Everyone would take a glance and whoever passed by would ask what had happened. After the lunch break of grade 11 students was over we were asked to go to our respective classes. Even though it was humiliating, I smile remembering that day. It was the most memorable day for me and my friends in Prasadi Academy.

Swikriti Koirala
XII R2, Mgmt.
IS IT ALWAYS BEST TO TELL THE TRUTH?

“When you speak the truth, you don’t have to face any problems.” We always hear this from our elders telling us to speak the truth. But what if the truth, a bitter truth, hurts someone or has a bad impact on? The “White lies” those are spoken to protect somebody’s feelings are not a big deal at all.

It is obvious that truth is always bitter. But being truthful is an important quality that a person should possess. Jesus says truth sets you free, but only if you always speak truth even though it is unpleasant. Lies are usually told to deceive others. Truth remains truth and true no matter we recognize it as truth or not. So all the great personalities, Gandhiji or Lord Buddha, inspired us to follow the path of truthfulness. It is important to accept the reality, the way it is.

On the other hand, some conditions are such that we should tell a lie. If a lie can improve some patients’ health by developing an energy and not telling him about his illness, then why don’t we speak a lie for saving somebody’s life? Telling a lie which does not hurt anyone is not a big deal. “That looks very nice on you” pleases the other person saying “everything is going to be alright” in a bad condition that can develop some strength to cope up with.

People speak lies for various purposes. Some lies harm others and help no one. But some lies can help someone. Some lies are told to hurt no one but help some one or somebody’s life.

The world is not running through the truth. There are some lies existing in our world. God is not the absolute truth. You have never seen and heard Him. But you still believe and have faith upon the God. We lie children about the existence of Santa and they still believe on it.

No doubt, truth can lead us to success. We should speak the truth. However, telling a lie to help somebody or to save someone cannot be regarded as a bad thing. So, I accept that it is not always best to tell the truth.

Richa Shrestha
XII R6 Mgmt.
GLORIOUS +2 LIFE

The beautiful two years are at the end,
That have given colourful memories with friends,
In the beginning, life was really tough here,
Our teachers were never partial but always fair.

Care was culture and discipline was the main key,
Their devotion for our welfare, we could always see,
Slowly the time went on,
And I realized, life is not always for fun.

Whenever I was lonely,
My friends were there for me,
And whenever we were worried about our future,
Our teachers were there to encourage us with care,
No matter how far our destiny takes us,
But those mesmerizing moments will always checks us.

We came with smile, and now our eyes are full of tears,
As the time of farewell is near, everyone is carrying a fear
Of departure,
No one even science can stop the pace of time,
My wishes will always be with you friends;
And I know you’ll shine.

Roshita Karki
XII K8 Science

PRASADI ACADEMY
IN MY EYES

Everything in this world possesses positive as well as negative aspects. But I think our view is responsible for all the things that occur. Similarly, all the students may not have same opinion towards their college. I too have some views towards the college where I studied.

Although I have studied in Prasadi Academy just for two years, I feel I have long relation with it. The thing I adore the most here is the good management. It’s really a challenging task to manage the college students. Despite having many obstacles, Prasadi has succeeded to achieve its goal. Some students take life in Prasadi as in a jail, but I really oppose this view. In my view, Prasadi isn’t very strict. It has rules and regulations that is required for us.

I got good lessons from the management skill of Bikram sir just looking at his activities and participation fully in college. I think he is an inspiration for all the students. It’s not that I didn’t get any punishment here. I got too. But I confess that it was for my betterment. Also I would like to write some words about education here. Prasadi always gives emphasis on education rather than other facilities. The best teaching technique is clearly seen here. Therefore it always succeeds to give 100 percent result.

I feel proud to say that I have studied in Prasadi academy. In another word, it’s my pride to study here. Whatever happens and wherever I will go I have earned a valuable learning here in Prasadi academy. My words are not to flatter Prasadi but my heart feels all this truly. Although we all Prasadians may accept it or not, it’s the fact we have got good stamp for our success.

Parek Raj Chaulagain
XII Mgmt.
A SMALL ACT OF CHANGE

Change is what we need. Usually we believe that changes come from big things which we alone cannot accomplish but this is quite wrong. Change also comes from small and little things that we can do on our own. It may not bring immediate results but it will certainly make a difference.

We can make a lot of small changes that can actually help our country and entire world. But these things are generally ignored. Let’s take an example of garbage management. We have serious problem regarding garbage management. In reality, a large part of the house hold wastage are bio-degradable. One can also make compost manure out of it and use it in garden, kitchen etc. It can also be sold if the amount is large. It can be used in cultivating fields. But many don’t want to do it. If they do, the garbage management may not have been a problem. It is also very pitiable to see people throwing wrappers, garbage etc and also spitting here and there on the road. This degrades our environment and it affects us. We can change these things if we try. It is true that it is not easy to do these things together but nothing is impossible if we try.

Like drops of water make an ocean, one small act brings a big change. It doesn’t come itself. We have to bring it and we can bring it. Let’s make a commitment of making small and little acts of change.

Amit Gupta
XII R6, Mgmt.
When URT sir came and said, “Timi haru ko picnic najikiyeko awasthaa chha”, everyone burst into a laughter but I couldn’t. Something stopped me from laughing that was obviously the realization of the time I was leaving my friends, my college, and teachers soon.

When I was in class 10, I used to travel by tampoo. At that time, I saw many Prasadians. I used to get so shocked seeing different numbers in their sweater and I always kept on comparing one Prasadian’s number with another which never matched. So, that was a mystery for me until I got my own Prasadi uniform exactly after a year.

Class XI was fantastic. Sweet friends like Alisha, Bipasana, Shristi, Sarina, Sushant, Sawan were there. SBH sir’s “Ghass haru ....” and “Bangara ...” always made me think "what teacher yar!". RKS sir’s “Chiya khau chiya”. BKTM sir’s “Oai...”. There are many expressions like them, but I do not remember them all now.

Besides studies, we did many naughty things but calmly, so we were never scolded. We enjoyed panipuri, chatpati after college. And even marathon race to reach home after eating something at Madhuram. These are unforgettable moments from Prasadi. Thank you Prasadi and my Prasadian friends. I feel my 2 years passed like 2 days. It's like yesterday I came and today I am waving it ‘bye!’.

I love you Prasadi
Love you my friends
I’ll never forget what you have given me.

Rabina Chaudhary
XII K5, Science
FOURTEEN LINES
NEVER TO FORGET

- Never give advice unless asked.
- Beauty is power; a smile is its sword.
- True beauty consists of purity of heart.
- A room without books is a body without soul.
- The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.
- Don’t waste your time in praising others try to be greater than them.
- Success goes to your head, failure to your heart.
- Never find your delight in another’s misfortune.
- Genius does not argue, he creates.
- Success is a journey, not a destination.
- Life is a flower of which love is the honey.
- A pessimist is a man who looks both ways before crossing a one-way street.
- Time is a rat that cuts the thread of life.
- Who wins after defeat is a true winner, who fails to try again is a coward.

Prawin Chandra Kushwaha
XII K2, Science

MEMORIES

Memories, quite vivid, as they seem,
Takes me back to the time,
The vibes I can still feel.

Time flies indeed, for it has flown,
Can’t prolong those moments,
For it has already gone.

The morning sun, it shone to its brightest,
Mouth dry, stomach lurking,
I made my way, to my formidable attempt.
Times passed, it went dark and cold,
But couldn’t deny the challenge,
It was the same old.

Now it's time to cast goodbye,
Can’t linger onto those moments,
Because time flies, soars high.

Good moments, they are worth to be cherished,
Bitter ones, they are worth letting go,
Memories, let them remain vivid, let’s hope.

Shreezal G.C.
XII R3 Mgmt.
WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT?

Everyone wakes in the morning,  
But to wake is not only important,  
To wake up with the feeling of new enthusiasm is important,  
As just that feeling can give you enough energy for the day.  
Everyone washes his/her face after getting up,  
But to wash the face is not only important,  
To wash away all the tenderness of yesterday along with is more important,  
As the washing of your soreness helps your day go smooth.  
Everyone thinks of the plans of that very day,  
But to think or make plans is not only important,  
To well-manipulate your plans of the day is more important,  
As the well-manipulation of your plans builds up your confidence.  
Everyone has his/her meal each day,  
But having the meal is not only important,  
To satisfy in what you are having is more important,  
As it increases the taste of whatever you are having.  
So, whatever you do, do with full grace,  
Add some worthy reasons in every work you do,  
Find something more important in everything,  
Because every single day is substantial in respect to your future.

Positive thoughts we can tackle with every sort of situation quite easily. Here are few quotes related to positive attitudes:

1) Attitude is a little thing that makes huge difference.
2) Happiness is an attitude. We either make ourselves miserable or happy and strong. The amount of work is the same.
3) Think big thoughts but relish small pleasures.
4) To be upset over what you don't have is to waste what you do have.
5) The only disability in life is bad attitude.
6) Being in good frame of mind helps keep one in picture of health.
7) Life is great. Don’t let circumstances and society fool you to believe what is not.
8) Excellence is not skill it is an attitude.

POWER OF POSITIVE ATTITUDE

As everyone knows that the way of living in positive way is known as positive attitude. Positive attitude is well known secret of success as it has got lots of advantages. I once read that there are no solutions when we focus on the negative attitude. We have to see the brighter side of everything. So, to be positive means to be happy and it’s a human desire to live happily. A friend of mine frequently says that human mind consists of two thoughts; one positive another negative and it’s up to us how and which we play with.

It is said that “nothing can stop a man with right mental attitude from achieving his goal; nothing on earth can help the man with wrong mental attitude.” That’s why if we have positive thoughts we can tackle with every sort of situation quite easily. Here are few quotes related to positive attitudes:

1) Attitude is a little thing that makes huge difference.
2) Happiness is an attitude. We either make ourselves miserable or happy and strong. The amount of work is the same.
3) Think big thoughts but relish small pleasures.
4) To be upset over what you don’t have is to waste what you do have.
5) The only disability in life is bad attitude.
6) Being in good frame of mind helps keep one in picture of health.
7) Life is great. Don’t let circumstances and society fool you to believe what is not.
8) Excellence is not skill it is an attitude.
INTRODUCTION OF PRASADI ACADEMY TO THE WORLD

“Prasadi Academy” is the name of the institution in Nepal where care is thought to be the culture. This institution believes in reality and farsightedness. It is only one of those largest institutions which is handled by single hand and is amplified and regenerated by a router for the betterment of work to the clients.

This institution provides a sense of equality, fraternity and liberty to all the students. It is believed that active body can produce active mind which is being applied at none other places than at Prasadi Academy. Discipline is the pillar of Prasadi Academy on which it hangs like one of the seven wonders of the world.

Peace, manner and punctuality are the characteristics which you can learn from the students of Prasadi Academy. Regularity is one of the salient features of Prasadi Academy. This institution has taught the students to run towards the excellence so that success will follow you. This institution carries the aim to make the student, the man of value in future rather than the man of success. This institution has its own principle to make the students independent in the 21st century of scientific world. Prasadi Academy is the big name in the small country, Nepal like Mt. Everest of the world.

At last, this is the best institution among the best ones in the nation.

Santosh Kumar Yadav
XII K2, Science

MEMORIES IN PRASADI ACADEMY

I still remember the first day I entered Prasadi Academy with full excitement and planning. I never expected that my college life would be more complicated than my school life. Yet, I earned lots of enjoyable memories in these 2 years.

Now, after I have finally completed my +2 studies, I have realized that my college days are over. I feel a bit disappointed that those days of laughter, fun and pranks with my friends have come to an end. Looking at the systematic schedule of Prasadi I feel relief and satisfied now! ‘No more homework’ ‘No more exams’ ‘No more scolding from teachers’ ‘No more hairstyle checking from URT sir...’ bla bla bla. Unexpected bag checking, chief sir’s unexpected visits, homework checking at the end of the session, however, ‘Picnic’ is the best part of Prasadi Academy.

I feel really sorry for my B6 teachers who always warned our group for making noise and gossips (class XI B6). I remember our 2 benches, my friends who were really notorious and were always black listed for continuous complaints. I just want to apologize to our teachers who did their labour best to control us. They were really amazing and now at the end of the session, I feel very much thankful to them for their continuous guidance and support.

I can never forget my wonderful times with my ‘K2’ friends. Sec K2 is the best batch for me, full of laughter and fun loving class mates. It makes me laugh when I remember our extraordinary doors of K2; the first door was a door without door, 2nd was a door in the middle of class used for fooling our teachers and the 3rd which was the main entrance door and it never opened hahaha!

Our Friday eating programme in our regular junctions after college is unforgettable and our 20 minutes college canteen break was never sufficient for us to complete our gossip. Picnic time was awesome, full of dance parties showing our hidden colours.

The best part of Prasadi are our teachers. I can never forget KBR sir’s usual jokes which never made me laugh, JPY sir’s huge bag and colourful sign pens he used, CSG sir’s cute dimples and his way of shaking head constantly (yes/no), YKG sir’s way of persuading students and his funny English grammar. Every teacher is especial. BCG sir’s way of teaching organic chemistry is fabulous!!

I have realized that my decision to enter Prasadi was the best one I have ever made for which I will never regret. Have your wonderful time here. Just have patience and focus on your goal! Do not forget it’s equally important to balance your studies along with personality development.

Gimmi Shrestha
XII K2 Science
It’s time to leave, time to board the next flight and move into the clouds of bewilderment and excitement. I remember the strange expression of timidity in me during the first step I took in Prasadi two years ago. Two years passed so swiftly that I got entangled with long derivation of Physics, reactions of Chemistry, diagram of Biology and brain draining in sums of Maths. Never ending gossips during lunch break, long line of checking during exams, picnic, laughter shared with friends, the joy and success and anguish of defeats are what I will always remember. Every small thing that happened to me in Prasadi suddenly seems to be gaining importance backed by the fact it may never happen again in my life. Coming as a raw material, being processed, refined and made into a qualitative living being was a grand achievement for me. Prasadi, the only school I have been to has today made me realize who I am, and prepared me to face the world. Two years gave me two different tokens that will make me remember this institution for the days to come; education and punctuality. My teachers became my guidance who prevailed upon my ego and restricted me from deviating. Meaningful lectures from the teachers, homeworks and canteen movement are what I am going to miss. I hear the call for departure, waving goodbye. I leave the temple of thousand values requesting all my younger brothers and sisters to make use of what they have in hand. At the end, I would like to thank all my teachers and friends who supported me during this long journey and helped me to make Prasadi my second home.

Gaurav Bir Bajracharya
XII K4, Science
GOOD MANNER IS WHAT MAKES US GENTLE

Man makes manners and manners make a man. They both go together. A person without appropriate manners is a person without sense and credibility. An individual can manage to survive well without money if one has the manners, but all the money in the world will not make a man happy if he lacks good manners. There is a popular saying in English, “If wealth is lost, nothing is lost, if health is lost, something is lost, if character is lost, everything is lost.”

Manners make the character of a man. A man of good manners is also a man of good character. A man of bad manners is also a man of bad characters. Good manners cost nothing but they bring a lot of benefits in return. A man of good manners is able to create a good impression of himself in the society. A man of bad manners is not welcomed anywhere in the world. All doors are closed for such people. He may be rich, but nobody welcomes him. On the contrary, a man of good manners finds all doors open for him. He is welcomed wherever he goes.

A good mannered person’s words reflect his heart. Good manners can be learnt by watching the behavior of the well mannered people around us. Even from a person with bad manners, one can learn good manners. By seeing how people misbehave, you can learn the things that we should not do with others. Good people guide us to the right path. But men of bad manners warn you against doing what men of good manners do. Courtesy or polite behaviour is the theme of good manners. It is one of the characteristics of men with good manners. Courtesy costs nothing but instead fetches you everything. When you do something wrong say, “Sorry” to the person whom you have hurt. It costs you nothing but it assures the other fellow that you do care for him. Similarly, if somebody does you a favour, you say, “Thank you”. Again, it costs you nothing but for the others, it makes him feel very happy and will be ready to do things for you later. If you have no courtesy in you, no one in the world can teach you good manners.

Prakriti Dhakal
XII K2, Science
there is internet and telephone of course.” But things aren’t the same anymore. Even when today we are miles apart I love my friend very much and I doubt she loves me equally or maybe more. But distance it matters a lot.

Having your friend right next to you everyday and having your friend smiling in your heart though she might be in another corner of the world feels very different.

As we proceed in life, we become busier everyday, new places, new people and new friends. Yes, soon I had new friends. They made me feel warmth of friendship. Once more, I was happy again because I had a new friend with me.

But today with a heavy heart, it is time for me to write a farewell note for them too. Except for the grief that we’re being apart; I’m very happy for them because we all are going towards our better future.

It is a fact to accept that there is always a farewell some time after welcome. It has always been the same, meet and depart. People who have entered my life have always made a difference to me, so I shall never forget them. The mystery ... that is what makes life worthy living. However, the people we meet are always in the same book we are in, only that the pages are different and it is very important to turn the pages of the book so that the story can proceed.

Aruna Upreti
XII K9, Science
emphasis on it every time. And keeping alarm of just 5 mins. before break and the dialogue ‘sir, samosa khana jane belavayo’ to remind him of the break time was very fine. Truly talented and multi personality SBH sir was to put a life on a dead soul. The only thing I remember of optics class by RPY sir was “Hey buddy look over here”. Wow! And the sweet KBR sir with one new story in his every class was record breaking. It was the most interesting class I have ever attended. The new session K5 with new friends was really entertaining. RL maam, RRG sir, SKLK sir and his physics and RKS sir and his chiya jokes, our picnic were really memorable. Winning in Antaksari by girls over boys was the best thing.

Every one said Prasadi the college of strictness and discipline but in my view it is very homely, friendly and a place where I made many everlasting friends and found best teachers and knowledge. For me it is ‘masti ki Paathasala’.

Alisha Banjade
XII K5, Science
HOPE IS ALL THAT I GOT

I kept on falling again and again,
No matter how hard I tried,
But still I tried till my fingers bled,
I wondered and wondered how I would achieve success,
Failure accompanied even if I worked nights and days,
As if it was inscribed in my palm of fate.
How much price do I have to pay,
To save my passion which was fading away?
I was losing my faith, my dreams and dear,
Because illusion never changed into something real,
I was starting to feel, I needed no luck,
Because it wasn’t helping me a bit at all.
I felt like the world was upon my shoulder,
I was cold, ashamed, bound and even broken,
But till then, I had a hope,
Hope which built me strong,
Again and again, from my heart a love would say,
“Can’t stop now, you have travelled far away?”
I would then rise myself up, to face the challenge,
And never give up,
For my journey had begun and I wanted to end it well,
But for that I had only hope,
For I knew that hope would shake mountains.

Rupa Tamang
XII K8, Science

DAYS AT PRASADI ... IN RETROSPECT

As I sit behind the window sill,
The fun we had in the class,
Together as time passed,
The friends I made,
The pranks I played,
Everything comes back,
As I watch time fly by.

The things we used to do,
When we sat inside the class,
And remarks we used to pass,
The backbiting about others,
All come as a flash back,
As I watch the days pass by.

The care hidden in our silly fights,
The love we showed in our feuds,
The way we helped each other,
Drifts in the back of my mind,
The laughter that lit our class,
And the life we spent together,
I feel the presence of an energy that never fades,
No matter where our future may lie,
The memories will always keep us together.

Alyssa Shakya
XII, K2, Science
BEING A PRASADIAN

Hi! it’s me Niraj Sah. I am recognized as the most simple and straight student. It is because of my behavior and thought. I came to Kathmandu for the first time for further studies from my village after completing S.L.C. The environment was totally different here from what I had expected it to be. It was a densely populated, polluted and busy city. In this big city, Prasadi became a part of my life where I completed +2. When I entered Prasadi, I found totally a new environment here. The strict rules and regulations guided me. However, doing homework all the time and having our bag checked bored me. I started feeling as if I was not free. Gradually, as time passed I adjusted myself in the environment of Prasadi. Everything became easy. I became familiar with teachers and friends. I found them interesting, too. I still remember the dialogue of some teachers SBH “Ghanss haru,” “Bangara Jhardinchu”, the way he laughs etc., RKS: “talk with physics” “listen with calm and quiet mind”, “Look look, look here” and CSG: “yes or no”. If I forgot to bring book or calculator, YKG sir would tell me, “Babu! tero dimag ma memory card lai diu”. Oh! I found them very interesting. Most interesting and memorable thing was picnic at the famous spot Tribhuwan Park in class 12. We all danced together even with girls. We all became more frank to one another. We took a lot of photos with friends, teachers and enjoyed to our fullest. I still remember all those days in Prasadi because with time all the events have passed but they are in my memory. Chief sir, teachers, long hair and bag checking, practical classes, dissection of frog, rat, homework, dancing at picnic, friends like Samir Joshi, Prabin, Santosh, ... I miss you a lot.
We the 14th batch of Prasadi Academy are going to be ex-Prasadians. I don’t believe that the two years has completed in Prasadi. It seems as if I joined Prasadi just yesterday. Firstly, I would like to thank my parents who advised me to join this college. This college has now become an important part of my life and I feel like I will miss this college a lot. Though the rules are very strict, I enjoyed them and also struggled with them. Coming to college during strikes, on Saturday in school uniform, trimming the nails short, hectic homework and exams, avoiding the cosmetic etc are memorable. I really enjoyed all these rules. This college has taught me a lot of things. Being a Prasadian I have gained many things. Each and every moment spent in Prasadi is memorable for me. Being a student of S8 in grade XI was so much joyful. Running to canteen for samosha with Soi, Binu and Priyanka, sitting with Upasana and Richa in class and gossiping with Silpa and Srijana are so much unforgettable. Jokes of Sajana and supportive friends of S8 like Sreya, Seema, Radha, Arati, Noori, Swasti, Saru etc. are really memorable to me. Those loads of homework and exams, all came to an end when we left our grade XI, but what to do, we had to bear them for one more year i.e. grade XII.

I was also much worried in the beginning that I had to be separated from my Grade XI friends but I was so much happy when I saw Upasana as my classmate of sec R5 in grade 12, too. My good friends of Grade XI Nirvana and Seema were also with me in Grade XII. It was much more exciting than class 11 to me. I used to sit with my previous bench partner (of Grade XI) Upasana and a new friend of Grade XI Renesha. We used to play games, talk in class, do homework in class, sing songs with Bob, Melina, Rohina, Nirvana, Seema and Chuke, eat Titaura in class with Luna, Samistha and Hisila. I was the funniest one in that class. How can I dare to forget the result time? Bob was always the topper, Upasana the second topper, likewise Samistha, Asha, Deepa and Prakash of our section R5 entering into top ten position. Mmmm... How can I forget the naughty but also helpful boys of our class, Bikram, Milan, Sakchhan, Nikesh, Sameer and Sajan. Yes, they were so much friendly to me. I will really miss the time of picnic at Tribhuvwan Park, clicking photos, dancing with all R’S friends together.

The inspiring words of MRD sir, Pankaj sir, Manju Ma’am, Amatya sir, RB ma’am and classes with Ratna Man Dangol Sir and Malvika Subba are really going to be attached in my heart. Lastly, how can I forget Sandy and Raju; the second last day spent with them will always be memorable in my life.

Thank you Prasadi. Thank you so much for being a part of my life and teaching many things to me and granting me such memories and friends.
Finally, I stepped in R5 section, after the completion of the first year, I met many new friends and got intimate with them as well. How could I forget the struggle that I made through those 8 stairs just to reach my class? This was really much challenging. However, the environment inside the class would always relax me. Our class teachers Reeta ma’am as well as Manju ma’am were always a source of inspiration for us. The most entertaining teacher Pankaj sir and his funniest facial expression which had always created a kind of humorous environment among us can’t be erased from my memory. Amatya sir, one of the strict teachers who has guided us in a right track would always be missed. His quote, “Be very up to date, we’ve a gang of showpiece in the class, well wash your brain, remove the nail polish, we are not going to a party palace but we are Prasadians” were famous in the class. Sometimes, we wished his period never came. However, his motivation has energized us and shown us the right track as well.

Despite all the strictness, I enjoyed each and every moment with a great fun. I could never forget the ups and downs made by me for coming late to the school. Prasadi has taught me the importance of punctuality. Besides this, I’ve acquired a great source of knowledge and inspiration from the academy. Prasadi has helped me to develop my inner qualities and the excellence for being a student.

At last, I would like to thank our chief sir and the entire Prasadi family for guiding and supporting me to the path of excellence and all my supportive friends Saji, Mallika, Sita, Kritika, Roshan, Milan, Saksham, Sanjeeb, Sarala, Upashana, Samistha, Barsha, Anzela, Rashmi, Seema, Hisila, Luna and Asha. Hereby, I stop bidding a very Goodbye and wishing ‘a best of luck’ for upcoming Prasadians.

Deepa Sharma
XII R5, Mgmt.

PRECIOUS MOMENTS IN PRASADI

The most unbearable and sorrowful moment has now finally knocked on the door i.e. the time of departure with Prasadi. We, Prasadians are in a very great dilemma whether to listen to the heart or to the mind as heart denies to accept that we would no longer be Prasadians whereas mind says that departure is compulsion and the time can’t be halted. Although this intensity has given us a great tension, to some circumstances we are prepared of this painful moment because the reality can’t be escaped by any means.

13th Shrawan, the first day, I entered inside the premises of Prasadi Academy with full excitement and with the air of anxiousness. Lots of our friends gathered in front of the notice board to search out their respective section. There, I was put in B13 section, the marvelous class, I entered the class and made new friends. It was raining outside. Our class teacher Saroj sir was the most caring as well as encouraging. I still remember his warm love and care. Likewise, the class would never start without jokes in URT sir’s period. His charming face will always be remembered. When we approached the third period, Dotel sir’s class, we were really freshened up by his “saeri” as well as the entertaining commercial break. How could I miss Raj Kumar sir and his famous quote “Haeena”. Last but not the least MRD sir and his strictness would always be with me. Well! speaking up frankly, I must say, every moment spent in B13 was really marvelous.
PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN

Even today when I look back to 28th of July, I first stepped into Prasadi’s premises as a Prasadian, I still cant digest the fact that I ended up enrolling in the very college I had vowed I would never enter. Hey! Don’t blame me for that. I, like many others, was a bit intimidated by all that I’d heard about Prasadi’s strict system. But I guess life comes in surprise packages that I believe in the end, turn out to be not that bad. I suppose getting into Prasadi and being recognized as a Prasadian is one of such surprises. It was so mesmerizing I had never expected and yet I wonder how much I would have missed out going if I hadn’t rushed to give Prasadi a try.

In these two years that I’ve spent as a Prasadian, I’ve found a home here, a place I could look forward to coming to. Yes, it does sound quite odd, doesn’t it? A student actually wanting to attend classes? I would have thought the same as well. But like it is often said, “We come to appreciate things when they have gone out of our grasp.” In these last days I’m here as a Prasadian and I’ve come to realize that very fact.

Prasadi has not just given me an education to tackle the world, it has brought me friends who have been the best. They’ve always been with me, with their constant support. I’ll always thank Prasadi for bringing me to the most amazing bunch of people. And to these people, my friends, my confidants, I just want to say that you guys have made my days as a Prasadian a truly joyous ride and I’ll always thank you all for that.

To the teachers, I express my heartfelt gratitude for putting up with all our crazy antics and never giving up on us. It is always reassuring when you know that there are people who believe in your ability to do better with every passing day. Truly, these two years have been the best years and today I am truly proud to be a Prasadian.

Surena Shrestha
XII K3, Science
I CAN DO IT

Silent whisper from the almighty into my ears,
Words of wisdom that question upon my strength and fears,
My ability to change the world which I was unknown,
Considering myself incompetent and worthless since I was born.

Blurred vision of my future that made my life empty,
Failure had made me hopeless, I had only negativity,
As a pessimist would be, I felt much disgrace,
Wandering in a quest to find my abilities,
I sought for God’s enlightening, warm embrace.

For I’ve realized about my strength and desire to achieve my goal,
Confidence and determination in what I do, I free my soul,
Now is the time to rise and shine, put efforts to my dream since birth,
A dream to establish an ideal land and provide relief to my mother Earth!

Aanchal Shah
XII K5, Science
I AND MY PRASADI ...

Prasadi! you are my good friend. I will never forget you. You inspired me to be a disciplined, punctual and obedient person. Whenever I was in problem, you sent me your angels i.e. the helpful, motivating teachers and solved my problems. When I was dying of hunger you offered me food. There was no problem at all being with you. I was eager to see you every time. So, without sleeping early in the morning I came to see you. You took care of me. While coming to college you didn’t allow me to take my bike. I think you are fond of king Tribhuwan. So you visit Tribhuwan park once a year. I think your favourite games are basket ball and table tennis because we played only those games for whole two years and we enjoyed a lot, didn’t we?

Being a good friend of mine, sometimes you irritated me by calling me for re-test. Whenever I remained absent, you always telephoned my parents and they shouted at me. In every 50 minutes you entertained us in various topics i.e. economics, B. Studies, B. Maths, Accountancy and English. When I first met you I was very much nervous and excited. As time passed on you became a very good friend of mine. At last, I just want to say that I love you Prasadi and I am proud to be a Prasadian. Although I am going far away from you, don’t forget me. I can never forget you and all the two years’ memories that we spent and shared together. They will always be with me.

Saroj Maharjan
XII R4, Mgmt.
Prasadi Life

I entered Prasadi Academy with fear in my heart. I had heard that it was the strictest college of Nepal. I thought I would not last here long. But as my days passed, I found out that life was not so difficult. The homework bothered me a little but I got used to it. The teachers were friendly and made our classes entertaining. I started my journey with section ‘B11’ and ended with ‘K2’. I quickly made new friends. I was a bit disappointed that girls and boys sat in different rows as we used to do in my school. I wanted to write a complaint about that to chief sir, but I could never gather enough courage to do so. I realized that in Prasadi, every teacher was unique and had different styles. The most unique one was JPY sir, his way of saying ‘Babu’ and moving his hands while saying ‘sigma bond, pie bond’, was amazing. The heavy bag of JPY sir made me realize that my bag was not too heavy. The way KBP sir said ‘Kyaa’ and ‘hunchha’ was too funny. I usually wondered if SKLK sir or RRG sir ever spoke Nepali. The most enjoyable period was of BKTM and Hamal sir. The way BCG sir winked his eyes and laughed while talking made me happy. YKG sir was also entertaining with his unique formula for remembering the reactions. The most unique I remember is ‘Ma ma zi cr Al co Ni’. I remember a day before our exam when he said, “I wish best of luck for your exam!” Also, there was KBP sir with his ‘halla band’ and referring register as ‘Hajir-khata’, RKS sir will always be remembered for mixing every chapter of physics with ‘chiya’. When RKS sir entered, he used to say ‘basne, basne’ which made me laugh every time. CSG sir also was funny with his smile with dimples. NLK sir with his cap and URT sir with his Bhadguale topi were too elegant. I also liked the teaching style of BM mam, SK mam and KS mam. The most entertaining moment of my college life was the time I spent with friends. We used to enjoy every period. We also kept nicknames of each other, the famous ones were Torpe (Sauden), Thyau (Samir), Gatya (Niraz), Murkha (Prabin), Pittle (Shashant), Boree (Dibya) and myself as Dozer. All in all, I really enjoyed my life in section B11 and K2 in Prasadi. I will really miss my wonderful moments of my college life.

Roshan Dhakal
XII K2, Science
A TRUE PRASADIAN

“Well, you are a student of Prasadi, aren’t you? Wow, that’s great!”

I hear people say this and take pride in my school. If you are a student of Prasadi, I am sure you will also take pride on being a Prasadian. For me, the time is approaching soon to be labeled an ex-Prasadian. Sometimes, I don’t know if you do, but I do ponder on if I am really worthy of this “title”. Come to think of it. Do you really deserve the honour of being called a Prasadian, a student of Prasadi Academy, one of the most prestigious schools in the country? When people say you are really fortunate, do you ever think if you are making use of your fortune? Well, whether you do or not, it will certainly be helpful if each of us understands what our school aims at and how we can contribute to fulfill that aim. There are some principles our school believed on, preaches and tries to inculcate within us. Each student should try to evaluate if he/she has these qualities. If you do, then you are really a Prasadian. And if you don’t then try from this very moment to be like one.

Our school, Prasadi Academy aims at making its students intellectually competent, morally sound, psychologically whole and imbued with the sense of divine commitment for justice, love and peace. A true Prasadian should understand the prominence of moral values and psychological soundness along with intellectuality. He/she understands that the development and progress of an individual is not worth it if the people around are always loyal to justice and are just. He/she accepts changes when they have the capability of bringing a healthy and new wave in the society. Although a true Prasadian cannot be defined as such, he/she could be called a complete individual who not only thinks of personal pleasures, but also is willing to sacrifice for others, if the condition asks for it. A true Prasadian is an able citizen and a strong pillar of tomorrow for the country.

Most of all, a true Prasadian is an integrated person full of humanity. There used to be a time when I dreaded the corridors of Prasadi Academy more so due to the terror of our Chief, Mr. Bikram Rai. But now I understand how bright there buildings, corridors are that I am about to depart from my ‘home away from home,’ my school where I studied for 2 years already. The corridors might appear even dull to guests, laymen as I’d prefer to call them but for me they are full of memories that are just too memorable. So one day, I sat down and thought that god granted me such a golden opportunity and if I really utilized the chance. I thanked God that I realized the importance of my school before I was away. And I’m already missing my school.

Swechha Sing Thakuri
XII R3, Mgmt.
MEMORIES

Words cannot be measured,
Memories can only be treasured,
Moments of happiness, moments of love,
Moments of sadness, moments we’ve suffered.
Moments which we’ll always remember,
All come along to form a bitter sweet memory,
Things are forgotten, but memories are enlightened,
Sometimes, they bring along tears with fears,
And sometimes, they come along with moments to cheer.
With pride and pleasure they come in our mind,
Leaving smiles and tears behind.
Cherishing glorious moments, which were so kind,
And this , the only day can find,
Memories of our life time,
Which we have already left behind.

Nizma Tamrakar
XII K8, Science
MY 2 YEARS’ JOURNEY IN PARASADI ACADEMY

After my SLC result, I was in dilemma which college to join. Then my parents forcefully joined me in Prasadi. I heard lots of things about Prasadi Academy like strict rules, punishment etc. I thought it was the biggest mistake of my life. But now I realize if I hadn’t joined this college, it would have been the biggest mistake of my life.

I still remember my first day in Prasadi. It was the month of Shrawan when I first stepped here. I was really nervous. I went near the notice board to see which class section I belonged to. I saw my name for section B11 . I didn’t know where it was and what B stood for. Later URT sir showed me my class. When I entered my class, I saw my school friend, Sumin Sharma Subedi. I was so surprised on seeing him. I shared bench with him because I didn’t know any other friends. I still remember the first lecture given by SK mam in grade XI on the difference between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell with diagram. Later that day chief sir came and told us about rules and regulations. I was amused by hearing that there was no bell system in Prasadi Academy and the break was of only for 20 minutes. I made lots of new friends like Paras, Laxman, Pragyat, Tashi, Sudin, Briain etc.

The first month was really frustrating but I got used to the environment. I will never forget doing loads of homework, carrying all books, visiting barber shop frequently etc. Fun loaded class of BKTM, YKG, KBP, BCG, SBH will never be forgotten. Oh God! how can I forget samosa of canteen. For the whole year in grade XI we only had samosa. I was having so much fun in grade XI that I didn’t notice the whole year passed so quickly. Finally, it was the time for HSEB exam of grade XI. I was really nervous but with courage I gave my best and the result was totally unexpected. I was really sad because I was separated from my friends where as I was happy because I got opportunity to make new friends.

In grade XII I was in section K8. I got opportunity to make new friends like Niraj, Amir (Hb), Kuldeep (singham), Pralad, Sachitya, Sharad etc. Our first class in grade XII was of YKG sir. I still remember his unique example in volumetric analysis, “Mike Tysan ra sana fuchi fight khelda bhane kasle jitchha?” All the funny memories of teacher like CSG sir’s Ok ,Ok, last time of BCG, RRG sir’s unique smile, chief sir’s unexpected visit, RKS sir ‘chiya’, URT sir’s pure Nepali, bag checking are all still in my memory. In the month of Falgun, we went for a picnic at Tribhuwan Park. I had lots of fun in picnic by dancing with friends, taking group photos etc.

I have expressed my experiences of 2 years’ journey in few words but there are lots of memories which I will never forget in my life. So, thank you Prasadi for giving me such memorable 2 years. The time table of Prasadi is great. It taught me to know the value of time. Prasadi is really a bright future for students. Prasadi really rocks!

Samir Sharma
XII K8, Science

For the whole year in grade XI we only had samosa. I was having so much fun in grade XI that I didn’t notice the whole year passed so quickly. Finally, it was the time for HSEB exam of grade XI. I was really nervous but with courage I gave my best and the result was totally unexpected. I was really sad because I was separated from my friends where as I was happy because I got opportunity to make new friends.

In grade XII I was in section K8. I got opportunity to make new friends like Niraj, Amir (Hb), Kuldeep (singham), Pralad, Sachitya, Sharad etc. Our first class in grade XII was of YKG sir. I still remember his unique example in volumetric analysis, “Mike Tysan ra sana fuchi fight khelda bhane kasle jitchha?” All the funny memories of teacher like CSG sir’s Ok ,Ok, last time of BCG, RRG sir’s unique smile, chief sir’s unexpected visit, RKS sir ‘chiya’, URT sir’s pure Nepali, bag checking are all still in my memory. In the month of Falgun, we went for a picnic at Tribhuwan Park. I had lots of fun in picnic by dancing with friends, taking group photos etc.

I have expressed my experiences of 2 years’ journey in few words but there are lots of memories which I will never forget in my life. So, thank you Prasadi for giving me such memorable 2 years. The time table of Prasadi is great. It taught me to know the value of time. Prasadi is really a bright future for students. Prasadi really rocks!

Samir Sharma
XII K8, Science
THE EXAM FEVER

Oh! cruel exam dear
Why are we frightened
Through the year?
First term: A little hard, A little easy
For it one has to get busy.
Second term: A little easy, A little hard
I feel a bit nervous
For a start
Question from every part
Like a pack of horses with car
Third term: Many chapters and many more
Future brings a big bore
Oh! boring exam dear
Please be easy
‘Any more of it will some make me crazy’

Nikesh Maharjan
XII R2, Mgmt.
AN ADIEU TO THE DELIGHTFUL DAYS...

Life wasn’t that difficult at Prasadi after all. I mean, at college level, one usually comes with a lot of aspirations. After the schooling is over, every individual who nourishes a dream in their heart and fosters hopes in their eyes is subjected to a vast ocean of options which do no better than confusing them—making them indecisive as to what option to opt for. It probably is the most difficult choice one has to make, and yes, once they choose, they set into one walk of life and hardly can swerve.

I have come from a good schooling background. I studied at a very reputed school of the country, and was provided every opportunity not to let the innate potentiality in me just wither away. My school did really have a great role in making me able to stand as dignified and confident as I am today. When my school was about to be over two years ago, I had a clear picture of next step I would take for my future career. I had planned every encounter in a perfect way, just perfect for me as a person I am. But the very first encounter turned my direction straight opposite. I wanted to study CBSE board and I ended up taking HSEB! Well, I had to face a big action upon my will at that moment. But I had faith, I wouldn’t lose my path. And I didn’t. I’m happy now, for really good reason that I didn’t indulge in an Indian academic degree. The next reluctant decision was to join Prasadi. I had thought I wouldn’t want to study in a place where one needs to give a second thought even to carry a toffee! Thirteen years of strict discipline at school had already trained me enough, I needn’t have endured more dictatorship. But my college turned out to be even more strict than my school. What plans I had made to perform at my college levels on choosing the matching shoes and ties vanished in a flicker. I would have to face next.

Surprisingly as it may come to many of my pals too, I started enjoying Prasadi with each passing day. And it went this way because I hadn’t had a thought about the positive trade of this institution. We, as young and enthusiastic teenagers, often end
up judging things wrongly- because we barely understand the true values of life and achievements, of dreams and efforts, and all the hands that perspire behind our success. Prasadi is one such a hand, which has patted my back in gesture of acknowledgement and encouragement; sometimes thrashed me in gesture of a warning; and caressed me with gesture of care and guidance. In the beginning of grade XI, I was busy making introductory speeches to a lot of my acquaintances (I was good at making speeches since my school days, participating in a lot of oratory contests nurtured such a skill) who later turned into really amiable companions. They have made this part of my voyage of life really easy and memorable. I never hesitated to approach any shy student who sat at the corner of a bench trying to hide their face away. And I’ve succeeded in making friends here at Prasadi awesomely.

Studying science these two years had been a challenge since the beginning. The vast gap between grade X and XI wouldn’t have been so skillfully bridged had I not opted for joining Prasadi. The teachers turned out to be really helpful, guiding us through every mind-boggling short questions in Physics, simplifying complicated drawings in biology, from organizing our thoughts in solving a numerical to interpreting beautiful prose and poetry. Every little effort of them contributed a lot to accumulate another part in my mind. I learnt very gradually, and step by step, all being laid by the teachers themselves. And most importantly, I enjoyed learning, it never appeared a burden to me, no matter how low I scored in the internal examinations.

I even trained myself to gobble up my food within 20 minutes of the small break we got. And managed to visit the lavatory in the same allocated interval. I coped up with jotting down notes from the teachers. I taught my bowels to digest the hot and spicy food the Prasadi canteen served (though I lament about the times I fed myself doses of antibiotics when I fell ill to typhoid). But the grade XII picnic to Tribhuban park was amazing, simply exquisite. I had never enjoyed dancing like I did that day, with a crowd of more than hundred people on the same floor, at the same time, to the same beats. Each of us was lost in the magic of celebration. I know all of my pals will refer to the picnic as their most cherished memory of Prasadi.

I can write lines and pages about these two years and still not stop. Enjoyment and studies are how obvious things I acquired in this time, but apart from them there are other little things that most of us miss out, to recall, or to add to our compendium of reminiscences, those things that I don’t want to miss reminiscing after my college is over. Every person that I’ve met during this time has been a uniquely gifted character, possessing a unique skill and a unique interest. Every friend that I’ve known here is a king in himself, of his own little kingdom. Every girl who blushed when I complimented on her beauty has had a unique charm, and all these characters have acquired spaces in my heart and memories. Everyone was genius and they inspired me in different ways and perspectives, different days.

Coming to Prasadi, learning, enjoying, discovering some seduced secrets of life and finding a journey to within have been some achievements I’ve made, for which, I’m aware, I’ll not be bestowed any shield or embellished with any badge- but these little achievements of one or other kind have ultimately contributed to bring out a better part of me every time any thought crossed my mind regarding these matters. I know, after I part from here, I will have become a devoted, sincere and skillful learner, an amiable companion, a sweet mender of injured hearts and a very good narrator. It is because Prasadi has given me a parcel of these experiences, these beautiful memories as a farewell gift. And I leave this farewell note as a gift to Prasadi, friends and teachers.

Bidushi Pokhrel
XII K2, Science
There was time in my college life when I felt so hectic that I wanted to quit it right away but some beautiful days and awesome friends made me live my two wonderful years in Prasadi Academy. Let me tell you how it was like when this began.

I took a deep breath as I walked in through the gate in the morning of my very first day. I was scared, worried and my heartbeats were running fast. It may sound like in a story, in a drama, in a movie, but I felt exactly this way. But you can call it a story of my life where I had the worst and the best time, where I learnt to give up those stuffs that I've always wanted, where I came to meet many two-faced people known as “so-called-friends” and very few true friends.

I still remember my first day. I was confused where my class was. Then I asked a boy student who was wearing the same dress as mine and was heading to the same direction that I was. As I walked into the class, I saw all new faces. But thank god, I found a bench mate at least. We didn’t talk much on first and few more following days. I thought my two years were going to be hard, in fact very hard. After few days, teachers started collecting homework. They were strict more in case of homework. When I was in school, I had always dreamed of having lots of fun in college life. But what the hell! it was exactly opposite. First term came and went. I was so shocked when I saw my results. It was very less joyful than I had expected. In the beginning it was really hellish.

Slowly things started getting a little better. I knew everyone’s name in the class. That was hard for me as I didn’t talk to all of them much. Everyone started laughing at each other’s joke. Strangers became friends. Friends became good friends and good friends became best friends. We started having fun in class, in canteen everywhere. We did many things for fun. Then I came to realize the value of little things that made life great. College life is also about crushes and crashes. Similarly, some of us had crush on our individuality, which now I think was really very childish. It was nearly the end of grade XI when we had so much fun that we were not ready to get separated in grade XII, but we hoped that we would be in same class. Anything could happen, we never knew, after all it was Prasadi Academy.

The classes of 11 were over, preparation leave was over, board exams was also over. The vacation also got over. Again, there came my 12th grade.

I walked in and found few old friends of mine. Thank God! This time was much better than I had expected. But teachers were strict and we wanted to have fun. That was the only problem. We had fun to our fullest but appearing in retests repeatedly was quite embarrassing.

It was nearly the end of college life when we were taken for picnic from college. Oh my God, it was something really very unpredictable. No one ever thought that college picnic was going to be such a blast. I never knew that the teachers in our college were so funny. There I got to see many new faces again. We danced, ate, had our photos taken, had loads of fun. We even made new friends and played cards. Not a single minute was boring. It was something unpredictable, but in the end it’s always right.

College life became a very special part my life. Not only books, I got to learn many other things here in my college. I had the best and the worst time of my life here in this college. So I’ll miss my college very much. I learnt to give up things which I never wanted to. My true friends taught me what friends are and the value of little promises that we make in our regular life. The two years’ period which I thought could be hard for me, but it went in a glance. I came to know the value of strictness in case of homework. It was just to make us upto date, for our own benefit. Well,
starting was tiring but things got better gradually. Talking about crushes, some turned into relationship, some got broken up, some crashed out, whereas, some got into deep relationship which is sure to cast happiness ever after. And now, I don’t think giving re-tests repeatedly is a bad thing. It helps students to study more. I got to learn from my mistakes. I learnt that we should never walk away. And all thanks to my college and my wonderful, cheerful, funny and sometimes irritating friends Saru, Barsha, Riya, Sofiya, Bhagwati, Soni, Shriya, Mallika who made my life beautiful. I will miss my college life so much. And now, I’m on the very last days of my college life. I really can’t imagine how much I’ll miss it later. This is all, about my life in Prasadi. Everyone must have fun in college life. But one thing that should be considered while having fun is, we should never lose our pride. Before doing anything, think about it and go ahead. Don’t think about what people will talk about you on your back if you’re right. People keep talking, they say what they like, but all I know is they are just wasting their time and they are jealous to you. That’s all.

Anjalita Bhusal
XII R4, Mgmt.
UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES

It was the month of Shrawan and rainy morning. All the students were in new uniform with new energy and hope. When I stepped first in Prasadi, I was very nervous and excited at the same time. I went near the notice board to find the section I belonged to. I was in section S8 and luckily I wasn’t alone because my school mates Sazana and Anish were in the same section. When I entered S8, all the unknown faces were sitting and staring at each other. Our class teacher Manju ma’am welcomed us and made us feel comfortable. I must say that the first day of college was OK. Our chief sir surprisingly entered the class room and told us about the rules that we all needed to follow. I thought what kind of rules they were. The strict rules were unexpected. But as time passed, things became comfortable. All the teachers like MRD sir, Bhogi sir, RKS sir, charming Manju Ma’am motivated and encouraged us to study and I found myself as a part of Prasadi Academy. At first, things were hard to manage. There was a lot of homework. But later I realized that it was the right way to pave our path for a bright future. Then gradually time passed and I got used to the environment. I got a chance to know the friends like Sandhya, Swozit, Radhika, Shreya, Nirvana, Noorina, Aarati and many more. Their presence never made the class boring and dull. I had only just started enjoying grade XI, the session got over. The another chapter of life was waiting for me.

It was the month of Asar, our first day of grade XII. It was more exciting and challenging. My old friends were searching for their section. I saw my name in section R5. I was sad because some of my old friends got separated. In R5, I did make new friends there, too. I became more attached to friends like Kritika, Melina, Rohina, Babita and many more. Really, they were close friends that I ever had. Sometimes our teachers became angry and scolded us.

All the teachers like Rita Ma’am, our class teacher was very sweet and dedicate, Krishna sir, Pankaj sir’s acting, Bhadra sir’s ‘Why ha!’ and Suresh sir’s encouragement and of course his dialogue ‘You are the showpieces, don’t live in dream, stay in reality because dream never comes true’, our chief sir, the guardian of Prasadi Academy, his surprising visit in the class, strict rules and commanding voice made everyone scared. Thank you sir, your inspiration made us better from good.

We were taken to Tribhuwan Park in the first week of Falgun saying unknown picnic spot. Even though it was usual picnic spot we students made it exciting and joyous. We all girls and boys danced a lot. I
danced madly at the picnic. My legs were paining but I didn’t stop dancing. There are many unforgettable days of my life which are undefined. The picnic day was the most beautiful moment of my life. I have received knowledge, discipline and blessing from teachers.

Life is short and time runs very fast. It feels like yesterday I joined Prasadi but the time has come to leave Prasadi. Today I am attending the revision classes after pre-board exams of class XII. It is almost over now, and I will be away from Prasadi within few days but the days I spent in Prasadi will always be safe in my memories. I am proud to be a Prasadian and proud to say I am the product of Prasadi.

Conclusion: Prasadi is the best college. May Prasadi get success and may it achieve more progress in upcoming years! Long live Prasadi!

Lastly, I want to thank all the teachers for supporting and teaching us. And of course my dear friends who made my life glorious, outstanding, and exciting. I will be missing my teachers, my friends and my college days. “Good Bye’ to Prasadi.

Seema Chaudhary
XII R5, Mgmt.
Memories sometimes play a very confusing role. It makes us laugh when we remember the days we cried and makes us cry when we remember the days we laughed. It’s been 2 years it is a long time to make friends to know someone to be the part of something to form a bond and to collect enough memories to cherish life long. I feel my 2 years in Prasadi passed with a blink of eyes. I never realize bidding goodbye to Prasadi would cost me so much. I still remember the first day in Prasadi which indeed was the most memorable day of my life. The first day with unknown faces around, today seems like my own family. The first day, I still remember that the college ground was full of students. They were gathering here and there. We were informed to check our section in notice board. I had joined Prasadi with my two school friends Seema and Anish and luckily we three of us were in the same section S8. Our seat planning was done according to the roll number. So Seema and I had to be a part. I felt so bad at that time but also got a chance to react with new friends. But one tragic fact was my bench mate were so silent like an statue and the other one who were behind me they were faster than robots. But now when I turn back to take a glimpse of my college life, I want to stop the time and wish to live back in those days again. It was disgusting but with the passage of time I have many close friends. They are none other than close robots and statues of my 1st day. I hadn’t even imagined that we could have this kind of strong
bond and enjoy the college days that much. Those strange friends have been the best among all. Let me share some of the memorable moments of Prasadi. I still remember Rajkumar sir. He and his teaching style, his favourite dialogue “Haina”. He used to be always a new taste in his teaching style. How can we forget his unique punishing technique? Full period standing at the back of class was indescribable. Bhogi sir’s lecture was for our welfare but we never changed. His Nepali literature was fantastic. Manju ma’am was always loving and caring. She always made us alert to be punctual. Pankaj sir- what to say! He was a perfect actor. He and his expression was superb! All the best sir!... Talking about R.B. Ma’am- she had always been my favorite teacher and now she covers so large space in me. I love you ma’am. She is so charming. Her dialogue was “Boys don’t make noise.” Thank you for everything Ma’am. Let’s talk about our bad work and all stuff which we’ve done. We were so gluttonous that we used to take just 5-6 coupons but we used to eat 9-10 coupons that was our trick. We used to submit copies without doing homework and get punishment later. Grade XI passed by knowing friends and getting close to rules and adjusting in the college environment. Grade XII Prasadi was all ours because we were familiar with the environment. Yes in Grade XII all of us had separated, but we enjoyed a lot. We played kabbaddi, chhyoildum, haat tani, basketball etc. in break time. How can I forget our chief sir? I still get scared when I see him. I can’t forget his worthy attitude and that terrifying slap. It’s not a complaint for that but want to thank him for making us realize our weakness. Thank you, Prasadi. It is the institution which has built up our confidence and has made us feel that we can move on and do something ourselves. Thanks for all the teachers for giving us right track to move on. Thanks to the chief sir who has come up with such a wonderful thought of establishing an institute like Prasadi which can make everything possible that is why we have been able to be Prasadians. Prasadi, thank you! Proud to be a Prasadian! Long live you and your success Prasadi!

Sajana Gautam
XII R1, mgmt.
TWO YEARS IN PRASADI

It was my first day in Prasadi. I was late on that day and I searched for my name and section hurriedly. Then, I entered the class. Almost all the seats were reserved. My nervousness made my mind go blank. Every face was so strange. I couldn’t decide where to sit. I suddenly saw my school’s friend. I went and sat with her. Then, the teachers started to come and teach even without their introduction. That was really strange. As my cousins had studied here, I had only heard that the teachers would leave the classes when time was over. It was strange but later it helped us to work in time. All became so good friends, we started enjoying the classes. Teacher caught me while borrowing book from next section. Sunita ma'am caught me while reading the lyrics of a song and threw it in dustbin. Som Nath sir’s pure Nepali speaking, RKS sir’s detailed lecture and grand asking, Bhogi sir’s calling every student’s name with ‘Ji’ at the end and Sudan sir’s commercial breaks were interesting. The time of Tiffin break wasn’t enough. We couldn’t manage but later even that time was more when we adjusted. Finally, grade XI also got over.

Soon, grade 12 started, I was so happy that some of my friends of grade 11 were in my class. At least, the first day of both sessions were different.
I found the teachers really cooperative, especially, Manju mam, I was very impressed by her speaking in 11 during exams and wished her to teach us English. The way she teaches us, automatically brings interest in us to study and learn more. Whenever she said, ‘I am angry’, we used to laugh. Her punishment up and down will be memorable. And other memories are: Rabin sir’s scolding and funny examples, RKS sir’s asking and students’ presentations, Amatya sir’s strict teaching and regular dialogues, advices, blames, etc, and Bhadra sir’s making us do all the problems along with his doing on board. Doing homework during class hours, unexpected visit of chief sir, sudden bag checking etc. can not be forgotten. Grade XII is also going to end soon. We enjoyed a lot in picnic.

It’s unbelievable that two years have passed so fast that it feels as if it was few months ago when I joined Prasadi. My journey has made me believe that with time, everything changes and becomes able to get adjusted in any kind of environment. I’ll miss all my friends of S11 and R4 and all teachers. All the moments in Prasadi (exams, class, canteen etc and the day of our picnic) are memorable and these days are going to be a part of my life. Goodbye!

Salina Bajracharya
XII R4 Mgmt.
“Time and tide waits for none”.

Yes, it’s the perfect saying. Time is a river which flows smoothly on its path without a halt. Nobody can control it and nobody can stop the time and it’s the reality.

Now, very soon I’m going to get farewell from this institution Prasadi Academy. It seems to me that my two years at Prasadi passed away in a blink of eyes. Yes, it seems yesterday when I first stepped into Prasadi Academy. Yah! I still remember my first day in college. How can I forget that day in my whole life? The sweet memories of that very day is still fresh in front of my eyes. On the first day, I stepped at school at 6:25 am and there were many students. I asked one of my teachers to show my class. With a sweet smile he showed my room. While sitting in the classroom, I wondered what type of company I
would have, but even on that day I was able to make more than 10 good friends. I had a very nice starting.

When I was enrolled at Prasadi, I was ignorant I lacked self confidence. But in this institution I was privileged to gain good knowledge from qualified, experienced teachers and I also got to build self-confidence. I am sure, I’ll be a successful person in my life.

Today, I have got name and fame. I’m known as a student of Prasadi Academy. I’m in debt to institution for whatever I’ve gained. I learned a lot, I gained a lot. Hence that I’ll pay this debt by being a successful person in my life.

Finally, I’d like to thank all the teachers and administrative staffs who provided me with such good education and knowledge. I’d like to thank all my supportive seniors and juniors who supported me a lot. Lastly, I would like to welcome all the new Prasadians to this institution Prasadi Academy.

I am proud to be a Prasadian.

Shilpa Shukla
XII R4, Mgmt.
IT’S ALL ABOUT GRADE XII (K2)

Come on come in to have a look at this wonderful site,
When XII K2 stands holding its head high with pride,
Not always bookish, but yes! totally new,
Bringing up new ideas in every morning dew,
Kukee is sweet girl who blushes everytime,
Santosh is so simple, his behaviour is a rhyme,
Ayesha and Shristi together sit and talk all the time,
No matter what happens Kabindra is URT sir’s favourite,
Abhishek is a tall boy who talks as a flute,
Arpana smiles a lot as constantly playing lute,
Sudip acts kindly and smartly as well,
Look how kind Bibha is being,
Slight smile from Suja’s face can never be apart,
Dibya is a good boy with nature really nice,
Namrata listens to people and needs no telling twice,
Bindiya is not so frank but silence is her talk,
A charm fills the environment when Manorama is near,
Nesha Chamling is so unique, each and every day,
Brayan is pretty shy but his brain has nice trend,
Niraz is so much happy every moment is a joke,
Alyssa is chakchaki chulbuli girl of the class,
Sauden is the friendliest guy ever here,
Shouting and yelling Eva begins her whim,
Sarik only studies, remaining all wind,
Nisha Basnet is cute with talks very kind,
Prasanna with her friend Kavya is definitely very glad,
Roshan is cool one while Payal has much to do in rush,
Ashish hardly speaks while Gabina is quite talkative,
Anil is too gentle while Gimmi is never rude,
Ashaya the hero of class looks like hero of loot,
Prabin Chapagain’s eyes are so lovely,
While Kanchan smiles showing her dimple,
Meritorious Sumin is very bold and clever but Asmita is bit serious,
Poonam has good thinking while Nistha speaks sweetly,
Shwasank irritates teachers saying what ? and why?
Ashesh the studious is quick to finish exams,
Saurav grabs the opportunity when he gets the chance,
Nimesh is more hardworking than seen ones by your eyes,
Prakriti is always herself, either up or down,
Come in class, you will hardly see Pragyat, the tall boy,
Bidushi has the capacity to give nice and healthy speeches,
Ujwal has sweet smile and ideas very bright,
Prabin Chandra is the most serious boy among all,
Arun, the padante is always eager to ask,
Samir’s silly jokes will make all over our ears,
Kala is helpful and thoughtful too,
Asmita Sharma is determined and kind,
While Jeeban is fine and fast with his mind,
As for the year 2068 we truly had great fun being in XII K2.

Alyssa Shakya
XII K2, Science
Malvika Subba is the most popular Miss Nepal crowned till this date. As a celebrity after winning the Miss Nepal award, 2002, her power of expressiveness has been the most liked aspect for all. Besides her physical beauty, she also possesses the tag of the beauty of intellectuality. In a decade of working as a program presenter in television and a video journalist soon after being Miss Nepal, she has established herself as of the best level in other many fields. Though she said she would not be an actress, she has acted in two films of a different type: ‘Gods Live in Himalayas’ and ‘Goodbye Kathmandu’. Malvika has the quality of attracting others. The critics in the field of entertainment opine that she has succeeded in making herself still a center of attraction in a decade after being Miss Nepal. She has also acted in dozens of music videos. In 2010 Malvika has started running her own industry. Her company House of Alternative apparel which produces Made in Nepal clothes is one of a kind in Nepal, with its retail outlet at Uttar Dhoka Lazimpat. As an advocate of the need of personality development in the world of commerce, she has taught the students of Prasadi Academy along with other thousands of people. The students of Prasadi Academy got an opportunity to have a vivid talk with Malvika Subba who has been a role model for the youths of today. The talk has been presented below in brief.
Prasadians: What are you doing these days?

Malvika Subba: It has been more than a year that I have started my own business aiming for introducing Nepali brand clothes in the market so that Nepali consumers will enjoy wearing the clothes of attractive design despite the export of cloth from foreign countries. I have tried to prove that we can produce well furnished dresses in cheaper price than that of foreign brand in the readymade market. Though the nation’s instable political condition has disturbed the business, there is still time to do something in this field. Besides this, I also want to conduct program in television and give time to my family. I have an aim of popularizing the Nepali brand clothes in the world market. I am also on board of an NGO, Himalaya Climate Initiative, and we will soon be launching Hamri Bahini project for the empowerment of women.

Prasadians: What kind of family background did you grow in?

Malvika Subba: I was born in a simple, middle class family. My father was in the police, so I grew up in various places of Nepal. While I was in class-VI, my father passed away suddenly. Then the whole family responsibility went onto the shoulder of my mother. Since my parents had an intercaste marriage, my mother faced a great trouble to run the family. Even though we did not have a hand to mouth problem, my mother was not able to manage all the needs we had. I do not remember that I had any toys to play at that time. Despite my elder brothers’ education in a government school, luckily I got a chance to study in a private one.

Prasadians: It is said that all members love the youngest one in the family. How was your experience?

Malvika Subba: It is quite natural that the youngest one gets a little more love and care than the others. I have two elder brothers. I am 14 years younger than them. I was born in many years’ gap as my father felt the necessity of a daughter in the family. I got much love and care I needed but I was not a pampered daughter. In fact, I grew up in such an environment that made me the person that I am today.

Prasadians: How did you carry out your educational journey then?

Malvika Subba: I was a studious student during my school life. I would study hard to maintain my level high in my study. But I used to be shy and reserved at the same time, despite that I never failed to participate in extracurricular activities. As it is said ‘Where there is desire,
there is a way,’ I tried to gain confidence by participating in all extra-curricular activities. In spite of the fear I never stopped taking part in such programs. Through my continuous effort, I succeeded to eliminate the fear in me. I passed S.L.C. from Gyanodaya Public School, Plus 2 from Galaxy, Bachelor’s degree from Ace College and Master’s degree in Mass communication and Journalism from Kantipur City college. I did my Masters with my own money while working in Kantipur Television

Prasadians: What was your future aim? How far have you been to in this process?

Malvika Subba: It is not sure that we can fulfill our aim of the early ages, but like other students, I also had an aim of becoming a doctor which changed itself as the level of studies became higher. When I was able to understand myself, I dreamt of television career that I have completed by now. At present I have developed a concept of television program of my own brand in mind, but it is really expensive to run such a program. As we grow bigger, our aim and planning also change. Now, I plan to become a successful business woman in the society. Because of it, I have started my business, I have a dream of being known as a talented woman, a pride for the Nepali society.

Prasadians: How much successful do you think you are? How close have you been to in this process?

Malvika Subba: There is still a lot to do in order to achieve success according to me. I am making a hard effort for this. Ha..ha..ha. I believe that hard work supports us to find out the way of success.

Prasadians: How much sure were you in being a celebrity?

Malvika Subba: All thoughts cannot be fulfilled in this world. Some can be fulfilled and some cannot. I had already worked in television for a short time before participating in the Miss Nepal contest. So I was sure that I would be known as a good television presenter even though I might not have a dream of becoming a celebrity as I am today. But my mother did not like it and now also she does not like my involvement in media line. However, that was only the field I had wanted to make my career in. My mother was not fully happy with my participation in Miss Nepal contest, too. Only half of my family members were happy in this matter but half of them were not. My sister in law was fully supportive to me as she also had already taken part in such contest. After being Miss Nepal, I got the tag of a celebrity. I was no more able to walk as I used to do in the previous days. As I had aimed of becoming a celebrity on the basis of my hard work, I got it fulfilled after achieving the Miss Nepal award with my strong preparation for it.

Prasadians: How do you describe Nepal’s entertainment field then? Can today’s generation seek their career in this field?

Malvika Subba: People have started understanding the meaning of entertainment in a proper way in Nepal. But while talking about entertainment we should never forget our duty, reputation and discipline. The entertainment under good management, discipline and reputation supports our personality development. The field of entertainment in Nepal has proceeded with the process of ‘Do and Learn’ and now it has been in the hand of the new generation. They are doing their best to instruct the public about entertainment in a new way. Career can be sought in this field, but for this, they have to study this field well. The first thing we need is the interest, the second is the study on it and the third one is the clear vision about doing further after being in this particular field.

Prasadians: How much important is education in life? Is it important for us to be educated in order to be in acting field?

Malvika Subba: It is not necessary to tell about the importance of education in this modern age. It will be our foolishness to imagine how much it is important for us to have education. Education is important because it provides us with guidelines and awareness in life. It may not be very important for people who are involved in acting field but I think, education certainly brings maturity to this profession.
Educated artists only can do justice properly to all kinds of acting roles if they have the technical knowledge also.

**Prasadians:** You are known to have been involved in various fields. Which field do you want to be identified with?

**Malvika Subba:** I have the experience of working under the impression of Miss Nepal, a model, video journalist, program presenter, a film artist, a program host or Emcee, as well as a business person. I want to be a well established business person in Nepal. For this, I have put my own business as priority. In the same way, I like the fields of mass leading and personality development, too. For this, I have an interest of running a school related to the collective leadership and personality development.

**Prasadians:** You were seen in the field of acting, too. But why have not you given continuity in it?

**Malvika Subba:** Frankly speaking, I did not show interest in film acting from the beginning. Even though there were many offers for different roles, I did not work on them. May be, because of that, I do not get any offers now a days. Now I am already 30, and I don’t feel the need to strut around in skimpy clothes in commercial cinemas. Some time ago, actor Sunil Thapa made a special request to me for a short but influential role in ‘Gods Live in Himalayas’ that visualizes cultures of Nepal and India. I played a role of a loving mother in it. Likewise, I worked even in ‘Goodbye Kathmandu’ of Nabin Subba because I liked the script of it very much. ‘Goodbye Kathmandu presents a heart touching subject matter on the escape of youth manpower abroad because of the degraded political condition and the critical circumstance invited by the Royal Palace massacre of 2058. In reality I do not have interest of being active in the acting field unless I get really good scripts.

**Prasadians:** How do you respect your beauty, physically or intellectually?

**Malvika Subba:** This is to be evaluated by others. I am in the field where I think there must be the combination of both physical and intellectual beauty. In fact, beauty depends upon the eyes of beholders. It does not mean that Miss Nepal possesses the highest level of physical beauty. I have come across many women who are much more beautiful than Miss Nepal. You also must have experienced it. In my opinion, it is very difficult to have physical beauty in comparison to the intellectual one. Through hard work, intellectual beauty can be earned. In conclusion, all people are beautiful in their own position. It only depends on how you perceive them.

**Prasadians:** It is said that the three aspects: intellectual fitness, attractive personality and pride have influenced your life. What do you say?

**Malvika Subba:** I am happy if given the tag of intellectual fitness, attractive personality and pride have influenced your life. What do you say?

**Malvika Subba:** I am happy if given the tag of intellectual fitness and attractive personality, but how to define pride? It is sure that people mark us having a pervasive character if we live happily being close to all in society. On the contrary, we will be taken as a proud person if we move ahead in our own way without keeping any closeness to others. If I am called proud in this point, I accept this from my heart. I do not like to be close to any one by talking and doing work unnecessarily. There must come purity in all thoughts as it is said, “Fulko Aankhanmaa Ful nai Sansaara...”.

**Prasadians:** Do you respect your own decision all powerful?

**Malvika Subba:** Yes. While doing anything, I decide myself what I feel right. My family, especially my mother was not positive to me with my involvement in media field but as time passed, they slowly turned to be positive. They were not positive to me even with my involvement in business, but now they take it well. It is my habit that I do not ask anybody about the work that I want to do. If I feel it is very necessary, I take others’ views but decide things myself. One has to decide themselves about the things they want to do and work hard to make it happen.

**Prasadians:** It said that females are fashion conscious from their early age. How is your experience on your own side?

**Malvika Subba:** Ha..ha..ha. I was so ‘paakhe’ in my early age. It was may be because of my elder brothers in my
I was a tomboy. I would wear my brothers' clothes, even if it didn't fit me properly. I did not have any idea about fashion at all. Now, there has been a new trend of following the reputed fashion that is relevant to time. It is a good thing. I was not conscious about dress until I crossed my school level. Only after the age of 18/19, I became dress conscious, maybe because of the realization of being a daughter. I was compelled to be a little more dress conscious after winning the Miss Nepal award. I remained in only a light make up for 25 years. Since then I am more fashionable, but I only wear clothes that suit me.

Prasadians: What is Malvika Subba’s contribution in the field of social service?

Malvika Subba: In fact, whatever contribution we make in social service, it always becomes little. I also have a little contribution in this field. We celebrities, especially Miss Nepal, are usually asked how much contribution we have made for society. It really makes us feel uncomfortable to answer, because during student's life, girls become Miss Nepal. They do not have money. Their expenses increase more when they become Miss Nepal. Personally, I do not have enough property to make contribution in a society. So I am trying to earn some at present. Nevertheless, I have worked in some social organizations as well. I also have worked as a youth leader for Asia Pacific Youth Leadership Forum in relation to HIV AIDS. Similarly, I have participated and delivered a speech in New York conference as a representative from Nepal for the youth campaign against hunger of Action Aid. I also have participated in several public awareness programs. And now I am on board of HCI, which is about climate and contribution towards society.

Prasadians: You recently got married. How do you feel about married life?

Malvika Subba: I got married in the age of 30. It's just been a couple of months. I have just started to experience married life. I am a woman of today, so I have thought to bring change in society from myself at first. I have always been very independent, so I am taking some time to learn many things as a married woman. Secondly, I am trying to convince my family to take me as a daughter more than a daughter-in-law, who has to leave home early and return late after working many hours outside. Sometimes my meeting runs till late hours in the context of job. At such times, my family also has started to understand my issues. It is sure that we have some problems in the social and family structure like ours in Nepal. But I have tried to manage it. The greatest thing to succeed a married life is only 'compromise' between the couple and other members in the family. And my husband Riyaj Shresths is super understanding, I still don't feel like we are married at all, we are still in our relationship phase. (smiles)

Prasadians: How much are you interested in politics? Do you have any plan to involve in politics? How do you understand Nepal's politics?

Malvika Subba: Personally I am not interested in joining politics at all, but I cannot remain unaffected by the nation's politics as a citizen and a personality. I just started my business a year ago. My thought is to work hard day and night for progress, but on Bandha days, we are threatened not to make workers do their duty and conflict is created among the workers. If this trend continues, the situation will come that we have to stop running our business. In the context of involving in politics, I have not thought of it yet. I will play my role in the development of nation through organizations, but I will not take part in any political activities. As a conscious citizen, I want say that there must be clean politics and a stable government for our country's progress. There is a shortage of leadership to remain active in developmental work. The youth man power must be stopped from flying abroad and they must be involved in developmental work of the nation. For those who have been established abroad, a suitable environment is to be created in nation in order to make them come back to Nepal.
Prasadians: How does Malvika’s day passes by?

Malvika Subba: I go to bed late, so I get up late in the morning. I get up at around 7/8 am. Nowadays I have developed the habit of drinking black tea. Then I read newspapers and check mails. For some moment I do internet surfing. After that I check my phone to know if I have a responsibility to run a program. I take a bath and then take breakfast. I leave home. I attend a whole-day meeting sometimes. I go to my factory or to my store at Uttar Dhoka, Lazimpat. Sometimes, I reach my husband’s ‘salsa’ center. I attend some other social programs and campaigns. My routine goes ahead according to my diary. I also have to MC shows many a times so the evenings are packed. After 7 pm, I give my time only to my family forgetting all my outside work. I do not concentrate in other outside work after that.

Prasadians: Have you reached the condition of purchasing the things desired?

Malvika Subba: I have not been to the condition that I can buy a house and a car ha..ha..ha.. I like to go shopping by considering my needs and income. People say ‘Ghati Herera Haad Niluparchha’. It is applicable to every one’s life. I have been able to buy the necessary things that I need in my daily life. If I succeed financially more, one day, I want to own a house and a car.

Prasadians: You gave given classes to Prasadi students in the context of personality and leadership development. How was your experience in this case?

Malvika Subba: I tried to share my inner important things about life with Prasadi students. I do not know how much well you perceived and how much efforts you are making to implement them in life. But I have taken it as an opportunity for me to share some useful and important things we need in life, which I learnt myself. In the coming days, the student, brothers and sisters should move ahead by implementing all the learning’s. Then only my lessons and the life of student brothers and sister will be meaningful.

Prasadians: What kinds of advice do you want to give to the student brothers and sisters of Prasadi Academy?

Malvika Subba: You should move ahead with hard work and dedication to your work. You should prove yourselves strong not only theoretically but also practically. Practical knowledge helps people to be more successful. Along with the bookish knowledge, you need to know about world in order to make life successful. You should utilize leisure time by doing something important, learning work or do some extra courses that will be supportive to you. Without having any fear and hesitation, participate in extracurricular activities. It will increase confidence in you. The more you sharpen your talent and skill, the more successful you become. Keeping all these in your mind, you will move ahead for your successful personality in the coming days. I wish you all the best!
Bishal Khatiwada 4365
XII Sci.  Sec-K1

Memories:
- Every class of sath
- Every bag Cheking day
- Every class visit of chief sir
- BKTM sir ko stand up
- RB moon ko smile
- ‘K9’ bota biya hyako

Message: LIVE N’ LET LIVE
- Believe urself and
- Trust nobody.

---

Name: Bidhan Bhattarai (4179)
Grade: XII 'Sci'  Sec: K1
Address: Kalanki, Kathmandu
E-mail: bidhanbhattarai01@gmail.com

Memory: Picnic, Homework, baghchewi
- Hajal sirko periya,
- BCQ sir ko periya, etc.

Message: Study well!

Signature: Bidhan

---

Pushkar Gautam
XII K1  Code:4094

Pushkar_gautam1994@hotmail.com
Address: Bokhara-09, 0Km

Memories: Pusshar ko 2yr padi
- Bishal sange non-stop
- 400 ft hanara camera ko
- Hash yaari bitiya.

Message: Yes we can, if we believe
in change and change is that

---

NAME: SUGANDHA
CLASS: XII K4 (SCI)
CODE: 4311
EMAIL: sugandha_98210@gmail.com

MEMORIES: Don’t know why
But the place maybe it
Was the problem of friends
That made it memorable
Friends, I miss, teachers, yeh...

MESSAGE: BELIEVE IN YOURSELF

---
Prasadi Souvenir 2069

Bishal Bhatta
XII K1 Code: 4332
Bhatta 05@gmail.com
Address: Samakhushi-29, KTM
Memories: Prasadi Ko 2 yrs
Pushkar sang non-stop
coffee
in terra bizgo.
Message: Don’t go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail so that others will follow you.

Name: Ritu Shrestha
Code: 4283
Grade: XII Sci K1
Address: Kushal
Email: kskrk88@gmail.com
Memory: Thanks to Jan Prasadi for giving me faith in my life, K1 and B13 ROCKS!!!
Message: in life there are no accidents, there are no coincidences, everything happens for a reason and believe it or not the universe is always good.

Name: Anuj K. Ronyara
Code: 3974
Grade: XII Sci Sec: K1
Address: Feudipuri-3 (Scripta)
Email: Anuj_gupra12@hotramail.com
Memory: Lectures of GST, smiles of SCM, skating in the FRML and days in Jaspal’s....
Message: It is possible to fail in many ways while to succeed is possible in only one way

Name: Smriti Maharjan
Code: 4275
Grade: XII Sec: K1
Email: smritiavn1@hotmail.com
Memory: Times that I’ve spent with my friends unique prasadi teachers...non stop dance at celcius picnic...I’ll always cherish these memories.
Message: Enjoy whatever U do.
Signature: Smriti Maharjan
K1 Rocks!!
Name: Ankit Basnet  
Class: XI K1  
Address: Khumaltar Lalitpur  
Email: Ankitt basnet007@gmail.com  
Memory: Each and every moment in Kl & XIl are to be frashed. XIL was the best class.
Message: Enjoy ur classes, ur homeworks, entertain ur class, Rock ur life and enjoy ur time.
Signature: Ankit Basnet

Name: Chandan Yadav  
Class: XI, XII  
Email: kumar.anishbps4@gmail.com  
Address: Kabilashi-3, Simrha  
Memory: Picnic, Herbarium collection, classes of Kl & B9  
Message: Health is wealth.
Signature: Chandan Yadav

Name: Robin Mahajan  
Grade: XII Sci  
Email: Robin Mahajan@yahoo.com  
Address: Thecho, Lalitpur Sec. K1  
Memory: Each and everyday I spent in B12 and K1  
Message: Hardwork has no substitution
Signature: Robin Mahajan
Name: Pranesh K.C.
Class: XII
Sec: K'1
Memory: Each and every moment spent with friends and teachers.
Message: Be urself.

Name: Pratik Shratre code: 6065
Grade: XII Sci
Sec: K1
Address: Mankhuran, AVH Chowk
Email: Pati_kag@yahoo.com
Message: Math rocks!!

Name: Kratika Pandey code: 4103
Grade: XII Sci
Sec: K1
Address: Mankhuran, AVH Chowk
Email: Lucky - Cristina 4@yahoo.com
Memory: All the moments spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends and teachers. Group's with friends during teaching hours and getting scold by the teachers are unforgettable. And the most memorable day was the picnic day.
Message: Be in Prasadi then u will know the meaning of studying and to achieve success in life.
Proud to be a Prasadi.

Sumit Bista
All K1 4093
Punk_Sumit.2003@Yahoo.com
Address: Birtamod, Jhapa
Memory: Each and every minutes spent with my friends.
Message: Always remember: Nothing is impossible!!! K1 ROX!!
Name: Amit Kr. Yadav  
Code No: 4341  
Section: K1  
Address: Jarnaqan, Kautilhat  
Email: Yadav_amit@yahoo.com  
Memory: All the classes of K1 & K2.
Message: Enjoy every moment of prasadi academy.  
Signature: Abhishek

Name: Yogesh Dhamp Code: 4315  
Class: XII  
Sec: K1  
Memory: I can't be confused into words. I have learned and earned many things here. Every class is filled with the merest. Our hall is off and place is also. Message: We are given this humb  
Life not to work hard only but to attain the highest perfection only. In closing days, I feel learned think  
Good and bad all. I am rise to. That's why, wish you to make our life meaningful with determination over  
Every day. I feel it's brand new day. - It's time to start again... good luck friend!!!  
Signature: Sampul  
Study hard party harder!!!
**Autobiography/K1**

Name: Samir Maharjan
Grade: XII, Sci
Address: Lalitpur, Haisiddhi
Email: njsamz@gmail.com
Message: Remember to remember us college. Forget to forget us college. If you try to forget to remember us college then I will always remind you not to forget to remember Prasadi College. There is only Prasadi where u got changes to joy.
Memory: Every second I spend in Prasadi are memorable.

Name: Sujit Thapa
Grade: XII, Sci
Address: Tikathuli-3, Lalitpur
Email: Sujjeetjit@yahoo.com
Message: Every moment I spent here in Prasadi is memorable and precious. Going miss my friends, teachers and specially the class time (mainly Harish sir).
Message: Live your life to its full extent.
Signature: 

**Name:** V. Krant Sapkota
**Code No:** 4214
**Grade:** XII Science
**Address:** Shankinagar, Kathmandu
**Email:** v.krant_32@hotmail.com
**Message:** Had lot of fun in college. Met some great friends. Bitter sweet memories.
Message: The only person that matters in the whole world is me, myself.

**Name:** Pratik Koirala
**Code No:** 4191
**Grade:** XII, Sci
**Address:** Durbar Mahal, Palpa
**Email:** pratik.koirala@gmail.com
**Message:** Everyday spent in Prasadi Academy though good or bad.

Name: Pratik Koirala
Grade: XII, Sci
Address: Durbar Mahal, Palpa
Email: pratik.koirala@gmail.com
Message: Everyday spent in Prasadi Academy though good or bad.
Name: Jatin Shrestha  Code: 4310
Grade: XII  Sec: K1
Address: Janakpur, Nepal
Email: jatin.sr1993@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi has been a memory, sleeping, disturbing and making fun of everyone. I’ll miss Prasadi, K1 and our group member the most.
Message: To hear is to forget, to see is to remember, but to do is to understand.

Name: Inesh Manandhar  Code: 4445
Grade: XII  Sec: K1
Address: Madhyapur Thimi-7, Bksh.
Email: inesh.jane@yahoo.com
Memory: Fun loaded classes of BCC and SBI sir. All the time spent with 5th and K1 sec friends. Each and every moment in PA.
Message: ‘Colour your life with the chaos of trouble.”
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Samita Shrestha  Code: 4400
Grade: XII  Sec: K1
Address: Katari, Kavrepani
Email: mhasamiri@yahoo.com
Memory: Those mischievous, laughter, etc little bit seriousness, late arrival, helping teachers, loving friend
Message: SINGLE SECOND COUNTS IN PRASARI !!!

Name: Babaisi Raut  Code: 4222
Grade: XII Science  Sec: K1
Address: Ramkat-2, Kathmandu
Email: pramases@gmail.com
Memory: Herbarium Collection, lot of homework, grade 12 picnic to unknown spot, Hanal’s Green
Message: Better revise than regret
Signature: [Signature]
Name: Ravi Khi
Grade: XII Science
Address: Tulsipur, Bagmati
Memory: XII picnic day
Message: Go on your own such that it doesn't affect others.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Manorama Pandey
Grade: XII
Address: Tulo, Kathmandu
Memory: The most unforgettable moment is the picnic held at Prakash, though we had informed another spot; normal air lectures habit saying (सिग्स) and TBR air jokes.
Message: Chase experience success will follow you.

Name: Saumey Bajal
Grade: XII Science
Address: kavace,palanchok
Memory: [Image]
Message: life = happy + sad = happy + sad
Saving 140
life = happy + sad
1 life = happy + sad
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Anjana Bhatta
Grade: XII Science
Address: Mahendaranagar, Jo Gaddachauki, Kanchanpur
Memory: Lectures and jokes of teachers, enjoyment with friends and dance of picnic.
Message: Prasad is the best place to education to enjoy the environment of Prasad and study & work head.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Ashmita Ashikari  Code: 3961
Class: XII, Sci (BIO)  Sec: K2
Address: Laxmipuri, Chandigarh
Email: Ashmita.ashikari@yahoo.com
Memory: We spent many happy moments at the beach with friends and teachers. We will always cherish these memories.
Message: Believe in yourself and your abilities. You have the potential to achieve great things.
Signature: Ashmita

Name: Nishtha Sharma  Code: 3982
Grade: XII, Sci (BIO)  Sec: K2
Address: Dargal, Lallpur
Email: nishtha_arm@hotmail.com
Memory: I will never forget my journey from X to XII. I will miss all the fun, friends, and memories associated with them.
Message: Believe in yourself and your abilities. You have the potential to achieve great things.
Signature: Nishtha

Name: Kriti Chopra  Code: 4361
Grade: XII, Science + Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Bhalta, Panchkula
Email: kriti.chopra@live.com
Memory: The fun times we had with friends and teachers. The laughter and joy we shared will always be remembered.
Message: Don't forget to always make memories and cherish them.
Signature: Kriti

Name: maniee  Code: 4405
Grade: XII, Science + Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Bhalta, Panchkula
Email: oceanicmaniee@hotmail.com
Memory: The time I shared with friends in class discussions and laughter. Even when we were at each other's throats, we laughed.
Message: Don't forget to always make memories and cherish them.
Signature: maniee
Name: Kishor Pradhan Code: 4178
Grade: XI Sec: K2
Address: Jhapa, Nepal
Email: kishoprade@gmail.com
Memory: The best teacher in Prasadi. I never forget the crazy stories and the funny jokes.
Message: Prasadi is an educational institution for civilization.
Signature: Kishor Pradhan

Name: Brian Pokharel Code: 4077
Grade: XII Science, Bio Sec: K2
Address: Kirtipur, Kathmandu
Email: brian.pokharel@gmail.com
Memory: 2 years in Prasadi. Learning from the mistakes. And of course, picnics with making dance.
Message: Don’t lose hope. Learn from the mistakes. Let the mistakes be the stepping stone to next success.
Signature: Brian Pokharel

Name: Surya Kumara Shrestha Code: 9153
Grade: XII Science (Bio) Sec: K2
Address: Napal, Nepal
Email: suryakumar.shrestha@gmail.com
Memory: Loads of homework, hard work, study, fun lectures, checkups, and most of all, the unique teachers of Prasadi Academy.
Signature: Surya Kumara Shrestha

Name: Suja Kishore Code: 8908
Grade: XII Sec: K2
Address: Gongabu, Maharajgunj
Email: sujakishore8@gmail.com
Memory: Times with friends in Prasadi as well as teachers.
Message: Don’t lose hope and work hard in every way possible.
Signature: Suja Kishore
**Name:** Prakriti Bhakal  
**Class:** XII, Section: K2  
**Code:** 439  
**Address:** Leelaphy 4, Baghdole  
**Email:** naturu-pd@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Precious moments spent in class VII and VIII (especially class II) made my school life full of fun. I miss those happy days. I love all my teachers. All my special love to Mr. Chitrav and Mr. Damini.  
**Message:** I will cherish and remember every moment spent in PRASADI with these teachers. It will be a sweet memory to listen to your voice and having fun. You are my teachers and you are my friends. Thank you.  

**Name:** Nisha Basnet  
**Class:** XI, K2 (Bio)  
**Code:** 423  
**Email:** nisho_basnet@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Only 2 years but memory... uncountable! Cracking jokes with Swati & Ayisha, gossiping, eating noodles, chocolates inside classroom, our lunch time with Kal Mannu & Mili. Grads 11 with 4 fantastic girls. PRASADI KO trick rules and regular loads of homework, all the teachers & their own teaching style...  
**Message:** Just give your best in every shot n always keep in your mind ‘Ishak y will’, don’t try to fit in, just stand out!
NAME: Ayelka Khadka    Code: 4230
CLASS: XII    
K M'  SCIENCE
ADDRESS: Anamgara
EMAIL ID: Khadka - ayelka @ hotmail.com
MEMORIES: Punny memories, class memories and all the times spend with Shreuti and other friends (Nisha, Monu, Kala) and Sujita
MESSAGE: Study well.

Name: Abithya Raw    Code: 4620
Grade: XII Sci, Brio    Sec: K 2
Address: Thaneedwal , Kolkata
Email: cree - mar7 @ hotmail.com
Memory: Everyday I spend here, I'll always remember the exam day (Physics) comes. It literally felt 10000 here...
Message: Hope everyone will enjoy your days in Prasad.
Sign: 

Name: Bidushi Patel
Code: 4406
Grade: XII Dvi, Brio    Sec: K 2
Address: Dhapari-9, Kathmandu
E-mail: bidushipokharal-10@yahoo.com
Memory: Picnic to the Tribhuvan park, 40th birthday treat, gossiping with the juniors, biology practical, lectures of SKL, BCG, BM, CSQ, KBR, SK and RR.
Message: Whatever you choose to do, try to put your best efforts to it. Don't bother about the results.
Sign: 

Name - Poonam Shah    Code: 4328
Grade - XII Sci, Sec- K 2
Address - Dhangadi-7, Saptari
Email - ShahPoonam @yahoo.com
Memory - College ko first din dekhi dead line samma bityako all the moments with all my friends and teachers and ofcourse all the fun that we made in tempo while returning.
Message - Always... Aim at the star. For even if you fall short U'll land at the Moon...
ALYSSA SHAKYA  Code: 4285
Grade: XII, Sec: K2 &
Address: Dillibaazar, Kathmandu
Email: alyssa.shakya@yahoo.com
MEMORY: 10-moments :)  
MESSAGE:  
There are many things that will catch your eye but only few will catch your heart. :)

BINDHYA MAHARJAN  Code: 4285
Grade: XII, Sec: Bio  Sec: K-2
Address: Pulchowk, Lalitpur
Email: bindhya.maharjan@yahoo.com
MEMORY: All those moments spent in PRASAD with my friends and teachers; my first day in college; Pride.
MESSAGE: It’s not enough to do your best; you must know what to do and THEN do your best.

EVAD DEEP  Code No: 4899
Grade: XII Science, Bio Section - K2
Address: Sinamangal, Kathmandu
Email: evaddeep@yahoo.com
MEMORY: All the moments spent in PRASAD from the day of entrance to the day of departure are worth to be remembered. What will fetch late night homeworks, exam pressure, carrying loads of books, side talks, coffee and every moment spent here with peers and teachers will be missed....
MESSAGE: Hope for the best.!
Name: Prasanna Gurung  
Code: 4129  
Grade: XII Science, Bio  
Sec: K-2  
Address: Kupandke, Lalitpur  
Email: prasannagurung@hotmail.com  
Memory: All the great moments spent in B1 & K2 with my friends, jumping, laughing without any reason, playing games, eating, chatting, & of course the picnic!  
Message: If I ever the wrong time to do the right thing.

Name: Amrita Shama  
Code: 3996  
Class: XII, Sci. - B10  
Sec: K-2  
Address: Amanagodi Colony, Bhume  
Email: asmi1aa.shama@yahoo.com  
Memory: Non-stop dancing in Picnic, Friday Hangouts, laughing and gossiping with friends last 3 month also seniors.....in K2.  
Message: This two years of our life is not gonna cum back. So, make it memo -orable and enjoy. But but but dont get to study hard. This is what counts the most.

Name: Gunmi Shrestha  
Code: 4334  
Grade: XII Science, B10  
Sec: K-2  
Address: Rajag, Kathmandu  
Email: gunmi-luckygirl@yahoo.com  
Memory: My memories in prasad arent limited within this small sheet of paper. Every moment I spent with my friends, it brings a smile in my face. "Picnic day was awesome!" Getting sticks from chef, scooting from teachers while checking hair style, dancing and chilling.  
Message: Just be cool & make up separate identity.

Name: Gyabin Mahajan  
Code: 3333  
Grade: XII Science, Bio  
Sec: K-2  
Address: Kathmandu, Kathmandu  
Email: gyabinmahajan@yahoo.com  
Memory: My precious days in mark-1, simple life with everyone. My activities at gym, chilling. I will never forget one period after lunch, dancing, singing, eating, 20 minutes break was great fun. Roaming around with friends, I really miss my college alot.  
Message: Always listen to ur heart & follow your path.
Name: Kayya Shreetha  Code: 4802
Grade: XII, Sci/Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Babarmahal
Email: chotikavya@gmail.com
Memory: Each and every fun moment spent in class with friends is cherishable and the best was the picnic! I will never forget it.
Message: Dream until your dream comes true... ☮
Sign: (Kayya)

Name: Jagdish Dwivedi  Code: 4249
Grade: XII, Sci/Bio  Sec: K2
Address: chochhen, S. Bhaktapur
Email: s.dwivedi.7@yahoo.com
Memory: Never being late in physics no matter how hard you read at the time of exam.
Message: We have to be prepared for tomorrow otherwise it’ll be late tomorrow. And late comers are not allowed to enter Prasadi!

Name: Anil Dangol  Code: 4317
Grade: XII, Sci/Bio  Sec: K2
Email: idangolani.7@gmail.com
Memory: Dancing with friends in picnic will be my most cheerful moment. Similarly, each and every moment I spent with XI, XII and X, XII all friends during our study. Loads of N/H/O, no. of re-tests I gave, was great fun, last but not the least, friends’ encouraging lectures.
Message: Enjoy yourself fully and do a hard work in your life. And be friendly and spread happiness with everyone.

Name: Ashaya Ashaya  Code: 4435
Grade: XII, Sci/Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Sundhara, Pashupati
Email: ashayas.13@gmail.com
Memory: Everyday I got new things to explore... It was too good, joyful and treasured journey.
Message: You weren’t born a loser, neither a winner. You are what you make yourself be. (Try, Don’t try 2 be silenter) Live your life...
Autograph: Kayya *Respect* Time
Name: Shashank Kafle  Code: 4276
Class: XII  Sci, Bio  Section: K2
Address: Pepsi Colony, Kathmandu - 35
Email: shashank.kafle@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment in class with friends was fun. Picnic dance was exhilarating.
Had great time playing games like ‘ko ha ko’, Hangman and also cross with friends. Also the teachers were very sporting and made our class enjoyable.
Message: Heaven helps those who help themselves. Thus be a believer.
Signature: 

Name: Dibya Pratap Baniya  Code: 4286
Grade: XII  Sci, Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Kothiwor - 35, Kathmandu
Email: dbp_osio4@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment spent with my friends, having jokes, hiding bags of friends, doing unlimited homework and practicals in class, making fun of friends and teachers, BKTM, SBH, BC & SK to classes and my friends.
Message: Please break the pass book to prevent obvious our ages.
Sign: 

Name: Prabin Chapagain  Code: 4180
Grade: XII  Sci, Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Sukedhara, ktm
Email: blue_joker_75@yahoo.com
Memory: W-moments, enjoying with frenz playing at first & other stuffs.
Message: Life is a combination of joys and sorrows. Enjoy it to the fullest.
Sign: 

Name: Roshan Dhakal  Code: 4041
Grade: XII  Sci, Bio  Sec: K2
Address: Shankhamul, New-Baneshwor, ktm
Email: arindadhakal2007@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi as a prasadi with my frenz. Making noise and laughing in each and every period and every period scolded by teachers.
Message: Every mistake is an opportunity to learn something new.
Sign: 


Name: Saurav Dhungel
code: 4173
Grade: XII Science, Bio
Section: K2
Address: Janakpuratham-4, Dhanusha
Email: dhungel_saurav@yahoo.com

Memory:
Standing whole period in the class for without bringing books, fighting for 1st count in T.T etc

Message:
Don’t quit! Succeed now and live the rest of your life as a champion.
Sign: Saurav

Name: Prawin Chandra Kushwaha
code: 4189
Grade: XII Science, Bio
Section: K2
Address: 3-Asmana, Siraha
Email: pkushwaha@gmail.com

Memory:
Moments of picnic are memorable where I danced with my friends(Chaudhari, Shrama...) on song Ooh La La
Message:
Passion & Commitment are the key of success
Sign: P.C.
Keep patience.

Name: Ashish Chaudhari
Class: XII
Code no.: 4191
Section: K2 (Rco)
Email: imashish@yahoo.com
Address: Tulsipur, Banke

Memory:
Two year I spent in Prasadi is a part of my life. Every happy moment I’ve spent with my friends will be missed.
Message:
Prasadi is nothing but ur u r everything! Believe in yourself. Must have willpower and determination.

Name: Sudip Mishra
Class: XII, Science, Bio
Code: 4248
Email: nicholobar123@yahoo.com

Memory:
Lectures of KLP Sir, CSS Sir and all other fun with friends, specially the memories of course work & the practical lab
Message:
Every one has got the talent but the way you perform it is different. U are one of the capable one. Never doubt urself. Just do your best. U can do anything if u play hard.
Sign: S.D.
Name: Kaia Bhandari  
Code: 4183  
Class: XII K2, Science  
Address: Ramibari, Kathmandu  
Email: Bhadra.Kaia@hotmail.com  
Memory: Whole session was so wonderful that I don’t forget even a single day. Each day playing bingo in class, eating snacks in class and laughing in each small thing was our day. The most memorable day is the day of the picnic.  
Message: Don’t miss the picnic day and live your life to the fullest. Always follow the rules & regulations of college.

Name: Nimish Shrestha  
Code: 4203  
Grade: X11 Sec: K2  
Address: Khudunbesi, Thapar  
Email: Holistic_nimora@yahoo.com  
Memory: Do homework & fill exams. Carry a big bag which seems as if we are going for journey.  
Message: Have a safe journey in Prasadi. Go & do good & be good.

Name: Ashesh Upreti  
Code: 4399  
Grade: XII SC, BIO/K2  
Address: Biratnagar, Jhapa  
Email: Upreti_Ashesh@yahoo.com  
Memory: Carrying a load of bags, unexpected bag checking, hair cut especially during exam time, all unique teachers. I will be missing those days.  
Message: Before saying I can’t say I’ll try.

Name: Sumin S. Subedi  
Code: 9052  
Grade: XII (Sci/Bio)  
Address: Triveni#1/Navalparani  
Email: Subedi_Sumin@hotmail.com  
Memory: Times spent with my friend in Prasadi, talks & discussion with friend, jokes of Namal sir & KB sir and the awesome picnic.  
Message: Work hard!!!

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Pragyat Singh
Name: Navrata Shrestha
Grade: XII Science, Bio Sec: K2
Grade: XII Science, Bio Sec: K2
Address: Sitapala, Kathmandu
Address: Nakhipot, Lalitpur
E-mail: Pragyat-002@yahoo.com
E-mail: navu-shrestha@yahoo.com
Memory: Had a lot of fun in Prasadi in the past 2 years with friends & teachers.
Memory: Being wild friends and playing lots of games and also listening to the friends silly jokes. Carrying heavy books and copies during into checking.
Message: Never give up in life, be patient & you will succeed.
Message: A blank of an eye & a year is gone. Memories may pass, memories may fade but PRASADI will always remain in my heart.
Signature: Pragyat
Signature: Navu

Name: Pratik Pathek
Name: Arun Yadav
Grade: XII Science, Bio Sec: K2
Grade: XII sci (Bio) Sec: K2
Address: Shankinar, Biraneshwar
Address: Vithwo-18 - Birgunj
E-mail: Pratik11Patek@yahoo.com
E-mail: arun_yadavu@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent with my friends is really memorable for me. Having fun and every moment with Nikita, Priyanka, Kiran, Mita, Arun, and so many other silly jokes with Pratik, Kavi, and all those talks with Nysa, silly acts with Kishok were really memorable.
Message: Try and enjoy the university life and try to make friends.
Message: Always think of yourself & own God helper.
Signature: Pratik
Signature: Arun
Name: Niraj Gautam
Code: 4110
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio
Section: X2
Address: Baradiya, Nepal
Email: nirazg@gmail.com

Memory:
Every day was fun, lots of house parties, midnight laughter, peace in fragileエリア
in K 2. I always used to make fun of the bags of friends, making funny sketches in the books, rushing for the 12 p.m. in the barn, late submissions in class, chief, secretary, telling jokes with popcorn, hanging out with friends, playing games, taking pictures. Many fun memories of Prasadi Academy.

Message: Fika at 5th floor, DB hall,

Name: Nisha Chhiring
Code: 4441
Grade: XII, Science (Bio)
Section: X2
Address: Bankha, Nepal
Email: tessaannay@yahoo.com

Memory: Chief sir’s surprise visit, when caught for absenting during lectures, felt so sorry due to homework and exams.

Message: Late comers are not allowed to enter the premises. So, don’t be late.

Name: Sunita Ghimire
Code: 4081
Grade: XII, Science (Bio)
Address: Sunchha, Kathmandu
Email: sunita_2006@yahoo.com

Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy, head sir, class, chief sir, K2, Jha, Jha.

Message: You are the key to your success. Do always excel in whatever you do. Personal study is hard and never give up. Be what you are!!

Name: Santosh Kumar Yadav
Code: 4051
Address: Duna, Ramechhap

Memory: Prasadi Academy, with happiness, being with friends, enjoying the good times.

Message: Read in light, imagine and then understand.
Name: Aamkhe Trakyal
Code: 4289
Grade: XII (Science (Bio)) Sec: K(2)
Address: Tenglaphak, Krifjur
Email: Aamkhe_Trakyal@rediffmail.com
Memory: Never being pass in English (50) no matter how hard you read all the time of exam.
Message: Time waits for none.
Sign: 

Name: Jeevan Bhandari
Class: XII Science
Section: K(2)
Code no: 4440
E-mail: bjeevan95@yahoo.com
Memory: Pencils day at all the moment in Prasadi Academy.
Message: Always be progressive and work hard to get success in life.
Sign: 

Name: Avinash Thapa
Code: 4157
Grade: XII Science Sec: K(3)
Address: Shankamagar VDC-6, Rupandehi, Lumbini
E-mail: Avinash humour@yahoo.com
Memory: Having fun with friends and teacher in class (inside)
Message: In picnic (outside)
Message: You may think 'Prasadi' is tough and hard but this is how passions are treated and what makes passions a unique person in your life ahead.
Sign: 

Name: Sushilendra M. Shrestha Code: 4012
Grade: XII Science, Math Sec: K(3)
Address: Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: pikalac-115@yahoo.in
Memory: Aksh, Ankil & Sania waiting me.
Message: Mar 40!!!
Sign: 
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Name: Rohit Kumar Gupte  Code: 4262
Grade: X Science (Maths)  Sec: K3
Address: Kalyanpur - k, saple, Nepal
Email: rohit_gupte1234@yahoo.com
Memories: Interesting 2 years in Prasadi. But loved my grade XI days when I was a naive intermediate student than in XII.
Message: Yesterday is a history, tomorrow is a mystery, so are we've got to present as gift.
Signature:  

Name: Rakesh K.C. Yadav
Grade: XII Science “Maths”
Sec: K3  Code No.: 4233
Address: Shanku rang- Kapendola, Latop -
Email: Rakesh4233@gmail.com
Memories: Late night homework preparations, 5th day's never interesting, periods of Organic Chemistry, Science “Last task” and complications. The moment of joy when they sat the class ninth and last but not the least the “Final”.
Message: Sometimes change impossible, but many things come by a resolve will.

Name: Niroj Gurung  Code: 4340
Grade: X II  Sec: K3 “Science “Math”
Address: Prithivinagar, ward no 1
Bhadrapur Thapa
Email: niroj_gurung@yahoo.com
Memoery: Having fun with friends the picnic time.
Message: Enjoy your 2 years in Prasadi to the fullest!
Signature:  

Name: Nikhil Shrestha
Sec: K3  Code: 3991
Address: New Baneshwor- 34
Memories: guff-suff with friends, jokes we shared and refreshing things we did at the end of the day
Message: College strict गर्दै देखि जुगिरहन
Favourite Quote: success has a simple formula: Do your best and people may like it.
Name: Samir Khadka  Code: 4456  
Class: XII Science  Sec: K3  
Address: Panauti-9, Dolakha  
Email: samir.ati889@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each and every moment I spent in B and K3, The balcony of B3 where we used to chat and feel the summer air and have jokes and laughs in B5 and main hall air period in K3. The basketball court where we used to play football and every friend with whom I shared my hand.  
Message: Life is good and sometimes you need to let go of something to gain something new.

Name: Grishma Pradhan  Code: 4388  
Grade: XII Science  Sec: K3  
Address: Jhansikhel, Lalitpur  
Email: grishma.hk@ymail.com  
Memory: Two years here were the best years.  
Message: Look around you.  
Signature: Grishma

Name: Nischal Khadka  Code: 4891  
Grade: XII Science  Sec: K3  
Address: Nathipal, Lalitpur  
Email: nischalnico123@yahoo.com  
Memory: Good times, eating, talking and having fun with friends in an empty period with fun with "tekkada," as this morning, "tik tok" was awesome.  
Message: Enjoy the time with teachers and friends, go for a hike to Tribhuvan Park.  
Signature: Nischal Khadka

Name: Dishyanka Bhatta  Code: 41437  
Grade: XII Science  Sec: K3  
Address: Trishuli Rani, Katmandu  
Email: dishyanbhatta@yahoo.com  
Memory: "Wonderful time spent with friends."  
Message: "We are a climb, and the view is great."  
"Think differently!"  
Signature: Dishyanka Bhatta

Sign: Srijana
Name: Shristi Shakya  
Grade: XII Sci, Math  
Sec: K3  
Address: Chakupat, Patan, Lalitpur  
Email: shrishaq@hotmail.com  
Memory: All those moments in Prasadi: the classes, practices and of course canteen. Picnic is unforgettable, where we all dance as much as we could.  
Message: Always be positive in life. Think better and be confident. Then no one can stop you.

Name: Ankit Thapa  
Grade: XII Sci, Math  
Sec: K3  
Address: Baneshwor, Kathmandu  
Email: broken-wild@yahoo.com  
Memory: Every moment with friends and the picnic.  
Message: It’s never too late to be all you can possibly be.

Name: Suprim Tamraker  
Grade: XII Sci “Math” K3  
Code: 3998  
Address: Chakrobhit, Lalitpur  
Email: sunewa@hotmail.com  
Memory: All those times that I had spent in class laughing and cracking jokes.  
Message: “Live life as an exclamation not as explanation.”

Name: Nabin Kunwar  
Class: 12 K3  
Code: 4337  
Email add. : Nabin-kunwar@yahoo.com  
Address: Shramnagar, Kathmandu  
Memories: Each and every moment spent in those two years were all memorable. Time spent in 8.2 as well as K3 were all good.  
Message: If your friend can….. then why can’t you???
Name: Debit Maharjan  Code: 4323
Grade: XII, Sec. MATH  Section: K3
Address: Horisiddhi, Lalitpur
Email: das_godiyshoes@yahoo.com
Memory: All the days passed in P.A. with my friends & teachers, picnics to Laskhowan Park, B3 (C31) (now k3 (xiii)) fresh, gossips etc.
Message: Remember, you can enjoy life anytime, but when time is gone, forever. So, utilize with case of present CEAD.

Name: Prakash Dhungana  Code: 4011
Grade: XII, Science (Maths)  Sec. K3
Address: Manahari-7, Makawanpur
Email: p.prakas@bol.com
Memory: Khayendra sweating in class, and discussion with NA sir.
Message: Enjoy responsibly in each and every moment of your life.
Sign: Prakash.

Name: Tamim Rana  Code: 4326
Grade: XII, Arts  Sec. K3
Address: Kaloju, Makawanpur
Email: tamirana@yahoo.com
Memory: Playing soccer, eating and enjoying every activity, week in college, Sports Day’s, picnic and GK moments. Dancing style. K3’s K3’s K3’s K3’s.
Message: Do anything that belongs to make your mom proud, no study hard and for K3 your future.

Name: Sudip Raj Shakya  Code: 4227
Grade: XII, Sci. Maths  Sec. K3
Address: Lalitpur - 20, Pulchowk
Email: sudipshakya9id@gmail.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent with my friends within and outside the college.
Message: Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far they can go.
Sign: Sudip Shakya.
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Name: Abhishek Khatiwada  "Avsec"
Class: XI (56/70th)
Code: 4119
Address: Teshuwa-3, Dhanuskia,
Email: avijesh.khatiwada@yahoo.com

Memory: Big (12 gang), 1 kg (Always first)
Kylie Minogue, Diet Coke, 2001-02, playing seat
with Rahul, Metallica song with Prakash, street
football, Herberen collection @ bothamani;
A Shudheli, Miss Guftagud and her silence,
Dance, picnic, wild dance, blast with TMT,
columbuz (be, by boken hai), Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Misses (Missy, Miss), Bara,
Utthan, Pradeep, Sudik Pukar, Prakash, Rajesh,
Ravi, Laxman, Suraj, Pukar, Yujia, etc.
Life is tough but it's our duty,
Message: Remember how you love your
people. Let's take your message of love,
and let's make a difference.

Name: Bibek Adhikari
Class: XII (50th)
Code: 4110
Address: Biro, K3, Ke Keda, Nepal
Email: Bibek_adhikari@yahoo.com

Message: Be good.

Name: Uttam Acharya
Class: XII
Code: 4120
Address: Uttam Acharya25@yahoo.com

Memory: Late 82 fun with girls
in Grade 12, evening in XII,
especially, last event by Prasadi
Academy as well blue blood
dance also in picnic.

Message: BE FULL OF ATTITUDE
AND SHOW IT WITH FULL
CONFIDENCE.
Name: Khagendra Shrestha
Code: 3381
Grade: XII (Maths)
Sec: K3
Address: Dobighat, Lalitpur
Email: borna91-b90@yahoo.com

Memories: Many memories among them so up and down in front of chief sir, gossiping with friends class of SRAH sir & his dialogue "GHAAS"......K. kaligrams class

Message: Just go it.

Name: Kamlesh Mandal
Code: 4457
Grade: XII Science Sec: K3
Address: Balkhu, Kathmandu
Email: kamlesh.mandal@yahoo.com

Message: Believe on yourself and never let yourself down!!!

Signature: Kamlesh

Name: Rahul Baral
Code: 4602
Grade: XII Sec: K3
Address: Lalitpur, Pulchowk

Memories: I will always remember my supportive bench partners and YEA sir period.
Message: Thumbs up Prasadi for making me a good student.

Signature: Rahul

Name: Pulkar Banerjee
Code: 4301
Grade: XII Science K3
Address: Kausalau, Bhaktapur
Email: pulkar.banerjee@yahoo.com

Memories: frequent haircuts, friends, strict rules & regulations dance in picnic.
Message: Live today as if there is no tomorrow.

Signature: Pulkar
Name: Surena Shrestha  
Code: 4026  
Grade: XII Science (Maths)  
Section: K'3  
Address: Dhumbaral Tole, Lalitpur  
Email ID: surena2480@gmail.com  
Memory: Getting to know all the unique dialogues of teachers; grade 12 was a great day and just 4 girls in class; had a lot of fun; from home to school and back;  
Message: Make the best out of every day!!  
Signature: Surena

Name: Bijoy Tamang  
Code: 4122  
Grade: XII Science (Maths)  
Section: K'3  
Address: Nakhus Lalitpur VDC  
Email ID: bijy-K16@yahoo.com  
Memory: A day full of lessons in class  
Message: Get over the it's not easy  
Signature: Bijoy

Name: Sadan Gupta  
Code: 4411  
Grade: XII Science (Maths)  
Section: K'3  
Address: Kuleswore, Kathmandu  
Email ID: sahili@yahoo.com  
Memory: A day full of lessons in class  
Message: Make the best out of every day!!  
Signature: Sadan

Name: Subarna Adhikari  
Code: 4086  
Grade: XII Science (Maths)  
Section: K'3  
Address: Birinagar-S, Morang  
Email ID: Subarnadhi@yahoo.com  
Memory: Most of all will miss having weekly over IT board, playing football with my personal ball helmet, singing to all the poems during exams, planning to study all night but ending up sleeping the longest hours of the year.....  
Message: Do your study and homework in time... funny huh !! Believe me you'll regret it later !  
Signature: Subarna
Name: Sabal Thapa  
Grade: XII  
Sec: K3  
Address: Baldei, Lalitpur  
E-mail: Thapa_Sabal@yahoo.com  
Memory: U.C.G. 5th & Hanal 5th Class, Basketball Court, Cricket, Football  
Message: Study hard party hard  
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Swati Gauria  
Grade: XII  
Sec: K3  
Address: Srijamnagar, Khaptadpur  
E-mail: swati.gauria@gmail.com  
Memory: Each and every moment in `910 and `911 with friends  
Message: Life is a game, Play hard  
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Srijan Mahajan  
Grade: XII  
Sec: K3  
Address: Gharisaddhi, Lalitpur  
Email: ben10.karlo@yahoo.com  
Memory: Saba, Me & Sachin 5KTM 5th to 10th  
Kale Mann ki lecture :))  
Ani hamako DCE 5th to 10th  
Message: Make ur everyday wild 0@  
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Shuvav Lamsal  
Grade: XII  
Sec: K3  
Address: School, Rupandehi  
Email: priceless.thoughts@yahoo.com  
Memory: Pragati mai pade paisti  
K3 Paisa  
Message: Be true to who you are and do your homeworks  
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Jamin Rai
Class: XII ‘K4
Contact: jamin204@gmail.com
Memory: Time spent with friends were the most memorable moment. Every teacher’s class, playing with Swasti and Nirajan, teasing children are the most precious memories.
Message: Friends are the most precious thing. So never lose them.

Name: Prashant Chaulagain
Class: XI Bio
Code: 4-162
Sec: K4
Address: Depalgunj-7, Jumla
Email: prashant_012@hotmail.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent with my friends and teachers is enjoyed in all the classes of SSA, RKCS, KBP, CSQ. Everyone salutes to SBH Sir for his teaching style.
Message: You must live in the present, laugh yourself on every wave, find your eternity in positive things. & see what happens in future. 

PRASADIAN ROCKS

Name: Shreya Shrestha
Class: XII ‘K4
Code: 4-005
Email: shreya.thakuric.bow@gmail.com
Memory: Classes of 8th and 9th, late chautari night on stage, dance, dance, festive, tea chat with Gauri, Kamal sir’s classes and of course green rice in Picnic
Message: If you are good at something, then never be it for free.

Name: Nirajan Pandey
Class: XII Bio
Code: 4-1235
Sec: K-4
Address: Ramnagar, 1 Bhumahi, Nawalparasi, Lumbini
Email: nirajan-pandey2006@yahoo.com
Memory: The every moment that I spent in Prasadi. Esp. the picnic.
Name: Khabelung Rai  Code: 4054
Class: XII, Biology, K4
Address: Samakhusi, Kathmandu
Email: devil_blackpunk@yahoo.com
Memory: All the priceless moment with my pals and the time when I got suspended for nearly 3 months.
Message: Learn to live your life in every harsh situation.
Signature: 

Name: Supriya Tamrakar  Code: 4082
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio.  Sec: K4
Address: Lalitpur submetropolitan-18
Email: Supriyatamrakar@rockemail.com
Memory: Each and every moment I spend in Prasadi is memorable for me. Especially chemistry class of Sir, prasadi picnic at bhavan park, playing birth day and dare with Nika, Neelma, Rojina, & Shanti.
Message: There is no shortcut to success so work hard & be responsible.
Sign: Supriya

Name: Milan Bhusal  Code: 4037
Grade: XII, sec: Bio, K4
Address: Shiva mandir-7, Nawalparasi
Email: tekbaz_milan@yahoo.com
Memory: First day at prasadi, picnic, time spend at prasadi & with friend kun@ng. . . . . . .
Message: Donot take those dream that you see at sleeping but take those that does not let you to sleep.
Signature: 

Name: Kunwar Tamang  Code: 4044
Grade: XII, Bio', K4
Address: Bhimkheri-1, Kavre
Email: mc-Kunwar@hotrol.com
Memory: The moments I spent in Prasadi & the frequest
Message: Enjoy the way you do life the life of seeing & Never regret. . . .
Signature: kunwar
Name: Sangam Rawal
Code: 4138
Grade: XII Science, Biology Sec. K4
Address: Jumla Bagar
Email: Coldplay...Sangam89@yahoo.com
Memory: Playing 'Banno' in Class.
Message: Homework is the soul of Prasadi.
Signature: Sangam Rawal

Name: Aliza Bhattarai
Code: 9136
Grade: XII Sci, Bio Sec. K4
Address: Mankhaon, Lalitpur
Email: bhattarai.aliza@gmail.com
Memory:
Every second I spent with my teachers and friends in Prasadi Academy is memorable. Homework though used to be so lot, but learning was fun. Will miss this time.
Message: success doesnot come while lying on a bed of roses.
Signature:

Name: Sanjibshya Rall
Code: 4322
Grade: XI Science, Biology Sec. K4
Address: Barishwara
Email: sanjibshyarel@gmail.com
Memory: Memories, Singing, & playing with my friends.
Message: Be good, do good, be happy.
Signature:

Names: Pratik Pokhrel
Code: 84132
Section: Ky
Grade: XA
Address: Kumari Club, Balikhu
Email: Pratik02@yahoo.com
Memory: Sabai Thak. Like playing, drinking, chewing etc.
Message: Be Good, Do Good, Be Happy.
Signature: Pratik Pokhrel
Name: Khitij K. Shrestha  Code: 4416
Grade: XI  Sec: K4
Address: Hetauda-5, Makawanpur
Email: Khitijshrestha99@yahoo.com
Memory: All the day spent in Prasadi, unexpected visit of chief Sir, classes of GH Sir, SSA, SK, RL Louks in H1 and When forget the moments in S10 and K4.
Message: Accept all the challenges of your life and move forward with all your efforts.

Name: Krishal Puri  Code: 4346
Grade: XII  Science, Bio  Sec: K4
Address: Jalapaiya-5, Kathmandu
Email: krishal123@yahoo.com
Memory: Unexpected appearance of chief and Mr. Vin in last looking from K10 and finally bag checking.
Message: Proud to be an Prasadian.

Name: Gaurav Bir Bajracharya
Grade: XII Science, Bio  Sec: K4
Code: 4274
Address: Dhabighat-3, Lalitpur
Email: gauravbhr@hotmail.com
Memory: Memories are treasured no one can steal, separation are wounds no one can heal, Days spent in Prasadi will live forever in my heart.
Among them, rule of Prasadi and time spent with friends will never fade from my memories.
Message: Action is the foundation key to all success.

Name: Laxman Giri  Code: 4030
Grade: XII Science, Bio  Sec: K4
Address: Rahunagar-7, Mahatari
Email: giri_laxman93@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment in Prasadi school & my friends.
Message: The talent of success is nothing more than doing what you do without a thought of fame.
Sign: Laxman Giri
Name: Joy Khajedhar  
Class: XII, Science, Bio  
Code: 4265  
Email: joy@yahoocom

Memory: 3rd semester period of organic chemistry, BCS cut-off and Teacher’s ‘hot coffee Unique’ period. Finally each and everyone spent fun in the end and teachers.

Message: Life is chemistry. Evaporate you tears, precipitate your sadness, then you will get the crystal of joy.

Name: Raj Khadka  
Code: 4408  
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Bagmati VDC, Ward No: 8, Dhading  
Email: khadka_raj@yahoo.com

Memory: Fun dialogues with each and every subject teachers and enjoyment during picnic.

Message: Prasadi is best college for them who want to achieve their goal of life with dignity, determination and discipline.

Secy  
Signature

Name: Dixit Grover  
Code: 3992  
Grade: XII, Science, Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Amritpur, Panchthar  
Email: emailid_dixitgrover2007@yahoo.com

Memory: It was a wonderful time spending in prasadi. I had had my bestest day of life with teachers and students here.

Message: Always do homework and be brave to face the test as failures are the pillay of success.

Secy  
Signature

Name: Madan Shah  
Code: 4421  
Grade: XII, Science Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Karkanda-7, Banksi  
Email: emailid_madan@yahoo.com

Memory: Caught by rh morn while eating noodle in class. fun with K4 and my friends.

Message: Success is not the key to happiness, happiness is the key to success. If you love what you do, you will be successful.

Secy  
Signature
Name: Milan Puroyo
Code: S3K4
Grade: XII, Bio, Sec: K-4
Address: Nargayar-6, Dang
Email: Milan-cili2008@yahoo.com
Memory: Every class was fun and enjoyable and talking with SSA and SK mam in Bio lab was memorable.
Message: Do not do homework in your free period.
Signature: Milan Puroyo

Name: Rojina Bhattarai
Grade: XII, Bio, Science
Section: K-4
Code no: 4360
Address: Kalanki, Kathmandu
Email: rojibhattari@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment in prasadi is part of my friends and teachers.
Message: Think yourself as an intelligent battery charged with adequate power and treat yourself as live and surely success person.

Name: Anupam Thapa
Code: 4306
Grade: XI, Science (Bt)
Section: K4
Address: Dhara
Email: anupam-25@yahoo.com
Memory: The moment spent with friends is part of my scolding teachers, especially the picnic to an unknown spot (Thahawan Park) had of homework and my 5 friends (including 4 from K2). Sections hope she knows it!!
Message: Create the best excuses when in trouble. Bim-bim bim
Signature: Anupam Thapa

Name: Shivam Krishna Tandel
Code no: 4058
Address: 3th-2nd edition
Grade: XII, Bio
Section: K-4
Email: stevik-6@yahoo.com
Memory: Class 11 ma side sock green color gaeko vajraa parshvanath
Bawa ma clas 12 ma "your party shree, wicked shree, thanam, sheet vi parshva om + Bhang all day.
Message: It's never too late, just do it.
Signature: Shivam Krishna Tandel
**Name:** Ayushma Sharma  
**Code:** 4141  
**Class:** 12  
**Science (Bio)**  
**Address:** Yuwa Ambani, Kadabandu  
**Email id:** ayushma_15@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** “W” moments in prasadi.  
**Message:** Gate will be closed at 11:40.

**Name:** Ayasha Rupakheti  
**Code:** 4343  
**Grade:** XII Science - K4  
**Address:** Forbath  
**Memory:** Every day we passed together with my friend. I will miss them all.  
**Message:** Life goes up and downs. You must face every part of life with smile and work hard.

**Name:** Shanti Timalsina  
**Code No.:** 4043  
**Grade:** XII Science, Bio.  
**Section:** K4  
**Address:** Banepa-11, Kavre, Bagmati  
**Email:** shastri_peace@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** Interesting classes of Hamal sir, RL mam, paper chatting in class, high class gossips during lectures. Cracking jokes & Math dare games. And not least H.W. circulation.  
**Message:** Passion versus parents -a tough call. So, make passion as your ambition.
Name: Nisha Shrestha  
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Shankrara, Kathmandu  
Email: sweetsneshi-324@yahoo.com  
Memory: The dance at Picnic & the times spent with my friends.  
Message: In life, there's nothing called impossible except the world itself says "I'm possible".  
Signature: Shrestha

Name: Alisha Karki  
Code: 1288  
Grade: XII, Science, Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Bhimeshwar Municipality, Jolakha Ward No. 10  
Email: alishakarki@gmail.com  
Memory: Picnic, Teachers, friends, homeworks... each and every moments spent here are worth to be remembered.  
Message: Be the face of the mass not the face in mass  
Signature: Alisha
Name: Sunitha Ghimire
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio
Sec: K4
Address: Khumaltar, Lalitpur
E-mail: Sunithaghimire 75@yahoo.com
Memory: Photo session of grade 12.
Message: Try to find happiness from small, simple and natural things.

Name: Bivet Dahal
Code: 9456
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio
Sec: K4
Address: Thakot, Kathmandu
E-mail: dieselhalter_bivet@yahoo.com
Memory: The golden moments spent with my colleagues and the teachers. The environment which has grooved many bright future.
Message: It’s up to you what you want to make out of yourself. Work hard.

Name: Karuna Bista
Code: 4325
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio
Sec: K4
Address: Godawari, Lalitpur
E-mail: Karunabista23@yahoo.com
Memory: Time spent with friends at Prasadi, Dance at Diwali, classes at GHN, RKS, SK, SSA.
Message: The world would be a better place to live in if people started talking to each other rather than talking about each other.

Name: Sushant Adharya
Code: 4104
Class: XII ‘K’, Science - Bio
E-mail: Sushant_adharya@yahoo.com
Memory: Funloaded classes of SBN, sir, encouraging motivations of all teachers, daily loads of homeworks... all the days in Prasadi are worth memorizing.
Message: The greatest barrier to success is the fear of failure.
Message: WORK HARD, FULFILL YOUR DREAMS.
Name: Nischal Pokhrel (Code: 4247)
Grade: XII 'Science' (B10) (Sec: K4)
Address: Damauli, Tanahun.
Email: Nischal_pokhrel@yahoo.com

Memory:
Picnic was the most memorable day in senior 2 years. Sall sir's non-laughter joke was funny. He made us laugh.

Message:
Believe in yourself and you will never walk alone.

Name: Laxman Thapa
Class: XII 'K4' Sci (B10)
Code: 4218
Address: Kanchanpur, Mahendranagar
Email: laxman@yahoo.com

Memory: Every moment in Prasadi is either good or bad. Good support and inspiring words of teachers made us feel like we are the best.

Message: Always have a positive attitude.

Name: Bishnupati Rai (4438)
Grade: XII - Science (B10 - K4)
Contact: madhum.arcadium99@hotmail.com

Memory:
Playing bungle, dancing rat, and the naughty girls.

Message: Prasadi is strict... Be careful, be smart, be honest.

Name: Dipendra B.C.
Class: XII (B10)
Code: 4151
Grade: K4 (B10)
Sec: 1st
Address: Ehalanga, Auburn
Email: dg-dude@yahoo.com

Memory: First day at Prasadi, first friend of Prasadi, first lecture by Mahesh sir, first lecture by chief sir - etc. - etc. - etc.

Message: Study hard and take full advantage of your time at Prasadi.
Name: Shubhi Tothrel  
Code no: 4032  
Grade: XI  
K. Science (RIO)  
Address: Ghotar-9, Kathmandu  
E-mail: shubhi6@hotmail.com  
Memo: City of the state studies in exam time  
Message: Come on time, learn to be punctual at least in Prasadi  
learn to adjust yourself, you’ll not get to face same freedom anywhere.

Name: Anchita Adhikari  
Code: 4404  
Grade: XI  
K2, Bio  
Sec: K4  
Address: Kupandole, Lalitpur  
Email: sossobeav@gmail.com  
Memo: W moments  
Message: Be yourself, that’s what I do!!

Name: Reshmi Manandhar  
Class: XII  
Sec: K4  
Code: 4677  
Address: Kalankishan, Kathmandu  
Email: reshmi曼andhar@yahoo.com  
Memo: Every moment in Prasadi, friends, my teachers, stuff, friends  
Message: Don’t go according to time, but live time according to you  
Get your life as unique as you, and cherish your friends more.

Name: Shraddha Singh  
Code: 4303  
Grade: XII  
Science Bio  
K4  
Address: Dinahangar  
Email: shraddha_latest@yahoo.com  
Memo: Lots of homeworks  
Message: Don’t run after success. It will itself follow you.
Name: Basanta Bhusal
Code: 4452
Class: XII, K4
Address: Purbatola, Paha, Gulmi
Email: Basant@yahoo.com
Memory: It is hard to put up 2-3 min 2
lines. All the golden things learnt from
Prasadi are really profeoary.
Each and every moment of Prasadi are memorable.
Message: The best way to predict
future is to invent it. So go ahead.

Name: Arika Shahi
Code: 4056
Grade: XII Sci, Btc
Sec: K4
Address: Tanani, Toky, Kathmandu
Email: shahiakib@yahoo.com
Memory:
Many heavy bags, lots of homework, teacher, playing a song in class, lunch time to gossips,
Lunch break,achi ko chikam bharya kaha, fms ko fan heero.
Without mahan haiya baani......
In last but not the least, Picnic to
run shop deening n bhola patra din
shwai suveto.
Message: I might regret joining prasadi
in my few months but in the end will
be proud to be a Prasadi.
Signature: Arika Shahi

Name: Akriti Joshi
Code: 9663
Grade: XII Sci, Btc
Sec: K4
Address: Bhirgunj, Ward-11, Paspa
E-mail: Joshi Akriti@yahoo.com
Memory: Picnic, with friends
and teachers in class room.
Message: I gained a lot being
a Prasadi. Utilize every bit of
your time in Prasadi.
Signature: Akriti Joshi

Name: Nivedita Karna
Code: 4132
Grade: XII Sci, Btc
Sec: K4
Address: Suga-Bhawaniyath 01 (VDC)
Email Id: joxniji@yahoo.com
Memory: Classes attended by
Homai Sir, and face to face
talk with Malvika, Subba with her questions; dances done
at picnic.
Message: One important key to
success is self-confidence an important key to self-confidence.
Signature: Nivedita Karna
Name: Lunina Sherpa
Code: 4194
Grade: XII, Science, BioSec: ‘K4’
Address: Mitapark, Chabahil
Email: Lunina.sitra.001@hotmail.com
Memory: Wonderful moments spent in Prasadi with teachers and friends from ‘B12’ and ‘K4’, carrying loads of books, laughing and singing during the class hours, discussing and friends and not to forget the picnic was very much memorable.
Message: Do good, be good, study well, have faith in itself and enjoy the fullest of our life!!

Name: Sabina Pariyar
Code: 4460
Grade: XII, Science Biology, K-4
Address: Narayanghat, 6 Baglung
Email: mesabina06@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in prasadi with friends and picnic.
Message: Every mistake is an opportunity to make something new.

Name: Riji Mahajan
Code no.: 4001
Grade: XII, K-4 Science (Bio)
Address: Balkumari, Lalitpur
Memory: Prasadi ko greenery, 19 min break, classes of XI & XII, K-4, K-4 na patho lamko khahauwa bani, sk mam ko popular dialogue “Riji, khusu bhai pass hama hum…” Each and every period ma ghadi handal baiRe!!!
Message: Best teachers will not give u solutions to drink they’ll make you thirsty!!

Name: Saucon Maharjan
Grade: XII, Sci (Bio) Sec: K-4
Code: 4192
Address: Bhalambu, Kathmandu
Email Id: Mani-Shaucon@yahoo.com
Memory: Lebanon from SEC-412.
Class of sec-412 and his jokes, his funny words just like Ghanu hani.
Inspirational lectures from all teachers, chatting secretly with friends in K-4 in presence of teachers.
Message: At present, we are at the top of our past but merely at foothill of future. Do, I want everyone (all my friends) to be devoured to future, their studies and be prepared for their
Name: Alisha Mishra
Code: 4166
Grade: XII Sec B10
Section: K-4
Address: Ward no. 34 Sangamchowk, Baneswark, KTM
Email: alishamishra84@gmail.com
Message:
There are so many of them that can't be expressed in a paper. But the friends made here are priceless. I love all...
Alisha

Name: Suraj Thapa
Code: 3053
Grade: XII Sec B10
Section: K-5
Address: Aroma, GAT
Email: rching.srent@gmail.com
Message:
Picnic at dance festival
Pandu Pang, Runar and all the KHA Runa Gangai class

Name: Bhikesh Shrestha
Code: 4121
Grade: XII, Sec B10
Section: K-5
Address: Banepa, Kirankawan
Email: bhikeshshrestha@yahoo.com
Message:
*Love & care found here can't be expressed in words.
*Wonderful moments spent here can't be gained back again in this world.
(That's cool!)

Name: Aslecha Basnet
Code: 4035
Class: XII Sec B10
Section: K-5
Address: Jagditiona 6, Udaypur
Email: basnet.aslecha@yahoo.com
Message: I'd never thought these two years would just go in a blink. These two years have been very memorable to me. The days spent in XII and as well as in XII K-5 can never be forgotten. Most of all, the picnic was awesome. Though it's time to leave Prasadi, I get memories to cherish and remember all the fun spent here.
Message: There is nothing in the world that will ever be as wonderful as this wonderful place.
Name: Nirmala Bhatt
code: 9300
grade: XII sci bio sec K5
address: Fulchowk, Ratipur
email: 
memory: Never ending the tests.
message: ANI NERAT 

Name: Sunita Bohara
Code: 9315
grade: XII Bio sec K5
Address: Boharatar-4, Lalitpur
Email: damp-bhahara@yahoo.com
memory: Two outstanding years in P.A.,
every movement spent with friends.
Worrible Phys, laughing & making
noise with, swi x tillu in class.
Manal sir teaching class Picnic
day and nonstop dance, singing
in the bun, and off the grnd
of '93 x K5'
message: Be urself
Name: Rohan Timilsina  
Grade: XI sc Bia  
Address: Simamangal, ktm  
Email: rohan.timilsina@gmail.com  

Memory: Every moment spent in K5 and B5, especially jokes of Sandesh, thoughts of Muni, stories of both Bishal, Bishal and Supreme, helped me to achieve the TMT dance of picnic. Every class visit of Chief Sir. And all the time from Sandesh in Prasadi.

Message: Always believe in yourself and make your college days memorable and always enjoy life, live to fly, achieve your dream.

Signature: [Signature]  
Date: 2069/12/28

Name: Manish Kumar Mandal  
Class: K5 (Xi)  
Code: 4174  
E-mail: manish95754@yahoo.com

Memory: Dancing in picnic with friends, practical days, suspended for 4 days being absent in exam. 

Message: Forward with hope, do unlimited struggle for it, unlimited happiness of success will come soon.

Name: Pramod Baral  
Code: 4107  
Grade: XII sc Bia  
Sec: K5  
Address: Lalbandi-08, Sarlahi  
Email: luckychampion@yahoo.com

Memory: Doing homework, teachers lectures especially SBH, SK, SSA, RK, SRK, SKR and chief. 

Message: Study well! Do homework!!!
**Name**: Anurak Lohani  
**Grade**: XII, Sci, Bio  
**Sec**: K5  
**Address**: Kusma, Lalitpur  
**Email**: amor.lohani@hotmail.com  
**Memory**: First day at Prasadi, classes of B6, K5, bio practical classes, playing basketball, classes of all teachers, herbadium collection, loads of homeworks, and all the friends will always be in my memory.  
**Message**: ENLIGHTEN THYSELF TO ENLIGHTEN NEPAL

**Name**: Rabina Chaudhary  
**Grade**: XII, Science Bio, Sec: K5  
**Address**: Rajbiraj, Saptari  
**Email**: Rabina_Madhav@yahoo.com  
**Memory**: Every moment shared with my dearests; Aisa, BP, Sisa, Sushant, Sandun and my teachers. Fatty talks with Aisa. Imagination and prediction of grade XII B12. Laughs and talks with my Badarnis from...  
**Message**: Beautiful moments make a beautiful day and beautiful days make a beautiful life... So make each moment beautiful and special. I love you from... will miss you lot. 😚

**Name**: Soni Mahaseth  
**Grade**: XII, Sci, Bio, Sec: ‘K5’  
**Address**: Mithileshwar mukhla Janakpur, Dhanusha  
**E-mail**: Krazy-20me@yahoo.com  
**Memory**: Picnic, doing hw till late night and gossiping with friends during class hour.  
**Message**: U were born original, so don’t die a copy. Do things the way you want, even if you make mistakes, learn from it. And do not take the scolding of teachers lightly it is for your best.

**Name**: Prabh Kameal  
**Grade**: XII, Science Bio, Sec: K5  
**Address**: Mangalbarak, Jallpu  
**Email**: kameal_228@hotmail.com  
**Memory**: All moments spent with friends, doing homework, last day farewell, & copy checking, teaching many moral.  
**Message**: Enjoy whatever you do for you is the only option you have.
Name: Airsha Banjade  Code: 4195
Grade: XII Science "Bio"  Sec: K5
Address: Mandung - 7, Argakhanchi
ward no. 7, Lumbini, Lumbini
E-mail: Hang with me-airsha2000@gmail.com
Message: In life, try to value every moment with every beings-Rabina 39388
Message: In life, try to value every moment with every beings-Rabina 39388
Message: In life, try to value every moment with every beings-Rabina 39388

Name: Shweta Jaiswal  Code: 4256
Grade: XII Arts & Bio  Sec: K5
Address: Kusumpati, Lalitpur
Email: Memory: Both grade x and xii have been special, all thanks to my friends of grade xii, last bench, my party, picnic, karaoke dance, all the groups with my spikes... playing Bingo, submitting ko mera ko Nepali sange, mera ko complex English, sayata n yedwiko ko jokes, gosia, n my other faw all will alwys remain on my
Message: I can’t be harassed by failure because failure wouldn’t taste sweet without it. Be committed towards your bright future & enjoy your

Name: Praveen Regmi  Code: 4102
Grade: XII Science "Biology"  Sec: K5
Address: Guttthaghat - 15, Bhaktapur
Email: praveen.regmi@yahoo.com
Memory: My 1st day at Prasadi is still fresh & it’s almost time to say goodbye. Time spent with my 3-10 friends will be cherished forever especially my visit to Bhaju, bowling & Pur's house... this paper is too short to write all my memories & all my friends... Then, K5 has been very special to me, mostly due to my best friend & my special "friend"
Message: Yesterday was history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift. That’s why it’s called "present".

Name: Dhiksha Nepal  Code: 4399
Grade: XII Science "Biology"  Sec: K5
Address: New Baneshwor, Ktm
Email: dhikshanepal@yahoo.com
Memory: all special moments with my friends, lectures of 5th & 6th, Eco & 9th so on. Picnic that left out precious memories of life-time, nos & delicacies, done a music that totally rocked my college life
Message: I can’t be harassed by failure because failure wouldn’t taste sweet without it. Be committed towards your bright future & enjoy your
Name: Nabin Thapa
Grade: XII Set B20
Sec: K5
Address: Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: Nabin@Gmail.com
Memory: Good times with family and friends. Enjoying the beautiful nature around us. Message: Best wishes for your future.

Name: Purna Pandey
Grade: XII Set B2 (Science - B2)
Sec: K5
Address: Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: Purna@Gmail.com
Memory: The years we spent at PRASAD were truly memorable. Meeting new people, learning new things, and creating lasting memories.

Name: Sagar Adhikari
Grade: XII Set B10
Sec: K5
Address: Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: Sagar@Adhikari.com
Memory: The best moments were with my friends and teachers. The school was a place where I learned and grew.

Name: Pranjal Shah
Grade: XII Set B11
Sec: K5
Address: Lalitpur, Nepal
Email: Pranjal@Shah.com
Memory: The PRASAD years were full of joy and learning. I cherish every moment spent with my friends and teachers.

Memory: Good times with family and friends. Enjoying the beautiful nature around us. Message: Best wishes for your future.
Name: Pradip Rimal
Grade: XII SC, B.Io.
Address: Dhapakhel, Lalitpur.
Email: praddip8889@gmail.com

Memory: Enjoy every moment in PA.

Message: Enjoy every moment in PA.

Sign: Ratna

Name: Pradip Rimal
Code: 4920
Grade: XII SC, B.Io.
Sec: K5
Address: Janakpur-3, Jhanu
Email: Praddip8889@gmail.com

Message: "Go the way you like. But choose the best one."

Sign: Ratna

Name: Bishnu Nath Shrestha
Code: 4449
Grade: XI Science (Bio)
Address: Jumla, Khotang
Email: Bishnu.nath.shrestha@yahoo.com

Memory: All days spent in Prasadi Academy, picnic, exams, line of canteen, home works, etc.
Message: Canteen and sports management should be improved.

Sign: Tej

Name: Sujan Kafle
Code no: 4957
Grade: XII Science
Section: K5
Address: Chandragadi-3, Jhapa
E-mail: sujan.kafle2001@yahoo.com

Memory: Dancing mostly in picnic, walking about classes, the period of Sambat 2073 (never boxing) and Nepali class (El Mam's frequent dialogue "bhairai bheti hai?")
Message: Never think yourself inferior than others. If others can make it to the top, why not you?

Sign: Kafle
Name: Suman Shrodkar  Code: 4279  
Grade: XII, Science, Bio  Sec: K5  
Address: Chandragar 9, Jhapa  
E-mail: Suman_Shrodkar@yahoo.com  
Memory: Lecture of Sahai sir, RL mam, SK mam, KBP sir and other old teachers  
Message: Never give up and always try to get success in your life and be happy  

Name: Masha Pradhan  Code: 4937  
Grade: XII sci Bio  Sec: K5  
Address: Saran-2, Lalitpur  
E-mail: pradhan_egg@gmail.com  
Memory: Lecture of Mr. Sahai; my old friends and new friends in class; my crazy friend imaginations with friends and parents  
Message: Your brain is a muscle, fulfilling dreams. The only thing it needs is Willpower.  
Like someone whatever you are, you have been formed to do your today to the fullest. Look forward tomorrow with the rose leaf pride.
Name: Brija Rai
Grade: XII, Sec: K-
Address: 3, Tirtha, Bhaktapur, Bagmati
Email: brodyaknowe@gmail.com
Memories: Every single day I attended Prajadi with Prajadi outfit and everyday on my way to home, a vigorous outflow of gulls with me, Rahi, Abhim, Such a all Sec 1, 66's mitras anteen Library teaching non-teaching staffs a single buck of Prajadi. Message: Be Prajadian Be Proud.

Name: Sushmita R.C.
Grade: XII, Science Bio, Sec: K-
Address: Janam-4, Palpa
Email: angel626ch@hotmail.com
Memories: Singing in the class and irritating Manisha J. Sweta &
Message: Karmari Paduka Hung Munche saji

Name: Ramu Biswa Karmacharya
Grade: XII, K-5, Science (CIVIL)
Code No: 4341
Address: Banka, Myang
Memories: The entire journey from XI to XII has been memorable and especially these days I played basketball in scorching sunlight and going to classes with tight shirt. Similarly, Sitting in the last bench and playing crossword all the time with Anup Chautar compromise & the picnic as well.
Message: Fajiy, Fajiy, Fajiy... until you did.

Name: Shreya Khadka
Grade: XII, Sec: K-
Address: Budhaniketan, S. km
Email: sskaproto@gmail.com
Memories: Whatever can be more meritorious than picnic at Tangai. It was one of the best picnic party.
Message: IF want to do with start the day as 2pm announcement might be too late. Who knows anyone not even email?
NAME: Bhattarai Suprim
GRADE: XII Sci, Bio Sec: K's
CODE: 9166 (Four thousand six hundred sixty-six)
EMAIL: respect.29rahon@yahoo.com
MEMORY: Wild dancing in肥ie.
Wild dancing in picnic
MESSAGE: Great minds like
Wine discuss ideas, average
minds like yours discuss
events and small minds like
everyone discuss people.

Name: Suyasha Budhathoki
Grade: XII Sci, Bio Sec: K's
Address: Pepsi-cola, Kathmandu
Email: meh_suyasha@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment I spent with my friends in P.A.
Message: Agb ng k dinu......
Teh ko padnu ranrari and board
egg jam ugh negoti nakti tyau

Name: Sanjaya Kumar Shrestha
Grade: XII Science-Bio Section: K's
Address: Talekhanu-5, Mahottari
Email: spectacularsanjaya@yahoo.com
Memory: The day when homework
copies were checked.
Message: Experience is a great teacher.
It takes the test first and then
feaches the lesson.

Name: Sashank Dhungel
Grade: XII, Science, Bio Section: K's
Address: New Barmah-10, Kathmandu
Email: medTamilk- sashank2010@yahoo.com
Memory: Lectures of SBN sir and SSA
manifest doing homeworks and
spending memorable funny
days with two of my friends
of K's: Suman and Rejesh &
almost all days at Prasadi.
Message: Never give up your hope,
study well and all the best
for your exams
Proud to be a Prasadian
Sign: Bishal
Name: Chirag Sharma  
Grade: XII Sci, Bio.  
Sec: K5  
Address: Biranvanger-8, Surkhet, Bhum Zone  
E-mail: Chiragsharma.surkhet@gmail.com  
Memory: All the moments spent on Prasadi, picnic, classes specially of YKG and BKTN svg. All the EXAMS.  
Message: Inspiration comes but it has to find us working.

Name: Anupam Silwal  
Grade: XII Sci, Bio.  
Sec: K5  
Address: Ranyka Airpost-8, Nepalgunj, Banka  
E-mail: meet_anuj@gmail.com  
Memory: All days spent in P.A. are memorable.  
Message: Don’t mix picnic. And proud to be Prasadian.

Name: Surina Khadka  
Grade: XII, Sci, Phy.  
Sec: K5  
Address: Itahari-8, Sunsari.  
E-mail: lonely_mehgo@yahoo.com  
Memory: All those beautiful memories of grade XII (BSC) of grade XII (K5), and I'd rather say with my two beautiful classmates Swati and Neha.  
Message: If you wanna do good in your life then please be serious and study every single thing detail because it really matters a lot!!!

Name: Elkahya Shanti  
Grade: XII, Science, Bio.  
Sec: K5  
Address: Balkot, Brakapur.  
E-mail: dikya_13@yahoo.com  
Memory: The most unforgettable day, the Picnic day and each and every moment spent in Prasadi for 2 years with beloved teachers and co-operative classmates.  
Message: Take the right decision and follow the best path to achieve your goal. Always be positive.
Name: Sandesh Anjali
Code: 1375
Grade: XII Sci. Biology, K5
Address: Kawasoti-5, Nawalparasi
Email: Sandesh_bud@yahoo.com
Memory: Ramana Memory Has always been on the top.
Miss BT and K5 Retest K5.
Anubhav and Report Card Distribution Day. Sahi Hasu Bich, Ramak Ghay, Supreme, Sambhau, Navin,
Haru Sangs Kom Vo Gali Ta Locty Khaja, Khana Suspand Huna Anubhav.
Signature: Sandesh
Message: Ma da Aafat Ma Message No. I'm Sandesh i.e.
His Message to Me Mon.
Name: Shubhayan Khakya  Code: 8112
Grade: XII  Sec: K's
Address: Chakupat-22, Lalitpur
Email id: shakya.shubhayan@yahoo.com
Message: Every moment spent here with friends and teachers will remain as a memory forever...
Message: Take every moment in Prasadi as a golden chance so that you won't ever have to be regretful!
Sign: 

Name: Fiju Thapa  Code: 4309
Grade: XII  Sec: K's
Address: Katunje-3, Bhaktapur
Email: fjuthapa45@yahoo.com
Message: Beautiful moments: playing hangmata while sitting at last class with Ranjana and Stijana; doing lots of homework and carrying two heavy loads of book; picnic was the most memorable day for me; the time I spend with my friends and teachers.
Message: Nothing is impossible in this world because the word impossible is the thing I'm possible.
Sign: 

Name: Areebi Kharel  Code: 4283
Grade: XII  Science A  Section: K's
Address: Dhobighat
Email: areebi@yahoo.com
Message: Every moment spend with friends and Arvuk at Thankot especially enjoying dance party.
Message: Always study hard and hope for the best in the future.
Sign: 

Name: Ishita Sudel  Code: 3304
Grade: XII  Sec: K's
Address: Bakhia, Kathmandu
Email: ishitasudel@yahoo.com
Message: Homework tension increased and a great picnic in 12 was a good memory in Prasadi. Some great and funny moments with the teachers. Time with friends, making side hangouts and other friends.
Message: See you soon! Doo good.
Sign: 
Name: Rishul Sharma  
Code: 2130  
Grade: 12 Science (Bio)  
Address: Prabhaspara, Syangja  
E-mail: Birual62@yahoo.com

Memory: A day spent in Prasadi Academy, one of cantren, child is, sten- ing by chief sir, doing handwork.

Message: Cantren and sport should be improved.

sign: Rishul

Name: Ranjana Pant  
Code: 4858  
Grade: 11 Science (Bio)  
Section: K5  
Address: Fuliwal Tole, Birgunj - M. Ranoa  
E-mail: ranjana_2060@yahoo.com

Memory: Each and every single moment spent in Prasadi.

Message: Time and Tide waits for none. So, don’t waste your time thinking what coming and bad you had done in your past. Just concentrate on your present to do good and work for future.

sign: Ranjana
Name: Monica Jha  Code: 4350
Grade: XII sci  sec: K8
Address: Janakpur, Dhankuta
Email: Rosemonica28@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every day in PRASADI was memorable full of fun, frolic, B2 B8, gossips, doing home work till midnight, eating in last bench, cribbing at unexpected entry and the lectures, picnics at Tribhuvan park...
Message: PRASADI got me educated and more than that it taught me to struggle. (Proud to be PRASADI)
Signature: Monica

Name: Riya Manandhar  Code: 4413
Grade: XII sci  sec: K8
Address: Balal
Email: riyasayami@gmail.com
Memories: Can’t pin point a single one.
Message: Reach higher than the sky so that even if you fall down, you’ll be amongst the stars.
Signature: Riya

Name: Ashmita Choudhary  Code: 4828
Grade: XII sci
Address: Bagmati, Lalitpur
Email: ashmita@hotmail.com
Memories: Lots to share, Picnic was the best. Met wonderful friends here. Thank You PRASADI.
Message: Don’t just read to score, read so that you understand. Well study hard to pass in PRASADI.
Signature: Ashmita

Name: Surya  Code: 4277
Grade: XII K-2, Science
Address: Mambhumani, Lalitpur
Email: surya@bho@gmail.com
Memories: W- moments :P
Message: One day you’ll find your Nemo, you might get lost in the ocean along the way, but remember, JUST KEEP SWIMMING.
**Name:** Daisy Karna  
**Code:** 9316  
**Grade:** XII Sec.  
**Sec:** K8  
**Address:** Chandragupar-L. Sisaha  
**Email:** Karna.daisy@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Each and every moment spent in prasad is memorable. Especially going to Triblevan Park, breaking the thermometer in sad and doing lots of homework.  
**Message:** You can’t win the world if you are alone. You must be alone to win the world. (Daisy)

**Name:** Niraj Sah  
**Code:** 9211  
**Grade:** XII Sci.  
**Sec:** K8  
**Address:** Kaliya, Bara  
**Email:** Niraj.sah46@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Non-stop picnic dance  
**Message:** Every winner doesn’t do different things but they do differently.  
**Signature:**

**Name:** Roshan Tha  
**Code:** 4147  
**Grade:** XII Science Sec.  
**Sec:** K8  
**Address:** Tanahpur-A, Dhanusha  
**Email:** Roshan.tha@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Each and every moment spent with friends losing behind from just bench and the great and interesting events in grade XII.  
**Message:** See the opportunity in every difficulty.  
**Signature:**

**Name:** Subir Shrestha  
**Code:** 4123  
**Grade:** XII Science Sec.  
**Sec:** K8  
**Address:** Nakhipot  
**Email:** stunt_hunter4@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Picnic, Doing h*l  
**Message:** All the time, each and every moment I spent in Prasad.  
**Signature:**

**Name:** Jagadish Subedi  
**Family:** Zindagi  
**Place:** Homecook  
**Message:** Baisunu.....LOL!!  
**Signature:**
Name: Nihita Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Address: Patan Sundhara  
Email: gini_10@yahoo.com  
Memory: "Talks with friends in creative about classes and here and there."  
Message: "Life may show you 'Now it's a ending,' but who knows it a point of a new beginning."

Name: Monu Khanal  
Grade: XII  
Address: New Baneshwor, Kathmandu  
Email: monu.khanal@yahoo.com  
Memory: "Silly talks with friends in creative about classes and here and there."  
Message: "Life may show you 'Now it's a ending,' but who knows it a point of a new beginning."

Name: Shalaj Bhandari  
Grade: XII (Sci)  
Address: New Baneshwor, Kathmandu  
Email: shalaj.bhandari@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each and every day spent with my friends and teachers. Oh, how can I forget my days in class XII. I was there in first bench whole year but those days are the most memorable days of my life in Prasadi.  
Message: "Don't wrestle with the pig. You both will get dirty. But pig will enjoy it."

Name: Meena Pranjit  
Grade: XII  
Address: Savyanagar, Kanti  
Memory: "All those times spent with my friends... those groupings... in last but not the least the only 'Picnic.'"  
Message: "All is well guys... Just... live and enjoy each and every moment..."
NAME: - Samir Sharma  
CODE: - 9273  
GRADE: - XII Sci.  
Sec.: - K-8  
ADDRESS: - Lagankhel, Lalitpur  
E-mail: - Samir.sharma955@gmail.com  
- Samir_sharma955@yahoo.com  
MEMORY: - Each and every day spent with my friends are memorable to me. Esp. talking in class with rakesh, pizza, scolding of RK SIR,  
concerns to somesha and the awesome picnic day.  
MESSAGE: - Believe in yourself, and never give up. "PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN"
Name: Mamta Suwal  
Grade: XII Sci  
Sec: K8  
Address: Taunkhel-1, Godawari, Lalitpur  
Email: still_11@yahoo.com  
Memory: Having lots of fun while dancing in picnic at Trishulvan Park.  
Message: Sincerity toward your duty is one of the key to be satisfied.

Name: Nivia Shrestha  
Grade: XII Sci  
Sec: K8  
Address: 41, Chunihel, KTM  
Email: nivia.shrestha@yahoo.com  
Memory: Full with picnic dance  
Message: Pending

Name: Rajan Rimal  
Grade: XII Science  
Sec: K8  
Address: Janakpur-2, Dhanusa  
Email: RajanR.raj@hotmail.com  
Memory: Picnic was the most memorable day in these two academic years. All the crazy jokes are still we did in 10.7 will be memorable forever in my life. Special guidance by the chief and other teachers was very helpful to our studies.

Message: Love, affection, discipline...Peace life is beautiful

Name: Sarina Saka  
Code: 4949  
Grade: XII Sec  
Sec: K8  
Address: Ramechhap, Bhot, District, CT  
Email: Nupkes - Shapes4dhotmail.com  
Memory: XI to 11th day, 1st month with my great fans - B.C. Shubha, Geetika, Sini, G.P., K. Manjaya; XII chahi XI madam balu and Shruti. I will never forget my dear alma mater永远的朋友, felt.  
Message: Monday, R.C. Kho 19 days of my min. 884.10, Kg everyone always a true friend. Tanya

Can Fica to OK, I feel a few. Anyhow, 2 ska many ko unthinkably patterns & many more ways for few impossible. 2 while my family meet.  
May our all a better will keep around U & be happy 2.
Name: Prerana Shrestha  Code: 4054
Grade: XII, Sec. I  Code: K-8
Address: Thankot-6, Kathmandu
Email: prerana@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment from XII to XIII spent in Prasadi and my friends are memorable. I'll cherish all those moments 4eva...
Message: Be proud to be Prasadi! Never take any aspect of Prasadi as bad one in finally enjoy every second in Prasadi.
Sign: Keshav

Name: Dikshya Bhakal  Code: 4167
Grade: XII Science  Section: K-8
Address: Jawalikot, Lalitpur
Email: dikshya23@gmail.com
Memory: XII - sitting in 1st bench and running back to talk.
XIII - laughing, sharing jokes and last bench party.
Message: Life is like an ice cream, enjoy it before it melts.
Sign: Dikshya

Name: Anju Rijal  Code: 4173
Grade: XII Coll, Section: K-8
Address: Dadchand, Kathmandu
Email: Miracleboy@yahoo.com
Memory: "Confession, "Shikar" of Prasadi, being a laughing stock of all those around, and my correction.
Message: Friends who make our day, are really colourful & sweet".
Sign: Anju

Name: Suyash Bhatta  Code: 4419
Grade: XII Su Sec, Section: K-8
Address: Tyangjung, Kirtipur
Email: itsme_punkstar@yahoo.com
Memory: Classroom, Keta harko ko quiff, picnic, H-w Harko ko bida.
Message: "Why so serious?
-The Joker-Dark Knight
Have fun

Sign: Dhotu

Message: NEVER GIVE UP
Chang Khanchak
In Maar Khanchak
Signature: 3623220022093
Name: Sueta Shrestha  Code: 4079
Grade: XII Sci.  Sec: K8
Address: 9Khalakah, Yole-19, Patan Lalitpur
Email: Sueta.shrestha51@yahoo.com
Memory: Unlimited talks with all my great friends, Krishna, Pram, Manu, Babi, Ki, Khyaa, Bhu, Deepu, RC......, playing lots of games...... In fact, I gonna remember all the hearty moments spent in B11 & K8.
Msg: Living in PRASADI, try to find the treasure full of fun & happiness amidst the bulk of HOMEWORKS...... :)
Sign: Sueta

Name: Aabhash Aryal  Code: 4195
Grade: XII Sci.  Sec: K8
Address: Tachikhel, Lalitpur
Email: Aabhash.Aulary@yahoo.com
Memory: Homework done in class without listening to the lectures, gossip with friends, imitating teachers & picnic.
Msg: A tiger takes a step behind before it attacks, so whenever life drags u a step behind, it means you are going to achieve victory.
Sign: Aabhash

Name 2: Prasanna Pasan  Code: 9003
Grade: XII Sci.  Sec: K8
E-mail: prasanna.pasan@gmail.com
Memory: Starting with garbage, a bad English time, Ki, Khyaa, Bhu, Deepu, Pram, Krishna, & many more memories that I never wanna explain.
Msg: PRASADI U ROCK!
Sign: Prasanna

Name: Priyanka Thapa  Code: 4385
Grade: XII Sci.  Sec: K8
Address: Napatgunj-16, Banke
E-mail: priyanka.thapa@gmail.com
Memory: All the days that I enjoyed with all my friends in PRASADI.
Msg: Be strong enough to face the reality of your life.
Sign: Priyanka
Name: Ekta Jayawardha
Code: 4325
Grade: XII Sci
Address: Kalaiva, Bara
Email: jayawardha-ekta@yahoo.com
Memory: Picnic, doing homework till late night.
Message: Destiny is choice not a chance.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Anish Rana
Code: 4370
Grade: XII (Sci)
Address: Shahastana, Ward no. 3, Dolpa
Email: [Email]
Memory: My memory lives up with my dear friends, good B7 to KG. And its not possible to mention their names in this short note. Great fun with B.R. Sir and other teachers are all well. Every day in Prasadi will be in my memory. And teaching English in Message was great fun too.
Message: Life is energy, transform it or else. Be wild.
Signature: Anish Rana

Name: Richa Badam
Code: 4007
Grade: XII Science K8
Address: New Bhagwad D, KTM
Email: [Email]
Memory: All the moments spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends and teachers.
Message: No pain no gain. Trend can be experienced in Prasadi Academy.

Name: Shailja Sharma
Code: 4330
Grade: XI Sci
Address: Ring Road Bajal, V.D.C.
Email: [Email]
Memory: Believe in yourself and what you do because self-confidence makes it easy to achieve your goal.
Message: Each and every moment that I’ve spend in Prasadi with my teachers and friends especially the picnic.
Name: Basanta Chopagain  Code: 4161
Grade: XI  Sec: K8
Address: Gomtatar-7, Pepsicola
Email: valient-first@yahoo.com
Message: Don't follow always lead. Do best leave the best
Sign: ________

Name: Prakash Nepal  Code: 4163
Grade: XII  Sec: K8
Address: Nepalgunj
Email: ________
Message: Always take the right decision while taking any step in life
Sign: ________

Name: Shlesha Acharya  Code: 4022
Grade: XII  Sec: K8
Address: Kulekhani, Km
E-mail: lili.rain.tamb@hot.com
Message: Try to make each and every moment special in your life so that you can smile when you turn the pages of your life.
Name: Ruby Tamrakar
Code: 4000
Grade: XII Sci
Sec: K'8
Address: Mangal Bazaar, Lalitpur
Email: rubyadmiana143@gmail.com
Memory: Mentioning only a single incident spent in PA would be injustice coz every moment spent here with my friends and teachers are truly memorable n unforgettable. Message: What others think of you is none of your business.

Name: Roshita Karki
Class: XII Sci
Code: 3980
Address: Bhadrapur '5, Jhapa
Email: Roshita_Karki2000@yahoo.com
Memory: Those 2 yrs memories can't be confined in words but the time spent with these supporting teachers & chcol 4 life mera bond. Message: Be what u r & live from within. U r a great woman.

Name: Deepa Tamang
Code: 4237
Grade: XII Sci
Sec: K'8
Address: Rayale -5, Kavre
Email: tamangekt@yahoo.com
Memory: Haral Jh, ko really active class dekhi lujma. Physics ko class samma, all will be in my memo. Mood bhye aagai chaine or else bhoj puri luyi diirub ganyo bhan gali game.
Message: What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters, compared to what lies within us.

Name: Sapana Karki
Code: 4567
Grade: XII Sci
Sec: K'8
Address: Dharan -7, Sunsari
Email: dreamz_01shu@yahoo.com
Memory: Eating in class, Journey from '07 to '08 was memorable.
Message: Make peace with your past, so it doesn't spoil your present.

* Keep Smiling !!!*
**NAME:** Sabin Acharya  
**CODE:** 4590  
**CLASS:** XII  
**SECTION:** K8  
**ADDRESS:** GNT-8, DANG  
**EMAIL:** allinside @ oos@yahoo.com

**MEMORY:** All little small things done in Prasadi make my life easy, working, homework, and always being forced to cut hair. Being late during the morning class is spending the whole period (4h) in someones' room was fantastic. First, my Frederick, Patrick, Salman, and Shailendra was the best day in these 3 years.

**MESSAGE:** There is no shortcut to success. So don't think of shortcuts, just feel and you'll reach the summit.

**SIGNATURE:**

---

**NAME:** Bishnu Devkota  
**CODE:** 4352  
**CLASS:** XII  
**SECTION:** K8  
**ADDRESS:** Tinkune, Kathmandu  
**EMAIL:** bishnu7 @ yahoo.com

**MEMORY:** Each day memorable. Some of them are, picnics, bowling, college, hotel Forte, holiday on Thamserku and Patan with all my friends especially Bikash, Ashim, Shyam, Sunit, Tashi, Kulri, Rohit, Radhika, Sushma, An, and more.

**MESSAGE:** Life is a precious thing, so take it to right direction.

---

**NAME:** Kutejip Tripathi  
**CODE:** 4571  
**CLASS:** XII  
**SECTION:** K8  
**ADDRESS:** Purintonalpur-7, Kapilvastu  
**EMAIL:** k_tripathi @ yahoo.com

**MEMORY:** Unexpected entries of three straight days from chief Sir in the selection of books, inspiration of RKS sir, and these days spent with King Kimo, Oja, and SK are really memorable.

**MESSAGE:** Use every minute and second to get success.

**SIGNATURE:**

---

**NAME:** Prabhu Maharjan  
**CODE:** 4214  
**CLASS:** XII  
**SECTION:** K8  
**ADDRESS:** Koteshwor, Kathmandu  
**EMAIL:** p.maharjan @ live.com

**MEMORY:** 2 years I cried, shouted and laughed more than that I enjoyed.

**MESSAGE:** Life is a choice where you have to choose your destiny.
Name: Amit Subedi  
Grade: XII Sci  
Address: Sitapaula, ktm  
Email: amrit_subedi@yahoo.com  
Memory: Oh course picnic......what else  
Message: A single tree can make millions of trees. So respect everyone.

Name: Sushant Singh  
Grade: XII Sci  
Address: Kathmandu, metropolis, word no.-25  
Email: itsame@sushant@hotmail.com  
Memory: Each and everyday I spent with my friends and teachers in Prasadi Academy.  
Message: Life isn’t about finding yourself but it’s about creating yourself. So, create yourself.

Name: Reba Tamang  
Grade: XII Sci  
Address: Rayale, S. Kavre  
Email: reba1002@yahoo.com  
Memory: tennis, gujri, escape from colz, masti and friend, football, ball bat, kicng  
Message: nai jaga to gujri, kamp to fight, att monitor has submission, ke-  
Time to masti, jain get togeth, a secret crushes, charge of petty money n  
Message: Teacher to fill on call... how moments will never come back.... miss me all.

Name: Bebika Subedi  
Grade: XII ‘Science’  
Address: Sitapaula, Kathmandu  
Email: inawamee@hotmail.com  
Memory: Unlimited laughing in BKTM period  
Message: In XII my mate Bik, meham, meham. Such with fun together with Babu, hikking.  
Message: Prasadi is so much fun to be in than you except. But study must go on. Have fun!!!

Name: Pramada Subedi  
Grade: XII Sci  
Address: Sitapaula, ktm  
Email: pramada@subedi.com  
Memory: Tennis, gujri, escape from colz, masti and friend, football, ball bat, kicng  
Message: nai jaga to gujri, kamp to fight, att monitor has submission, ke-  
Time to masti, jain get togeth, a secret crushes, charge of petty money n  
Message: Teacher to fill on call... how moments will never come back.... miss me all.
Name: Rachana Uperty
Code: 4381
Grade: XII 1st
Section: K8
Address: New Baneshwor, KTM
Email: Shristyuperty@yahoo.com
Memory: Every fun memory in XI be with my 4 besties...
Message: Do not try to be great, try to be good... for being good is great.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Nizma Tamrarak
Code: 3994
Grade: XII 1st
Section: K8
Address: Imadol, Lalitpur
Email: niz3-janu@yahoo.com
Memory: Having fun and having gossiping eating noodles in class, proper being, lot of homework, bag checking...
Each & every moment in person will surely gonna be missed...
Message: You are the creator of your own destiny
**SAMEERKA R.C.**

Code: 4202  
XII Sci.  
Address: Kathmandu, Nepal  
Email: sameerkrc@yahoo.com

**Message:** Each n every mondays dat I spent in Prasadit vijjo to every

unwinding, Xi B.S.10th xi's summa to
class we apke masty, bkn bory sany
to us!! As we we've been although

not of fun and lot of homework, we'd

more -- oops! my beetles, samy, chh, Bum, jag, yipp, etc., arranging

with in all lovely Fres, will miss u

a lot... -- Message: -- Be whatever you want

2 dpy but... never cheat anyone

Proud of u a Prisoner of PRASADI

---

**Name:** Neha Sharma  
Code: 4446  
Grade: XII  
Address: Newroad, KTM  
Email: (Hence neha 01 @ yahoo.com

**Message:** teachers ko din dhain 
gali tehane gyan hauku songa 
Bentu gurak ko, lake theken 
ghan tussnu, caeblu, na basnu, 
teachers hain like particular 
bani, kinhewaangs jaiknu, and 
Hai picnic, The best day in

Prasad 
Message: - If you free gun, you won't

sign - Bhat.

---

**Name:** Surabhi Badgami  
Code: 4139  
Grade: XII Sci.  
Sec: k8  
Address: Thapathali, Kathmandu  
Email: Surabhi_50@hotmail.com

**Message:** Unlimited laugh with fun 
with friends in class. 
Sharing the things in class

Message: - Be Proud to be Prasadi

Always keep smiling

Sign: Surabhi
**NAME:** Sawrawal Gaurav  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** KG  
**Address:**  
**Email:** gsawrawal69@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Fun at picnic at T.P. Playing  
& joining in class with friends.  
**Message:** Do homework is one  
rule of P.P. Our values are  
made to be broken, so  
it's up to us to defy the rule  
and make it.  
**Signature:** Sawrawal Gaurav

**Name:** Prindal Pradhan  
**Grade:** XII (Science)  
**Section:** KG  
**Address:** KIN Shanker Muni, Gorakhpur  
**Email:** prindal248@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Making new friends, enjoying  
discussions with the difficult book.  
Having classes with great teachers.  
Doing homework in the  
evening hours, and bragging about it to friends.  
**Message:** Follow your principles, because that's  
what makes you who you are, and don't judge  
yourself because you can't be perfect, but  
give your best into that.  
**Signature:** Prindal Pradhan

**Name:** Bigya Man Pradhan  
**Code:** 4356  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** KG  
**Address:** Kirtipur, Kathmandu  
**Email:** bigya.mp@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Having fun with friends, lots  
of homework, bag checking, carrying  
heavy bag.  
**Message:** You are the creator of  
your own destiny.  
**Signature:** Bigya

**Name:** Sushmita Sivakoti  
**Class:** XII  
**Section:** KG  
**Code No:** 4098  
**Email:** Sushmita.sivakoti@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Each day being  
Prasadi is unforgettable.  
Cars going by every time.  
**Message:** Be yourself.  
Never change for others.  
First trust yourself, then trust others.
Name: Benjamin Moharjon
Class: XII (kg) "Sci"
Code: 4324
Email: bennmi_fvaul@yahoo.com
Memories: Best memories are best untold.
"9th secret."
Message: Do or Die
"Neur ask Y"
"Sayonara"
Benjamin

Name: Irfan Isfan
Code: 3986
Grade: XII "Science" Sec-Kg
Address: Sdpur Janagar-8, Rupandehi
Email: ifan_asm09@yahoo.com
Message: IMPOSSIBLE IS NOTHING so try hard and do it yourself.
Irfan Isfan

Name: Mandar Sharma
Class: XII Kg 4066
Email: mandarsharma@yahoo.com
S cient & Math Group
Message:
All the memories from prasadi, as free-people, as they may be, are loved to live with words! When I first stepped into this institution, I thought I was going to waste two years of my life in the worst way possible; but all the friends that I have made have made it worthwhile.
"live and let live..."

Name: Nischal Raya
Class: Xll Kg Science
4025
Email: nischal_rp@hotma il.com
Memories: Getting suspended and just chilling at home for a whole co coek. Those were the days!
Message:
Live n let live!!!
Name: Rupesh Dangol  Code: 4394
Grade: XII  Science  Sec: K9
Address: Lele VDC, ward no.4, Lalitpur
Email: jaisikale002@gmail.com
Memory: moments with friends of S5 & S9
Message: Struggle hard to get success.
Sign: R

Name: Naishu Ayer  Code: 4399
Grade: XII  Sec: J9
Address: Bhindauti, Magar, Kanchanpur
Email: navinayer96@gmail.com
Memory: Every moment in P.G. especially teacher of friends
Message: Analysis is the way for learning. Learn from your mistakes. Don’t know your fault, keep going! Best of luck...
Sign: N

Name: Nilesh Pantale  Code: 4253
Grade: XII  Sec: K9
Address: Sattalpur, Lalitpur
Email: rish_play@yahoo.com
Memory: Memories of grade XI-86 can’t be forgotten by my existence. I can’t even dare to think about reproducing those wonderful time I had in the PCLC. Where I dandled wildly and none can wash these memories clean and shall remain for eternity in my virtual world as my thoughts and my existence makes. Don’t have any regret if we are to live in it, it is never bad. It’s enjoyed and lived to seek and signify our own existence to change the world, worthy the universal feels.

Name: Satish Manandhar  Code: 4327
Grade: XII  Sec: K9
Address: Chandilpur, Lalitpur
Email: fed_606@yahoo.com
Memory: be read from 10 day Sitly with a stranger Don’t do in clay with a good speed which around all my hand in by so help yourself not download walk alone.
Name: Suraj Bhattacharya
Grade: 12, K'9
Admiration: To the chief of Prasadi Academy. He is hard working, wise and determined. We can learn from him to be the same and then to endure our own trials, our own path, whether that is, we have taken in our life.

Learning is mainly done by a study carefully. A real study is when the scholar is above average. A real learning is when the scholars are free and independent of pop -YS. Scholars should test a bit of this spirit in their academic, say, intellectual “period”.

Thank You P.A. Bye Bye.

---

Name: Sanam Bade
Class: XI, Science
Sec: KG
Code: 41188
Add: Kandaghar, Gokakara - 8
E-mail: sb_empire@gmail.com
Memory: Every time spent with the friends, getting punishment, returning home, being late. 

Message: In Prasadi, I'll know the fun staying within the harsh rule.

Sign: 

---

Name: Ashray Khosin
Grade: XII, Section: KG
Address: Mangal Bazar, Lalitpur
Email: AshayK@ Hotmail.com
Memory: Laughter and punishment + Studies, this is how my life in Prasadi turned out to be.

Message: To get to the top is one thing but to stay there, the best insurance is the upliftment of your near ones.

---

Name: Prashish Maharjan
Class: XII (K-9) ‘Science’
Code: 4014
Address: Kirtipur, KTM
Email: Prashish.Linkin@hotmail.com
Memory: Unforgettable moments with my friends, college picnics food and dance. Bag full of books, loads of homeworks and strict house keeping, doing homework in class and cutting hand through a week. Chief Sirs, this is the notice, board of FII.

Message: The greatest barrier to success is the fear of failure.
Name: Manish Aryal
Code: 4333
Grade: XII Science
Section: K9
Address: Kathmandu -35, Kathmandu
Email: manish.69@yahoo.com
Memory: All the moments as Prasadi are memorable. Esp. some friends like teachers and some teachers like friends will always be in memory.
Message: Do all the good things that your heart says but don't harm others.

Name: Bipasyana Shringa
Sc: XII K9
E-mail: Coral Justice@yahoo.com
Memory: Umm.... Chatting wid frenz, book checking, chief sir's entry in class, cute bana ghar pharkida ko 'masti', PicNic... n' all those fun wid my frenz... Message: Earth iz round...... we'll meet again...

Name: Utanjan Khatri
Grade: XII Sci. Sec: K9
Address: Khuwarmar 15, Sattalotto
Email: niran_khan@live.com
Memory: Unexpected bag checking, net celebrating the festivals cos of exam & 110. Send back to home and carrying all books everyday.
Message: Failure is the path to get success. Never lose hope!

Name: Prajesh Raj
Code: 4356
Grade: XII (Science)
Section: K9
Address: Wekutole, Banepa-1, Kavre
Email: rockingprajesh@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent at Prasadi; Making fun with friends during classes and lunch time; Copying teachers; Brain washing lectures of chief sir; picnic day... Message: Don't cry over past, it's gone. Don't stress about future, it hasn't arrived. Live in present and make it as beautiful as you can.
**AUTOBIOGRAPHY/K9**

**Name:** Raj Kamal Thokar  
**Class:** XII K'9  
**Code:** 4415  
**Email:** thokar_r_a@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Gossiping, laughing and talking about Priyanka and VKG & silly talking "Baby Grad 5nmes write 10 times"  
**Message:** Be a Youtuber Rockstar!

---

**Name:** Sandhya Rai  
**Code:** 3973  
**Class:** XII, Science  
**Section:** K'9  
**Address:** Dehra, uttarakhand  
**Email:** sandhyarai6969@ymail.com  
**Memory:** Each and every second I spent in Prasadi Academy, class 12 picnic and my oil frenz  
**Message:** Wherever you go, whatever you do  juz be urself.  
**Email:** sandhyyamphu@hotmail.com

---

**Name:** Nikiita Karki  
**Class:** XII K’9  
**Email:** nikiita. karki@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Sharing snacks with my one & only "Shreya" in XI, Irresistible sushi, eating chocolates at home in class, pumpkin after ccoke...talking in sign language in class with my clumpus "baa", getting angry unnecessarily in class...I set those moments ALW with Munna & Parya!  
**Message:** Enjoy every rule of Prasadi, Be proud to be a Prasadite!
Name: Sudin Raj Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Sec: K-9  
Address: Mangalbajar, Lalitpur  
Email: Chelsea_sudin@yahoo.com  
Message: Never lose hope when you fail because FAIL: First Attempt In Learning.

Name: Nitish Raj Jha  
Grade: X  
Sec: K-9  
Address: Dhalbazar-9, Kathmandu  
Email: 661native_nitish@yahoo.com  
Memory: It was a wonderful experience studying here in Prasadi Academy. I have learnt many things & have enjoyed my college life to the fullest. It will always be remembered.  
Message: You may have to face various difficulties here but never lose hope because winners never lose their grip.

Name: Aashutosh Thakur  
Grade: XII K-9, XI B-11  
Address: Sanepa, Lalitpur  
Email: aashutosh.thakur174@gmail.com  
Memory: Learnt many things here. Will always cherish the memories. Always.

Message: “Take care of the rocks first- the things that really matter. Set your priorities. The rest is just sand.”

Name: Purushottam Shah  
Grade: XII (sci)  
Sec: (K9)  
Code: 4333  
Address: Shantinagar, ktm  
Email: love.puri_shah5@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each & every moment I spent inside Prasadi were amazing especially punishment given by Chief Sir.  
Message: Enjoy each and every moment of your life because the time once gone won’t come back. Proud being a Prasadian!!
Name: Suhel Shreshta
Grade: XII K9
Code: 4353
Email: bmm_suhel@yahoo.com
Memory: first day at Prasadi
Last word:
It is not about being intelligent but about being able to show your intelligence.

Name: Parasmani Niraula
Class: XII 'Science'
Code no: 4055
Section: K9
Address: Kalanki.
Email: Demon-Paras @ Yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment that I have spent in Prasadi academy are memorable to me. I can never forget all of my friends of XI B1'11 and XI K9', making fun of each other, competing to Sansa, playing kik, dance class, many songs, chatting in class hours, book reading in afternoons... and beyond...
Message: It’s not that you couldn’t; it’s what you didn’t that made the difference.
Sign: Paras

Name: Aruna Upreti
Grade: XII, Science
Section: K9
Code: 3979
Address: Kirtipur-01
Email: Aruna_Upreti@hotmail.com
Memory: Moments with friends.
Message: Don’t lose your pride & enjoy Prasadian life.

Name: Prodeep Khanna
Class: XII
Sec: K9
Code: 4459
Email: last_10v_c2073@yahoo.com
Memory: Having lots of fun with friends, a powerful slap from chief, paper throwing, eating during class hour.
Message: Death is different, according to personality.
Sign: Prodeep
Name: Harish Shrestha
Grade: XII sci... sec: K 9
Code no: 4310
Address: Godhimen -03 Bkt
Email: Harish_shrestha@live.com
Memo: Everyday fun in class
with Prina, Priti, Sona and
complains of most of the teachers
gotting punishment doing too
in class.
N many more
Message: Never ever in your life
think of giving up just do the
best that you can do.
Name: Kapil Khadka  
Code: 4075  
Grade: XII Mgmt. / Sec.: R1  
Address: Imqad, Lalitpur  
Email: khadkakapil@gmail.com  
Smsrockkkhdkkk@gmail.com  

MEMORY: Picnic Dance, overload of Homeworks, Friends, Teachers.  
MESSAGE: Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit, wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.  
Sign: 

Name: Saroj Shrestha  
Grade: XII Mgmt. Section: R1  
Address: Old Baneshwor, Ktm  
Email: saroshrestha@hotmail.com  
Memory: Teachers dancing in the picnic spot.  
Message: Failure is the key of success. Feel free.  
Sign: 

Name: Sanjeena Shrestha  
Code: 3970  
Grade: XII Management Sec.: R1  
Address: Talchikhet, Lalitpur  
Email: Shresthasanjeena@yahoo.com  
Memory: All the time spent in Prasadi is memorable. Some memories like picnic day, SI7 days, R1 days, playing basketball in break, crying in class, etc.  
Message: Always follow the audit of Prasadi. (Prasadi Rocks)  
Sign: 

Name: Subash Banerji  
Code: 4444  
Grade: XII Mgmt. Sec.: R1  
Address: Dolakha  
Email: Banertsubash14@yahoo.com  
Memory: Days I spend with teachers & friends in 8th R1. Making noise, singing songs in class. Funny jokes of Sudom Sir. Saying “main” by Marketing Sir. Powerful speech of Chief Sir. My code 4444...  
Message: Believe in yourself & rule the world.  
Sign: 
Name: Rupesh Khadka  Code: 9116  
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R3  
Address: Thasikhel, Lalitpur  
Email: Rupel.khadka@gmail.com  
Memory: Each & every moment spent with frends & talking in class and getting diverted from teachers.  
Message: Proud to be a Prasadian. 
Prasadi Rocks!!!

Name: Everest Maharjan  Code: 4147  
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R2  Marketing  
Address: Jwagat, Lalitpur  
Email: everestmaharjan@yahoo.com  
Memory: I will never forget my 1st day of college.  
Message: Never make a decision when you're angry & never make a promise when you're happy.

Name: Dinesh Rana  Code: 43157  
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R2  
Address: Tribhuvan, Lalitpur  
Email: Dinesh-Rana711@yahoo.fr  
Memory: Everyday was esp. fun for me in Prasadi, but the best remembrance is my form (9B, 11th and 12th).  
Message: Dare to walk alone. 
struggle!!

Name: Susan Byanjankar  Code: 4382  
Sec: R1 (Management)  
Address: Choyasad, Lalitpur  
Memory: Each & every moment spent with my friends & doing my homework up to late night of finishing class hours.  
Message: When one cannot change the situation, better change oneself. So just for Lyn try to be real prasadian.
Name: Soni Loma  Code no: 4186
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: C1
Address: Patan, Nuwakot
Email: Peace_fangyu@hotmail.com
Memory: "It is like a whole 10 years of my life in a single memory." - Soni Loma's friends
Message: "I am proud to be a part of Prasadi, an institution that makes me feel proud for every moment spent here."
Signature: Soni Loma

Name: Anisha Awale  Code: 3901
Grade: XII Management  Sec: R3
Address: Lalitpur, sub metropolitan city
Email: Anisha_awale@yahoo.com
Memory: "Every moment spent in Prasadi is memorable, from playing games in class with friends to doing homework in a stress-free environment."
Message: "I am proud to be part of the Prasadi family."
Signature: Anisha Awale

Name: Dhiren Adhikari  Code: 3918
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R1
Address: Annapur, Godak
Email: dhiren13_mnvs@yahoo.com
Memory: "I have spent my 10 years with the teachers and friends, and I am proud of the institution." - Dhiren Adhikari
Message: "Just want to let you know that your hard work is never in vain, and proud of you."
Signature: Dhiren Adhikari

Name: Arin Gaguel  Code: 3890
Grade: XII Management  Sec: R1
Address: Thakhek, Lalitpur
Email: arin.gaguel@yahoo.com
Memory: "During the high school years, I have learned to work under pressure."
Message: "Impossible is nothing to you."
Signature: Arin Gaguel
Name: Shreya Lamichhane  
Grade: XII R1  
Section: R1  
Code no: 4165  
Address: Kalanki, Ktm  
E-mail: Shreya0416@yahoo.com  
Message:
Life is full of struggle so be prepared from now.  
[My gonna miss my col 2 D2]

Name: Nindosh Upadhyay  
Code: 4081  
Grade: XII R1 (Marketing)  
Section: R1  
Address: Boudha, Kathmandu  
E-mail: anamchist_punk82@hotmail.com  
Message:
Better late than never.

Name: Samuel Thapa  
Grade: XII  
Code no: 4120  
Section: R1  
Address: Bhagol, Lalitpur  
E-mail: Samuel.Bay@hotmail.com  
Message:
Today's act is tomorrow's memory, so enjoy your life to the fullest in Prasadi. It's now or never.

Name: Rajan Kafle  
Code: 4424  
Grade: XII R1 (Mgmt)  
Address: Shantinagar-34, Ktm  
Email: Rajan_4424@yahoo.com  
Message:
Avoid all your bad habits, be regular, maintain discipline, do your homework on time then you can be a good PRASADIAN.
Name: Subash Karki
Code: 4122
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec. R1 (Marketing)
Address: Mulabani, Tanahu
E-mail: SubashK10@hotmail.com
Memory: Being suspended for comatose hair, chief sir's slap & jokes with Nepali sir.
Message: Life is like an ice-cream use it before it melts.

Name: Rashan Maharanjan
Code: 4428
Grade: XII Mgmt Section: R1
Address: Chapagaun, Lalitpur
E-mail: races_funkoo@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi with my friends.
Message: Do whatever you like

Name: Pranesh Rai
Code: 4021
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec. R1
Address: Pathari-1 Morang
E-mail: Psycho_rockerstar42@hotmail.com
Memory: Slap of chief sir, now that he slap us. Sometimes friends cause is punished bune. Late bhoj Gauri return tune, class ma sabai miler.
Message: Do what you want to do, not what somebody tells you or expects you to do. Ya sometime I failed but never give up cause this is the rule of this century.

Name: Sandhya Karki
Code: 4102
Address: Sunakothi, Lalitpur
Grade: XII Mgmt Section: R1
E-mail: Karki-Freelin@yahoo.com
Memory: Getting in Prasadi itself had been a fine memory 4 me. Co it was just unexpected. I'd make you believe with charm, chatting, cat & rats b'out in several places especially at night which we would do. But on... I'll sketch all that elements through out my lift.
Message: Feel the old hence bein' Prasadiian!!

Proud to be a PRASADIAN!!
Name: Gyalsang Lama  
Code: 4427  
Grade: XII  
Sec.: R1  
Address: Gyanglang, Rasuwa  
Email: Gyalsangl@yahoo.com  
Memory: Lectures of Chef Sir.  
Message: Don’t walk as if you rule the world, walk as if you don’t care who rules it.  
Sign: Gyalsang

Name: Bikaan Tamang  
Code: 4420  
Grade: XII  
Sec.: A1  
Address: Muda, Dolkha  
E-mail: Rescap75@hotmail.com  
Memory: Doing homework in class.  
Message: Better late than never.  
Sign: Bikaan

Name: Sumit Singh  
Code: 4467  
Grade: XII  
Sec.: R1  
Address: Tindod, Lalitpur  
Email: Singh@sumit03@hotmail.com  
Memory: All the moment being a prasadian and time spent with my friends and the teachers.  
Message: You will achieve your success in prasadi so don’t miss to get it.  
Sign: Sumit

Name: Briga Riz  
Code: 3438  
Grade: XII  
Sec.: R4  
Address: Kavrepani, Kathmandu  
Email: Girenchan@Hotmail.com  
Memory: Ha...Ha, a lot. But can’t fit in this. @ I am better but also there some which I would always treasure in my life.  
Message: You will achieve your success in prasadi so don’t miss to get it.  
Sign: Briga
Name: Aanchal Dhungana 
Class: X1 
Code: 3835 
Address: Kathmandu
Email: aanchal@yahoo.com
Message: A lot ...
From 1st day I entered Prasadi
2 the last day I leaving Prasadi
2 the last year I hate
From my 1st crush
I was unending rush...
Message: We can really change
the world if we care enough!
(Al lesson I learn from S.R.A)
Name: Nisina Jaluckar  
Grade: XII Management Sec: R1  
Email: nisini @ hotmail.com  
Memory: Space is limited but memories are unlimited.  
Message: Never give up hope, maybe it is all you have it will definitely lead you to all that you want.
Name: Sajana Pardar  Code: 414158
Grade: XI  Sec: R1
Address: Tailewa, Baglung
Email: Sajana_Jumla@yahoo.com
Memory: Each & every moment are memorable with friends, teachers, and Commanding words of Chief Sir. From uncountable class visits, every mistake is an opportunity to learn something new.
Sign: Sajana

Name: Rubina Rajak  Code: 4076
Grade: XII  Sec: R1
Address: Phobighat, Jaitpur
Email: rajakrubina@yahoo.com
Memory: Doing homework till late nights and eating in class.
Message: Future stars here so, move ahead!!!
Sign: Rubina

Name: Shiyaa Tamang  Code: 3923
Grade: XII  Sec: R1
Address: Nandevi (KAMN), Ktm Nepal
Email: Shiyaa_Tamang@hotmail.com
Memory: Being a Prasadi was most memorable experience. All those silly and interesting games with my wonderful friends, partners - Mahi, Purnita. All those beautiful and funniest moments spent with all my dear friends. Last but not the least, playing basketball.
Message: Once you are Prasadi, don’t hesitate to work hard.
Sign: Shiyaa

Name: Saru Maharjan  Code: 4068
Grade: XII  Sec: R1
Address: Sundhara, Lalitpur
Email: Chocolate_Saru@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment that I spend with my friends in Prasadi is memorable.
Message: Today’s act is tomorrow’s memory. So enjoy life.
Sign: Saru Maharjan
Name: Bishal Khadgi
Code: 4381
Grade: XII Mgmt. Section: R1
Address: Kumbineswor, Patan
Email: Bishal.skaranj@Gmail.com
Memory: Had fun in picnic, chilling out with friends.
Message: Expect the unexpected thing.

Name: Neera Maharjan
Class: XII "Sec: R" Management
Code No: 4083
E-mail: Maharjan neera@yahoo.com
Address: Lubhio, Lalitpur
Memory: All the moments spent with friends and teachers in Prasadi Academy.
Message: If you wanna change then change for only the best in Prasadi.
Sign: Neera

Name: Rajaram Rupakheti
Code: 4143
Grade: XII Mgmt. Sec: R1
Address: Ohadhy Jecuapur
Email: Rajaramru@yahoo.com
Memory: Lecturer of Business Studies teacher (S1)
Message: Do all that you would in your routine life on your way to enlightenment. When you wake up, you will realize that you would be same if it is who has changed !!!!

Name: Bikram Adhikari
Code: 3917
Grade: XII Mgmt. Sec: R1
Address: Ampipal, Gorkha.
Email: biki007@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi with friends and picnic, I enjoyed the picnic very much. I won't forget it in my life.
Message: Dreams..... are the aim.
Not a football game, makes the life brighter. Going up from the darkness to the brighter future.
Sign: Name, 2069
Autobiography/R1

Name: Pranita Maharjan
Grade: XII "Mgmt Sec R1"
Code: 4029
Address: Siddikapur, Lalitpur
E-mail: queen üyeleri@yahoo.com
Memory: I'll never ever forget the moments that Ispent in Prasadi and dance in picnic with friends.
Message: Hope for the best. Hope for the worst.

Name: Sushila Karki
Code no: 5914
Grade: XII "Mgmt Sec R1"
Address: Bagadole, Lalitpur
E-mail: sushu6905@gmail.com
Memory: Oh!!! Its uncountable.
Anyway each and every moment spent in Prasadi will be memorable for me.
Message: Think positive, be positive. Coz that's the right spirit.

Name: Bijay Hang Rai
Class: XII "Commerce"
Address: Diktel-5, Khotang
E-mail: hang-bijay@yahoo.com
Memory: All those days 20 minutes which I spent with my very close friends, standing in sun light, joking & .... I will miss our teachers who always motivate us to study & also very strict chief sir.
Message: Live your life with happy happiness. Never be sad, follow rules of college;

Name: Pranita Karki
Code: 3008
Grade: XII "Mgmt Sec R1"
Address: Bollakha, Nepal
Email: lostangel.prani@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in prasadi Academy was memorable especially gossiping & chatting with my benchpartners. Mary, chitra and Smriti was best fun. playing basketball and how can I forget picnic day and many more ? G
Message: It might be a bit tough at first but slowly u will be bocked and at that u will find happiness.
Name: Mary Rai  Code: B958
Class: XII Mgmt  Sec: ‘R’
Email: D.kiulungms@hotmail.com
Memory: I’ll always remember all the friends I’ve made in Prasadi and the wild basketball game. haha...
Message: No matter how hard time you spend at Prasadi, but then later its all worth it.

Mary
Name: Rupak Khadka
Grade: XII ‘Mgmt’
Code: 3857
Address: Chabahil, RTM
Email: Rupan_Khadka@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment spent in class XI and XII was a wonderful experience. Every lesson, every assignment, every project was a learning opportunity. The environment was always conducive for learning.
Message: "May you have a bright future!"

Name: Saru Mahamjan
Grade: XII ‘Mgmt’
Code: 4017
Address: Thahkakhet, Katmandu
Email: Mahamjan-saru@gmail.com
Memory: "I have always remembered the time we spent in Prasadi. It was a memorable experience where I learned a lot."
Message: "Thank you for the memories!"

Name: Sina Bhandari
Grade: XII ‘Mgmt’
Code: 4158
Address: Thahkakhet, Katmandu
Email: Smin-saini@yahoo.com
Memory: "Every moment spent in Prasadi was memorable. The teachers were always supportive and encouraging."
Message: "Thank you for being a part of my journey!"
Name: Amrit Yanjan
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Paurasi-3, Rautahat
Email: Amrit.Yanjan@yahoo.com

Memory: Class Eight in class XII's 8B and my hate of being in class XII 8B, many times I hurried up, got into trouble for being late, and so on. I had to discipline myself, get used to cartoons, and so on. I had to try hard to be punctual.

Message: Discover all that you can while you're young. What everybody has been doing isn't what anybody else has thought I could have been.

Signed: Amrit

---

Name: Kreeti Nemkul
Grade: XII Mgmt
Sec: R2
Code: 3886
Address: Mahalaxmi, Kathmandu
Email: Kreeti.nemkul@yahoo.com

Memory: Starting from chief's humorous interview to today, this moment filling my biography are still clear memories on my head.

Message: Past is experience, present is experiment, future is expectation. So, you will experience in your experiment to achieve your expectation.

---

Name: Priyanka Thapa
Class: XII Mgmt Sec: R2
Code No: 4062

Memory: Moment memorable:
Each year, I spend in Grade XI & XII, though I made the failures of my life, I'll hardly forget the silly arts, late nights, homework, scolding, strict rules and many more. I'll miss man XI & XII most of all.

Message: Women don't quit, quitters don't win, so never quit. Try harder to adapt with PA's only study, study-study atmosphere.

Kris

---

Name: Prakash Tamrakar
Class: XII Mgmt Sec: R2
Code No: 4062

Memory: Moment memorable:
Each year every moment spent in Grade XI & XII, I made the failures of my life, I'll hardly forget the silly arts, late nights, homework, scolding, strict rules and many more. I'll miss man XI & XII most of all.

Message: Women don't quit, quitters don't win, so never quit. Try harder to adapt with PA's only study, study-study atmosphere.
**Name:** Amith Maharjan  
**Code:** 3928  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** R2  
**Address:** Hatisiddhi, Kalitpur  
**Email:** Amithmaharjan99@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** All the moments I spent with my friends and teachers, especially Raj Kumar Sir and Dipak Sir, will remain forever in my mind. Dancing on picnics and having fun was a routine affair.  
**Message:** Believe in yourself, work hard and chase excellence. “Do your best.”

**Name:** Rajat Maharjan  
**Code:** 4013  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** R2  
**Address:** Fukhouch, Kalitpur  
**Email:** Rajatmaharjan@gmail.com  
**Memory:** Eating samosas in an open area with my friends was also a great time. Meeting and talking with teachers in Prasadi Academy was also a great experience.  
**Message:** Be true to yourself, be patient, be kind, be forgiving, always always always love you.

**Name:** Sanam Neupane  
**Code:** 3845  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** R2  
**Address:** Chaparayan, Kalitpur  
**Email:** Sanamneupane@gmail.com  
**Memory:** Two years of my life which I spent in Prasadi was awesome. Had loads of fun in picnic outings and cherishing each and every moment we had in Prasadi.  
**Message:** Your success is your test to make or break, but it never can be bigger than man kind. Keep your head high when you hope, keep your heart low when it counts for nothing.

**Name:** Ginaya Silwal  
**Code:** 4010  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** R2  
**Address:** Dhaltehara, Lamjung  
**Email:** Ginaya.silwal@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Hanging out in the bus to go to college, coming back on Saturday, walking a long way to patan during bandara holiday, dancing in picnic, summa of content coming big bags doing lots of house and most of the teachers especially Mr. Uddhav Sir. Each and every moment spent with friends in lots of fun.  
**Message:** Obey the rules. Enjoy each and every moments. Be happy and keep other happy. And “Proud to be a Prasadian.”

“Love u prosad!”

“Respected sir.”
Name: Kristina Pradhan
Grade: XII
Sec: R2
Address: Pachowai, Lalitpur
Email: smaritri - kristina@gmail.com
Memory: Every moment I spent enjoying with friends in Prasadi and especially during which we worked whole year in grade XI. Message: Once join the Prasadi and see how it will be never forget those days in Prasadi Academy ever in your life... Miss V.Parasko and all D Prasadians.

Name: Deepthi Subedi
Grade: XII
Sec: R2
Address: Khunigadi, Lalitpur
Email: Digipub2004@yahoo.com
Memory: Singing in class and having fun with friends. In each period, Pankaj sir, Krishna sir, and Sunita ma'am are very nice. Many other times spent in R1 and R2.
Message: Never make any substitute for hard work.

Name: Achana Shrestha
Grade: XII
Sec: R2
Address: Pani, Lalitpur
Email: arikniester - arikniester@hotmail.com
Memory: Memory: Every moment we have spent together was special. Throughout these two sessions we had some embarrassing some joyful moments all these moments remain special.
Message: “If nothing goes RIGHT go LEFT”
Sign: X

Name: Swikriti Koirala
Grade: XII
Sec: R2
Address: Biratnagar
Email: SSwiKriTo_0h2h@yahoo.com
Memory: Being spoiled by teachers, standing in front of the college work for 50 minutes with my friends, and all the days spent with my dearest friends and teachers.
Message: Life is like an ice-cream, enjoy it before it melts.
Sign: Anthem
**Name:** Sophiya Maharjan  
**Code:** 4156  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R-2  
**Address:** Chhapagali, Lalitpur  
**E-mail:** love_sophiya6@hotmail.com  
**Memory:** It is impossible to write all the memorable moments, could be lengthy as all moments of college life is equally memorable. Special time spent with my friends (Simi, Sahu, Ananya, Sunita)  
**Message:** Learn from the past to make your future a better one.  
**Sign:**  

---

**Name:** Swornima Chitrakar  
**Code:** 4349  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R-2  
**Address:** Babarmahal  
**E-mail:** spunky-swornima@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** The sleepy classes, quick rush for samosa, lots of homework, big hug of my BFF's, “dinko-chicka” dance with my Boiz...  
**Message:** To be successful, the first thing to do is to love with your work, a PRASADIAN!!

---

**Name:** Priyanka Shukla  
**Code:** 3873  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R-2  
**Address:** Ta Chhuka, Lalitpur  
**E-mail:** gsimple3@hotmail.com  
**Memory:** A lot... but & but wud b, uh, pita, 4 sure. Liki liki habing choclate n chips during classes, gossiping all time, cracking jokes n habin jumm... every moments wid you new MEMORIES!!!  
**Message:** NEVA RUN AWAY 4M D PROBLEMS... INSTEAD TRY 2 KILL IT ALL AWAY CUZ D CANDLE OW HOPE UZ STILL BURNING A U FAR AWAY.
Name: Jeevan Lama
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Address: Dhapakhel, Lalitpur
Memory: Each and every moment I spent with my friends. Picnic was gala day for me. I danced a lot. Stayed at Lalitpur for surprise gift of apple. Took photographs with friends. Singing while taking photos.
Message: No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. So, friends, live your life with out any inferiority.

Name: Rosmita Shrestha
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Address: Dhapakhel, Lalitpur
Email: Shrestharosmita30@yahoo.com
Memory: All those interesting classes, sometimes gossiping with friends, doing piles of homework. And of course ‘Picnic’
Message: Utilize your time before time and time waits for none.
Rosmita

Name: Nitesh Mahajan
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Address: Sundhara, Lalitpur
Email: niteshjkeshot@yahoo.com
Memories: 1) Stay in Prasadi. Being here from 9 am to 5 pm. Playing BINGO while story telling. Fans of Sizzel R2. URT 2) My hair inspection unexpected and training bed checkings. 3) Every day back home, due 2 A.M. 4) Message: You will get discount while visiting your brain repeatedly.

Name: Richu Shukla
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Address: Lagankhel, Lalitpur
Email: rikeshg-122@hotmai1.com
Memory: The times spent with my friends, laughing, sleeping, jumping, playing, eating etc. are the memories I’m gonna take from Prasadi. These memories I shall always remember & cherish.
Message: Everything cannot be said wrong even a broken clock gives right time twice a day.
Richu.
Name: Manish Thapa  
Grade: XII Management  
Sec: R2  
Address: Kupandole, Lalitpur  
Email: manish.thapa@yahoo.com  
Memory: One thing I spent in Prasadi Academy.  
Message: Cut your hair properly.  
Sign: Manish

Name: Elina Maharjan  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  
Sec: R2  
Address: Sankhamul, Lalitpur.  
Email: goodnews_eliben@yahoo.com  
Memory: Friends, talking in class, picnic, etc.  
Message: Be happy with what you have, be positive with what you don't have.  
Signature: Elina

Name: Suyal Raj Joshi  
Grade: XII Mngt  
Sec: R2  
Code: 4384  
Address: Gwarko  
E-mail: joshi.suyal2011@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each and every moment I spent with my friends in every coming break spend in content.  
Message: Smile is the sweetest language of love. So, just smile and you can win the world.  
Sign: Suyal

Name: Aparna Thresha  
Grade: XII Management  
Sec: R2  
Code: 5362  
Address: Thabar, Lalitpur  
E-mail Address: aparna.458@yahoo.com  
Memory: Being in Prasadi & like a journey of having noone at first but having huge batch of friends at last. Every day is like a new experience. The uasahip and being in every class of 67 8 47 was very memorable. Oh! how could I forget the Kujuka's fantastic class which is very beneficial at all.  
Message: If you want to spend good


Name: Kandelma Rai
Code: 49385
Grade: XI
Address: Patan, Kathmandu
Email: Kandelma.982982@gmail.com

Message: Remember to always be honest and kind. The true measure of success is not the amount of money you have, but the joy you bring to others.

Name: Anushma Shrestha
Grade: XII
Address: Thimi, Kathmandu
Email: Anushma.982982@gmail.com

Message: Don't compare yourself to others. Every moment of your life is unique. Remember to always be true to yourself.

Name: Pranita Basnet
Code: 4066
Grade: XII
Address: Ghairabah, Kathmandu
Email: Pranita.982982@gmail.com

Message: Do not let failure定义

Name: Nabin Pradhan
Code: 3856
Grade: XII
Address: Chaur客观
Email: Nabin.982982@gmail.com

Message: Follow the principle of 'M.A.D.D.'
M - Mentally Focussed
A - Achievement
D - Discipline
E - Enjoyment
Name: Bibek Buwal 
Grade: XII 
Section: R 2 
Address: Kharibole, Lalitpur 
Email: Bibek_Dhakal@yahoo.com

Memory: I was late - I came by taxi - I ran to the gate and they simply sent me back to home. I have done this till 9:30 am. I had a good rapport with everyone. Caricaturing teachers was awesome. Sharing chocolates with friends and each moment spent with my friends... loved it.

Message: To be unique and best, first be yourself. Eat well, read well, sleep well.

Name: Rabin Dhamala 
Grade: XII 
Section: R 2 
Address: Timarpur, Dhading 
Email: Rabin.Dhamala@hotmail.com

Memory: 1st day in Prasadi Academy was the only one early in the day and commanding voice and dashing personality of our chief made fun with friends and friendly discussions with teachers. Message: Learn discipline, respect and sincerity by living the +2 level journey in Prasadi Academy.

Name: Kushal Rama Magar 
Grade: XII 
Section: R 2 
Address: Kharalpur, Banke 
Email: Magar.kushal@gmail.com

Memory: Each & every moment spent in Prasadi Academy was worth remembering. Message: Cut your hair & property.

Name: Raj Jitendr 
Grade: XII 
Section: R 2 
Address: Kharalpur, Kathmandu 
Email: Raj.jitendra@gmail.com

Memory: Every single day spent in Prasadi Academy was filled with fun and teachers.

Message: Never give up, not even when the +2 by but believe in not have 2morrow to cry.
NAME - Prashant Acharya  
Code: 4059  
Grade: XII  
Rgmt: Mgmt  
Sec: R'2  
Address:  
Email: chauhowk.nk@hotmail.com  

Memory: URT Sir saying "Anytree"  
Type keypad via a na using. Kuchhah  
Ghumi bhadramlay picnic day.  
Message: Join prasadi to be  
successful.

NAME - Prashant Acharya  
Code: 4059  
Grade: XII  
Rgmt: Mgmt  
Sec: R'2  
Address:  
Email: chauhowk.nk@hotmail.com  

Memory: URT Sir saying "Anytree"  
Type keypad via a na using. Kuchhah  
Ghumi bhadramlay picnic day.  
Message: Join prasadi to be  
successful.

NAME - Samyog Chaudhary  
Code: 4113  
Grade: XII  
Rgmt: Mgmt  
Sec: R'2  
Address: Pulchowk, Lalitpur-33  
Email: rocking_samyog@hotmail.com  
facebook/samyog chaudhary  

Memory: Each and every moment spent  
in prasadi, surprising bag  
checking, Saturday classes,  
rocking picnic to unknown spot  
Mavika Subba’s class, chief  
sir’s inspirational speeches  
and all my teachers, friends...  
Message: Enjoy each and every moment  
in prasadi with rocking teachers  
and with our dhabang chief sir.

NAME - Bineyak R.Khadka  
Code: 4585  
Grade: XII  
Rgmt: Mgmt  
Sec: R'2  
Address: Damaul, Jhapa  
Email: Bineyak@outlook.com  

Memory: Each and every moment  
I spent in prasadi being  
prasadi was great and  
had a great fun at picnic  
Message: Proud to be  
prasadi at walk towards  
the success.

Sign: Bineyak
**Prasadi Souvenir 2069**

**Name:** Sujit Maharjan
**Grade:** XII (Management)
**Address:** Chyasal, Lalitpur
**Email:** parichithec Darze@gmail.com

**Memory:** Every moment of the school hours and the shortest break.

**Message:** Just keep smiling...

**Sign:**

---

**Name:** Ajay Karki
**Grade:** XII, Mgmt
**Address:** Imadol 7, Lalitpur
**Email:** ajay.karki.90@yahoo.com

**Message:** Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy, specially on Saturday classes, moments with friends and teachers. How can I forget the memorable rock climbing picnic at Tribhuvan Park.
**Message:** Always aim for the stars even if you fail, you’ll land on the moon.

**Sign:**

---

**Name:** Samyam Khadka
**Code:** 3326
**Grade:** XII, Management
**Sec:** R2
**Address:** Baitumari, Lalitpur
**Email:** samyam.kh2009@gmail.com

**Memories:** Every single moment spent in Prasadi. A special fond memory come to mind would be when Dhriti Shrestha’s Skate Park was held on 11th December 2018 and this section R2 friends like Ariti and A Bands

**Message:** Study hard, cut your loss, but don’t lose hope.

**Sign:**

---

**Name:** Amrit Basnet
**Code:** 3389
**Grade:** XII, Mgmt
**Sec:** R2
**Address:** Threcho, Lalitpur, ward no:8
**Email:** VirenGhobade_viren@gmail.com

**Message:** Each and every day in Prasadi Academy was memorable and so are the students.

**Sign:**

---
NAME: Priyanka Puniyar
Grade: XII Mgmt. Code: 4216
Address: Harighat
Email: lovepriyan@gmail.com

MEMORY:
Fabulous picnic spot, running a cola before 6:00 pm from home.
Every moment in Prasadi with my friends and teacher especially Economic teacher.
Message: Last moment in cola makes us cry and it’s true. But inspire of that, make ur life enjoyable & work hard.

NAME: Parina Mahajan
Grade: XII Mgmt. SEC: R3
Address: Tengal-28, Ktm.
Email: pari_riaa@yahoo.com

MEMORY: Every moment in Prasadi, making new friends, times enjoying with my besties and of course, as everyone says, Picnic of Prasadi.
MESSAGE: Hard is totally destructive to both giver & receiver. So try not to hate others and be PROUD of being a PRASADI.

NAME: Jyotsna Karki
Grade: XII Mgmt. SEC: R3
Address: Ghwako
Email: jyotsnak31@gmail.com

MEMORY: The days I spent with my friends in Prasadi.
MESSAGE: Success is a moment of brilliance from the moment you joined Prasadi, your success is fabled.

NAME: Sajan Nepal
Grade: XII Mgmt. SEC: R3
Address: Godhavari, taukhe
Email Id: Sajaneapalm30@yahoo.com

MEMORY: It was my first day after vacation, I used to go with my friend’s in a bike for a college. That day I was in hurry, I was in the middle of the road, my friend noticed that I had forgot to bring my bag and I went home.
MESSAGE: Don’t follow others & make your own path and learn others to follow you.

Signature: [Signature]
Sabin Sharma
Grade: XII, Mgmt. R3
Address: Parauli, Kabre - 8
Email: nomercy816@yahoo.com
Memory:
Those days, that I spent with my friends and teachers in Prasadi.
Love to be Prasadi....
Message: everyday strive to be better than yesterday.

Bikash
Name: Bikash
Class: XII
R3
Memory: All the boys in Prasadi are very nice. We never have any problems. We play together and have fun.
Message: Never say never...
Name: Bipin Mahajan  
Code no: 3953  
Class: XII (Mgmt.)  
Sec: R’s  
E-mail: Lovely_barbiegirl2007@yahoo.com  
Memory: job fun with friends, rocky  
Plasic and Retest "Retest" "Retest"  
Malvika Subba  
Message: You deserve your future  
So don’t do what others say

Name: Amur Mahat  
Grade: XII, Mamb. R3  
Address: Kalohki, Syachatar 5  
E-mail: amur_mahat@yahoo.com  
Memory: Sir, may I go to drink water. In every 2nd period.  
Instead going to make hair up  
and looking at the mirror at  
ground floor. Drawing caricatures of  
teachers in every period.  
Fighting to sit in the middle and  
cutting hair every time and interesting  
shie as sudden  
Message: appear  
to everyone deserve something better  
and that you’ll find in prasadi. + u wanna

Name: Simran Shrestha (3875)  
Grade: XII ‘Rs’ Mgmt.  
Address: Dallu, Asa, Ktm.  
E-mail: simran_shtha@hotmail.com  
Memory: James and my brothers—  
Perisha, Sriat, Parina, Sanju;  
those heavy bags for H/W  
Checking class taken by Malnika  
Subba ma’am.  
Message: Life is like making a tea. Boil cur  
epo, evaporate cur. Thoughts, dilute  
with sorrow, filter in mistakes, &  
get a taste of happiness.  
By Simran
Name: Manish KC  Code: 3966
Grade: XII  Mgmt Sec: R3
Address: Dhekadori, Sanepa, Lalitpur
Email: Komanish_07@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and Every Moment I spent in Prasadi and With My Friends
Message: No matter how many goals you have achieved, you must set your sights on a higher one.

Name: Sunil Gurung  Code: 7841
Grade: XII  Mgmt Sec: R3
Address: Thakuri, Lalitpur
Email: Gurung-sunil@yahoo.com
Memory: Suan J公, Jokes, Jokes, Jokes. Laughing Sanita Kashi, Sandor, Teacher Sher, auto, Ganga, Kashi, Ravi, Niranjan, Keshav, Bishan, Suchi, Shrestha, Babu, Kali, etc. A whole memorable experience.
Message: Struggle for success till your signature becomes durable.

Name: Nehit Rajkumar (R 1143)
Grade: XII (Management)
Address: Jagadghat, Lalitpur
Email: Nehitrajkumar.Nehit@yahoo.com
Memory: Moment spent with my friends in class.
Message: Don’t do big thing. Just do small thing with lot of care.

Name: Sandip Dhakal  Code: 7965
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec: R3
Address: Okhre, Terathum
Email: SandipDX1@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment of grade XI and XII, going home till midnight, laughing for unnecessary reason, joking, chatting, picnic, and everything alone in Prasadi and Chief Sir
Message: When you meet a man judge him by his clothes. When you love him by his heart.
*Live Free, Live Wild, Be Bishop.*
Name: Rajyalaxmi Shah  Code: 3941
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R3
Address: Janakpur, Dhanusa - 2
Email: Rajya_laxmi@yahoo.com
Memory: From the beginning day, Prasadi is memorable. But most of them are with Maha Picnic. Other days are also equally important and memorable for me.
Message: Our greatest responsibility is to pass on a legacy that the coming generation can be proud of, so do that responsibly. Keep on smiling.

Name: Radhika Shah  Code: 4119
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R3
Address: Patan Dheka, Lalitpur
Email Id: hahaha_1976@yahoo.com
Memory: Each & every moment spent in Prasadi is truly memorable. My Special thanks to everyone for their kind wishes & support. The loving memory of Manojaman...
Message: Don't be pushed by your problems, but be pulled by your dreams.

Name: Aman Mahajan  Code: 3855
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R3
Address: Subahlal, Lalitpur-08
Email: Amaniteller@hotmail.com
Memory: All the seconds that I had spent with my friends & teachers and extra class with Malviya, Subha, retina, Man. Dongal sir's jokes.
Message: Live like a legend, rather than a slave.
Desta Proud to be Prasadian

Name: Sampada Silwal  Code: 9099
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R3
Address: Godavari, Faunaul
E-mail: Sampada.Silwal@hotmail.com
Memory: chess, strick, bag checking, Rebet, late night homwolkes, rsh, and friends of RS.
Message: "DON'T BE THE PERSON IN THE CROWD, BUT BE THE FACE IN THE CROWD."...
Name: Aarati Tandukar  
Code: 4125  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R3  
Address: Kupandole, Kalitpur  
Email: AaratiTandukar@yahoo.com  
Memory: There was many special moments spent in Prasadi but the most memorable day was of class XI and XII, time spent with friends and picnics was the best.  
Message: A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable but more useful than a life spent in doing nothing.

Name: Kabita oli  
Code: 4183  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R3  
Address: Tikapur, Kailali  
Email: Kabby99@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each of moments spent in Prasadi was my frenz and obviously the Picnic day.  
Message: “U can’t always get wat “U” want, but if u try somtin “U” might get wat “U” need.

Name: Riya Shresta  
Code: 4133  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R3  
Address: Charkapat, Lalitpur  
Email: Fancy - riya@hotmail.com  
Memory: Each and every moment spent in class XII and XII.  
Message: Never give up in life aoz every problem was get solution.  
Sign: Riya

Name: Ranjita KC  
Code: 4186  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R3  
Address: Imadol-1, Lalitpur  
Email: Ranjita_kc@hotmail.com  
Memory: My precious SGTR  
Message: There is no future in any job, the future lies in one man who hold the jat. “Be Proud To Be Prasadi”  
Sign: Ranjita
Name - Lakmi Ale  
Grade - XII  
Address: Tamuke-1, Tanahun  
E-mail: lakmi_ale@yahoo.com

Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi, friendly teachers, strict rules, specially dancing & enjoying on picnic day & many more.

Message: We see things not as they are, but as we are (Prove ko wala ma phoolai sono...)


Name - Saru Rayamaki  
Grade - XII  
Address: Baharmahal, 2, Ktm.  
E-mail: rayamaki_saru@yahoo.com

Memory: This two years journey was wonderful part of my life, I want to cherish my time with my friends.  
Specially@ Dasthoom.

Message: I study ma no comprimise jau jelo. Bindaas...dil the best.

Sign: [Signature]


Name - Pratima Lama Tamar  
Grade - XII  
Address: Madhyapur Thimi-13, Bhaktapur  
E-mail: abla_pratu@yahoo.com

Memory: The whole 3 yrs that I spend here in Prasadi Academy will be missed. Friends and teachers is a true memory, never to be forgotten...  
A surprise picnic...  
Message: Don’t run after success, let success follow you. Try to bright hope among the million, even if you can’t be the sun, stars...  
Lear to live accepting how you are, or don’t only keep on complaining, have courage to make a change... Bol for future.

Sign: [Signature]
**Name:** Dikshya Chalise  
**Code:** 3884
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt:** Sec: R3
**Address:** Chapung, Lalitpur  
**E-mail:** dikshya.chalise@yahoo.com

**Memory:** Every moment that I spent in Prasadi Academy; playing games, gossiping in the class, doing lots of homework, attending surgery classes and many more...  
**Message:** We all are inventors and leading on a journey of discovery guided by a principle which there is no substitute.

---

**Name:** Nabika Mahajan  
**Code:** 4380
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt:** Sec: R3
**Address:** Dunakothi, Lalitpur  
**Email:** Nabika_rajani@yahoo.com

**Memory:** All the days which I have spend in Prasadi, was rocking & it will be always etched in my heart.  
**Message:** Do not believe just anything but think & verify for yourself.

---

**Name:** Shradha Baracharya  
**Class:** XII  
**Mgmt:** R3
**Code:** 4263
**Email:** aavineer.cool@hotmail.com

**Memory:** Paper chatting with my class mates in XII and all time laughing with my friend. In XII all are my great memories of Prasadi Academy, love it  
**Message:** Don’t show yourself to others, just show it in front of a mirror, so that it can give back its strength to fight against it.

---

**Name:** Surochi Sharma  
**Code:** 3885
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt:** Sec: R3
**Address:** Nepalgunj Banka  
**Email:** Shrama.Surochi.63@yahoo.com

**Memory:** Each and every moment spend in Prasadi having fun, talking in classes with friends, laughing all the time, doing lots of homework till late night, returning back home for being late.  
**Message:** If you want to enjoy now, you better don’t join prasadi but if you want to enjoy your future, prasadi is best choice.
**Name:** Amit Adhikari  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt  
**Address:** Nehchhi, Kirtipur  
**Email:** single-jay@y7234372@yahoo.com  
**Memory:**  
Each and every sleepy period & interesting teachers and fun with my friends  
**Message:** Life makes decision & we keep on waiting, so why don’t we make decisions for ourselves & keep life waiting.  
**Signature:** [Signature]  

---  

**Name:** Shechha Singh Thakuri  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt ‘R3’  
**Code:** 3904  
**Address:** Jhalakhel, Lalitpur  
**Email:** snsith8@ymail.com  
**Memory:** The days spent at Prasadi will be cherished forever. Home work, scoldings, punishments & endless chats with Sristi Khurmi. Kiran & Kriti. Will always be remembered!!!  
**Message:** A drop of honey can attract more bees than a letter of water, so try to be that drop of honey....  

---  

**Name:** Alina Shrestha  
**Code:** 3844  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt  
**Sec:** R3  
**Address:** Sijhandi-4, Rupandehi  
**Email:** alinan_shrest07@hotmail.com  
**Memories:** Sometime we never know the true value of moment until it becomes memory. Each 'every' moment at prasadi is memorable. Tiffin picnic, fun with frenz, spal class of Malvika Subba, and hunting to enter cold gate on time. Will miss all the moments spent in Prasadi!!!  
**Message:** Life is yours so just live it for yourself.  

---  

**Name:** Rekha Dahal  
**Code:** 3882  
**class:** XII R 3  
**faculty:** mgmt  
**Address:** Maiselukhanka, Kathmandu  
**Email:** anamrico_dahal@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Each and every days spent in Prasadi, picnic, never ending homeworks and Gaffa with friends.  
**Message:** To be successful, the 1st thing you have to do is fall in love with your work....  

---
My Prasad

Name: Shreezal G.C. Code: 4433
Grade: XII "Mgmt" Section: R3
Address: Banasathali, KTM
Email: gshreezal@yahoo.com

Memories: Peering through the window, counting airplanes, washing time, counting wonderings, guessing, spending quality time with friends and teachers etc.

Message: Living safe in the most dangerous and outwitting way of living - live the risk, enjoy the thrills, live the moment. Roll on!!!

---

Name: Rashmi Agrawal code: 3869
Grade: XII "Mgmt" Sec: R3
Address: Satdobato, Kathmandu
E-mail: MyStreet@gmail.com

Memoirs: The ever colourful and exciting memories of picnic, games in class, making nicknames of others, being late for roles and getting punishment, waiting for the break time and the most unexpected and beautiful turn of my life in the middle of grade XII...

Message: Pray for the worst and hope for the best...

---

Name: Achal Shrestha Code: 20334
Grade: XII "Mgmt" Sec: R3
Address: Mahapal, Patan, Lalitpur 18
Email: achal hacked@gmail.com

Message: A Struggle for success till your signature becomes autograph.

Signature: Achal

---

Name: Prasad Souvenir 2069
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Name: Samrat Pandey  Code: 4378
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R3
Address: Vyas-1, Damauli, Tanahun
Email: samrat_91@yahoo.com

Memory:
Each and every day spent in Prasadi and Prasadi ko Picnic. Message: Forget your past, live your present and let the future come because you don’t know what is happening then.
Sign: Samrat

Name: Rajyog Dahal  Code: 4270
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R3
Address: Kopandele, Lalitpur
Email: Rajyog_007@yahoo.com

Message: Each and every moment spent with the group, URT sir, telling us to cut the hair, even in exam, help with homework, and all those frescos.
Sign: Rajyog Dahal

Proud To Be A Prasadian !!!

Name: Michael Lama  Code: 4292
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R3
Address: Helanda
Email: ju.michael9@yahoo.com

Memory:
Time that I had passed with my seniors. Life is good in being Prasadian. So don’t be frustrated in the beginning.

Name: Rajmugul Jha  Code: 7815
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R3
Address: Kathmandu
Email: rajmugul2008@yahoo.com

Message: My love, miss you. My friend, missing from you.
Sign: Rajmugul Jha

Avoiding tension, laughing, reading books, and hanging out with my friends. Missing my old friends. Always remember me.

Sign: “My friend, my friend”
Name: Pawan K. Bohara  
Code: 9302  
Grade: XII, Management  
Sec: R3  
Address: Alighat, New Delhi, 110058  
Email: pk.whistler@yahoo.com  
Memories: Always accepting challenges with zest, and confidence.

SIGN: [signature]  

Name: Rohit Maharjan  
Code: 93143  
Grade: XII, Management  
Sec: R3  
Address: Sundhar, Lalitpur  
Email: rohit.sundhar@hotmail.com  
Memories: Almost all moments spent in Sec. I and R3.

Message: If a drop of water falls in lake then it is no identity. But if it fall on a leaf of lotus it shine like a pearl. So choose the best place where you would shine.

SIGN: [signature]  

Name: Much Shrestha  
Code: 9302  
Grade: XII, Management  
Sec: R3  
Address: Alighat, New Delhi, 110058  
Email: much.shrestha@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy, especially in Sec. R3.

Message: You don’t have to be famous, you just have to make you father, mother proud of you.

Signature: [signature]

Name: Komal KC  
Code: 931856  
Class: XII, R3, Management  
Address: Kampa, Lalitpur  
Email: juley.paloo@yahoo.com

Memories: Asking you time after each minute, before break, Gulf of Alaska, with golden ball.

Message: Don’t forget to feel, feed, filled. End of path, called a fortunetender. One day the same little will someday make you feel proud.

Signature: [signature]
Name: Sunil Maiti  
Grade: XII  
Sec: R4  
Code: 3952  
Address: Laxminagar, Bhatpara  
Email: chetan_mooley06@gmail.com  
Memory: All the memories spent with my friends in Prasadi will be hard to forget. Prasadi has made my life interesting and enjoyable.  
Message: If you can dream it, you can do it!!!  
Sign: Maiti

Name: Navita Bagadhyaya  
Grade: XII  
Sec: R4  
Code: 3952  
Address: Laxminagar, Bhatpara  
Email: chetan_mooley06@gmail.com  
Memory: All the memories spent with my friends in Prasadi will be hard to forget. Prasadi has made my life interesting and enjoyable.  
Message: If you can dream it, you can do it!!!  
Sign: Navita

Name: Angila Shukla  
Grade: XII  
Sec: R4  
Address: Nakabahil, Patan  
Email: Angila_shukla@yahoo.com  
Memory: First day in Prasadi was memorable for me. Specially the first day of my journey in Prasadi, coming heavy bags and having fun with friends and R4 picnic.  
Message: Enjoy and live every moment of your life.  
Sign: Angila

Name: Sanju Mahajan  
Grade: XII  
Sec: R4  
Address: Sunakothi, Lalitpur  
Email: sanju.mahajan70@yahoo.com  
Memory: All the days spent in Prasadi is memorable for me. Specialy the first day of my journey in Prasadi, coming heavy bags and having fun with friends and R4 picnic.  
Message: To achieve golden future we have to struggle in our life and joining these colleges which give quality education like my best college Prasadi Academy  
Sign: Mahajan
Name: Soniya Shakya
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Sec: R4
Code No.: 9078
Address: Obhadol, Patan
Email: Shakyasophya@yahoo.com
Memory: Never escape from being caught while eating pop corn in the class.
Message: Winners never win,
Winners never quit.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Bhagwati Rayamajhi
Grade: XII, Management
Sec: R4
Code No.: 4459
Address: Koteswark, Kathmandu
Email: Bhagwati Rayamajhi@yahoo.com
Memory: All those gossiping girls done with my best friends and each and every sec spent in Prasadi.
Message: Boys! Don’t let your hair be long Otherwise, chief will slap you!!!
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Neha Shrestha
Code: 3854
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Sec: R4
Address: Newroad, Pokhara
Email id: ukcell77@yahoo.com
Memory: When I panned, Ri shu Suran and Swikri were asked to stand in front of clock for being late.
Message: Judge a tree from its fruit, not from its leaves.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Sumi Roma Magar
Code: 4146
Grade: XII, Mgmt
Sec: R4
Address: Shakdole, California
Email id: mgsumi66@yahoo.com
Memory: Googling, doing comm-
catures of our teachers in class, doing kate into h-n, as soon as in class @ home.
Message: Word towards success Good luck will be yours. Good luck.
Sign: [Signature]

Proud To Be A Prasadian.
**Name:** Niruma Tamrakar  
**Code:** 3393  
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt:** Sec: R'9  
**Address:** Ekalakhu, Patan  
**Email:** spymisol - nick @ yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Each and every moment in Prasadi is memorable for me. Specially the free period, singing and gossips, and all the freedom, which is not available anywhere else.  
**Message:** Pursue success with full heart and support of your family. Enjoy every second of your life.

---

**Name:** Sristi Shakya  
**Code:** 3894  
**Grade:** XII Management  
**Sec:** R'14  
**Address:** Dalu Aawas, Kathmandu  
**Email:** sristi.shakya@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** A class attended by Malavika Subba & all those gossips, singing &autokries done with my besties...  
**Message:** If you are not happy then you're not doing it right. Hurry and balance your life.

---

**Name:** Purnisha Pandukar  
**Code:** 3819  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt  
**Sec:** R'9  
**Address:** Balikumari, Lalitpur  
**Email:** simply_purnisa@hotmail.com  
**Memory:** Every moment and my friends was amazing. Our sleep during the class, doing homework in last benches, singing songs and all these periods filled with non-stop gossips, and also our picnics. I can never forget those days.  
**Message:** Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can; hatred cannot drive out hate only love can.

---

**Name:** Shilpi Shrestha  
**Code:** 4012  
**Grade:** XII Management  
**Sec:** R'9  
**Address:** Kavre, Lalitpur  
**Email:** life_shilpi@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** (Sp) - Running with Srijana about Shilpa & Shristi about a very fight with two fellows.  
**Message:** Don’t feel the pain, feel for universe.
**Name**: Madhuri Sharma
**Code**: 3887
**Grade**: XII Mgmt.
**Sec**: R4
**Address**: Sanepa, Lalitpur
**Email**: Lucky_Poke26@yahoo.com

**Memo**: Though this small slip isn't enough, I'll try to sum up these two years' journey. Rocking group of Singer in 8th, Eshum, Chaling fun in back benches. But lastly, 5th canteen, 5 plates made by 4 comrades eat last at Rain Olu Picnic. Party don't end here. Sunny, Jeevan, Mahal, Mahendra, Ram, Rohan, Suman, and Saby (Sita), etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

**Message**: If you wanna enjoy now than don't join Prasadi. We'll future then certainly Prasadi is the right choice.

---

**Name**: Milan Shrestha
**Code**: 3909
**Grade**: XII Mgmt.
**Sec**: R4
**Address**: Godawari, Lalitpur
**Email**: Sun_k_Milans@yahoo.com

**Memo**: Each moment spend with friends especially in picnic.

**Message**: Watch your habits, they become characters. Watch your characters, it becomes your destiny.

---

**Name**: Bikesh Shrestha
**Code**: 3916
**Grade**: XII Mgmt.
**Sec**: R4
**Address**: Chapagaun, Lalitpur
**Email**: bsshrestha@yahoo.com

**Memo**: Joking with friends, Picnic eating & playing MT in 20 mins break.

**Message**: You need to struggle in Prasadi but it will be fruitful in future.

---

**Name**: Sabina Pokhrel
**Code**: 3832
**Grade**: XII Mgmt.
**Sec**: R4
**Address**: Ghorahi, Banepa
**Email**: Pakhrilsabina02@yahoo.com

**Memo**: Each N Every moment in Prasadi with my lovely friends teachers in entire family of Prasadi are glorious moment of my life.

**Message**: Along academic knowledge, Prasadi gives the lesson of hard work, values of time, discipline, sincerity & co-operation which is the best part of Prasadi.
Name: Bikram Thakur
Grade: XII
Section: A
Address: Kavre, Patan
Email: sujat.harp@gmail.com
Memories: Do a strange 3 came 3 passed out, I'm facing towards the meeting room now. I love to listen to the girls' stories on classes. I feel like a bird with free from prison. In future I will never think about wonderful moments. I will miss you.
Messages: Left gives answer in always. It says to us what we want. It says wall and gets you dreaming better.
Signature: 

Name: Shalin Maharjan
Code: 5954
Grade: XII
Section: A
Address: Nitele, Lalitpur
Email: Shalin_Maharjan@yahoo.com
Memories: Punishment from teachers and cutting hair and all the fun time spent with friends.
Messages: Have a great time in college. Enjoy the college life.

Name: Oshin Bista
Code: 4336
Grade: XII
Section: R4
Address: Bnadol, Lalitpur
Email: Oshu.bista@hotmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spend within 2 years in prosad doing late night homework.
Messages: Do good and be good and follow the rules of prosadi Academy.

Name: Anil Thapa Magah
Code: 3852
Grade: XII
Section: R4
Address: Thecho, Lalitpur
Email: anil_830@yahoo.com
Memories: College picnic, college days with my beloved friends and teachers.
Messages: Be determined, follow your will and follow your talents.

PRASADI SOUVENIR 2069
Name: Pranita Ghina
Grade: XII Mgmt.
Section: R'4
Address: Minbhawan, KTM.
Email: paasha55@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment that I spent in Prasadi from S11 to R4.
Message: Being good is not good enough.
Sign: 🖤

Name: Rabi Maharjan
Grade: XII Mgmt.
Section: R'4
Address: Siddhipur, Lalitpur
Email: Legendary_rabi02@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moments spent with my friends in class S11. Miss U all my S'y le R'4 friends.
Remorse given by teachers.
Message: Born to be wild outside the academy but be disciplined inside the academy and so very hard work at home.
Sign: Proud to be Prasadian

Name: Sani Maharjan
Grade: S10 Mgmt.
Code: 3359
Address: Bhumkasini, Lalitpur
Email: phaaase366@yahoo.com
Memory: Inspiring and motivating teachers, especially student co-ordinator, Mr. Raj, Mr. Kishor, Mr. Niranjan.
Roses in the garden, brushing half one in a month.
Message: Try to be obedient, punctual, disciplined student being a student of Prasadi.
Sign: 🌹

Name: Bino Shaky
Class: XII R'4
Address: Satdobato, Lalitpur
Email: Bino-shaky_ao@hotmail.com
Memory: All the moment I spend with my friend.
Message: Remember the rules properly.
Sign: 👍
Name: Sumeera Tomory  
Code: 4125  
Grade: XII  
Address: Dhapakhel  
Email: Sumeera_tomory88@yahoo.com  
Memory: Picnic Day and the days spent with RIU and S’P’I guys.  
Message: Never try to break prasadi rule because if caught then you will be in trouble.

Name: Samir Bhandari  
Code: 4049  
Grade: XII  
Address: Kalanki, Kathmandu  
Email: Samworth000@yahoo.com  
Memory: Every moment spent with my friends in Prasadi, dancing in the park, playing cricket in the park, having picnics, and playing with the dog.  
Message: Open a bakery shop as well.

Name: Nallika Ranjit  
Class: X/1, Management  
Section: R’/4  
Code: 3923  
Memory: Talking about the memories, it starts from 1st day when Made my magical friends, ROKMA (Selina), MACHUUR (Made) SAGAI, YROUND (Shari), SARAH (Kurt), and SARU (Gari).  
Message: I miss you Prasadi. I miss you very much. I wish you were here right now.  

Name: Shipra Khayastha  
Code: 3378  
Grade: XII  
Address: Wadepal, Bazzar, Patan  
Email: shipra_grey_candy@yahoo.com  
Memory: ‘Mystery’ story solving and solving each other’s problems in class. Miss the attention please.  
Message: Be good and Do good. Remember what is important.
Name: Umesh Rajbhandari  
Code: 4423
Grade: XII  
Section: R4
Address: Chapagaur, Lalitpur
Email: Punx_un@ hotmail.com

Memories: Cussing and fighting with friends and nagging them in class room. Having debate on who is best player Messi or Ronaldo with Boby.

Message: A negative thinking see a difficulty in every opportunity, a positive mind see an opportunity in every difficulty with you as optimistic guy.

Sign: Umesh

---

Name: Anish Dangol  
Code: 4139
Grade: XII (Mgmt)  
Sec: R4
Address: Pankhamul, Lalitpur
Email: Anish._shiningstar2008@yahoo.com

"Memory"
All those awesome & awkward moments with my friends. Gonna miss that...

"Message"
Life's battle don't always go to the stronger man or even to the better prepared, but sooner or later to the man who can still stand...

Sign: Anish

---

Name: Shiksha Bajracharya  
Code: 4088
Grade: XII  
Section: R4
Address: Samala, Lalitpur
Email: Shik-princess@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment where I smiled along with my heart are my best memories and all my bounces of course the mora & cheif Sir 'chase excellence and success' follow you.

Message: When you, yourself is good whole world seems to be good.
I'll be missing Prasadi a lot.

Sign: Shiksha

---

Name: Pralab Khadka  
Code: 3355
Address: Bagdog, Lalitpur
Email: Khadka—Pralab@yahoo.com
Memories: Time spent with friends and brother

Message: "Proud To Be Prasadian"

Pralab.
PRASADI SOUVENIR

NAME: Prakash Raj Chaulagain
Code: 4207
Grade: XII Mgmt
Sec: R1
Address: Narakot, Jumla
Email: prakashraaj@gmail.com
Memory: Student can't forget the college they have studied. Must mention the event in Prasadi is the good management, education pattern and the most is friends. Enthusiastic involvement in college activities.
Message: Year of the Lord is beginning of the knowledge.
Sign: Friend

NAME: Mischel Regmi
Code: 3965
Grade: XII Mgmt
Sec: R4
Address: Tikhaidepur, Lalitpur
Email: reeval_gemi@yahoo.com
Memory: There are many things which I can not forget throughout my whole life. The fun with friends and teachers are still running in my eyes. It was a great experience in Prasadi Academy. I laugh loudly when I remember the time that I've spent with my friends. I get very good friends in Prasadi Academy. Thank you Prasadi. I love you.
Message: Prasadi Academy is a very good college. I spent my 3 years learning in a good environment. The teachers are very much friendly (especially Chief Sir).
Signature: Atharva

NAME: Sudeep Newane
Code: 3876
Grade: XII Mgmt
Sec: R11
Address: Dhapakhel, Lalitpur
Email: Sudeep @ yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment in Prasadi with teachers and friends.
Message: Fellow all the rules and regulations do not be absent.
Bye Prasadi
Sign: Sudeep

NAME: Kishor Maharjan
Code: 4080
Grade: XII "Management"
Sec: R14
Address: Lalitpur, Sundhara
Email: kishor@gmail.com
Message: A negative thinker sees a difficulty in every opportunity. A positive thinker sees an opportunity in every difficulty.
Signature: Kishor
Name: Sanjina Nanandkar  
Code: 4257  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R4  
Address: Bagbazar, Ktm  
Email: StarVin-Sanjina@yahoo.com  
StarVin_Nanandkar@yahoo.com  
Memory: Had a lot of fun in picnic at Tribhuvan Park. Time spent with friends in grade 11 & grade 12(R4). And today, my life.  
 Homework: Be process oriented & result oriented. Have faith & patience. If you wanna success, NIET & Prasad.  
Sign: Sanjina

Name: Sudip Shrestha  
Code: 4046  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R4  
Address: Sundhara, Pashan  
Email: sudipsudha18@gmail.com  
Memory: The moment when Analgya sir smiled  
Message: Try as much as you can & you'll be able to sink even a rainbow; literally blow those stupid :D  
Sign: Sudip

Name: Rabin Gauri  
Code: 3961  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R4  
Address: Kasturi, Castrew  
Email: kowal9834@hotmail.com  
Memory: 1st day on college when I entered hall of residence & saw my room & heard my classmate message: Time flies in a blink of an eye. So live each moment without any regrets.  
Sign: Rabin

Name: Raja Shrestha  
Code: 3236  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: R4  
Address: Bakhtapur, Kathmandu  
Email: Rajastuti21s@yahoo.com  
Memory: Cutting tissis in every ten days is memorable  
Message: Rock hard  
Proud to be a Prasadiani!  
(Sign: Raja)
**Name:** Anjali Bhusal  
**Code:** 3992  
**Grade:** XII  
**Address:** Babamahal, Kathmandu  
**Email:** anjalibhusal@gmail.com

**Memory:**  
Every single day in Prasadi Academy is memorable. These were some of my college life when I felt so much that I wanted to quit it right away but some beautiful days and awesome friends made me love my two wonderful years in Prasadi Academy.

**Message:** Have fun to fullest. But while having fun, don’t be so blind that don’t let your pride crack!!

---

**Name:** Bibeks Shrestha  
**Code:** 4402  
**Grade:** XII  
**Address:** Bazo, Kathmandu  
**Email:** decky010198@yahoo.com

**Memory:** Chasing cold breezes and refreshing ourselves.

**Message:** Life sucks but you rock!! Give it to beats and you get something not everything.

---

**Name:** Salma Bajracharya  
**Code:** 3851  
**Grade:** X  
**Address:** Balsi, Lalitpur  
**Email:** meesalma10@yahoo.com

**Memory:**  
Ooh my first day was warning by chief for not uniform, but to 6th sec. all the teachers were cool. First week was somewhat hard, most of the day being late. I think it was due to during break time, and let’s more……

**Message:** As time and life waits for none, enjoy the 2 year as much as you can so that you will be able to look back with pride than regrets.

**Sign:** Salma
Name: Upasana Tamang  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  
Sec: R's  
Address: Kusun, Latipur  
Email: upasana.ti@yahoo.com  
Memory: Fun with friends, inspiring words of Manju mam, Anuj sir, Pankaj sir and my sweet friends Sarada & Renuka.  
Message: Better have a pain of discipline than a pain of regret.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY/R5

Name: Kamak Khadgi
Grade: XII Night
Address: Satdobato, Lalitpur
Email: bloodmony2016@hotmail.com
Memory: Coming to college early in the morning... with friends.
Message: "I'm loving it!": Doing copy off teachers in the class...
Signature: Kamak Khadgi

Name: Akshay Man Kayastha
Grade: XII (Management)
Address: Satdobato-16, Lalitpur
Email: Kayastha@yahoo.com
Memory: Commercial break & fun with friends.
Message: Just another day.
Signature: Akshay Man Kayastha

Name: Manoj Rumba
Grade: XII Night
Address: Bhasantika, T.
Email: rumbaman@gmail.com
Memory: Insulting other teachers.
Message: "Insulting U R Teacher...
Signature: Manoj Rumba

Name: Manish Thapa
Grade: XII Night
Address: Dhoka-8, Lalitpur
Email: Thapa Manoj@yahoo.com
Memory: Insulting my teachers.
Message: "Morning shows the day..."
Signature: Manish Thapa

Name: Prasadi Souvenir 2069

Name: Samaer Dhamale
Grade: XII Mgmt. sec. R's
Address: Jyamung, Dhaing
Email: Samaer.dhamale@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in Prasad's is not enough to memorize in two lines, but I will miss all the days when I had spent in prasad with Main Hrnn, making notes, laughing, talking. Especially, I will miss frenzy of XI 3's. xi R's and everyone too. miss u all frenz. keep in touch. [email]
Message: Night always end, and the new beginning of the morning will begin. Nothing last forever. Just believe in yourself & the power you have.

Name: Sunny Shikhvakar
Grades: XII Mgmt. sec. R's
Code: 4169
Email: Sunnyshikhvakar@yahoo.com
Memory: Dance in picnic, each and every moment spend with frenz. I'm gonna miss my class of XI 3's and XI R's and all my frenz. Teacher.
Message: Never depend on anyone for anything... Just believe in yourself & the power you have.

Name: Saksham Pandey
Grade: XII Mgmt. sec. R's
Address: Shripalila, Kathmandu
Email: sakshampandey@yahoo.com
Memory: Chilling out with friends at all the places, picnic at Tribhuvan park will be missed.
Message: Life is a tragedy those who feel, & a comedy for those who think.

Proud to be a Prasadian.

Sign's: Saksham
Name: Sajan Maharjan (4153)
Grade: XII Mgmt. Sec: B5
Address: Thulo, Lalitpur
Email: Sajanmaharjan@gmail.com
Memory: All the moments that I spent in Prasadi Academy till this very in turn are the how these days are so far away, I wish I could relive these days.
Message: Be what you want to be, not others want to see you be. (Long live Prasadi Academy)
Sign: Sajan

Name: Milan Lama
Code No.: 4076
Sec: R5
Address: Jwadol, Lalitpur
Email: Milan Lama@gmail.com
Memory: Spending time with great, unnecessary talking, laughing without reason, singing and drowning in the endless days of foolishness.
Message: I'm gonna miss you guys...

Name: Krishna Tamang
Code: 4219
Grade: XII Mgmt.
Sec: A5
Address: Lamjung, Bagmati
Email: Krishna Tamang43@yahoo.com
Memory: Time spent with my friends of 50 and 51, always getting caught in hair checking, punishment of chief, making unnecessary noise in class, arguing about unnecessary topic.
Message: Never be afraid to take risk in life because life itself is risky and don't be servant of time, make time your servant.

Name: Binesh Shrestha
Code: 4194
Grade: XII Mgmt.
Sec: R5
Address: MAHALAL, LALITPUR
Email: Binesh.shrestha@yahoo.com
Memory: Good time having in Prasadi.
Message: Keep it up & just do it.
Name: Rohina Shatya  Code: 2898
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R5
Address: Lalitpur
Email: Sahita... sahita_kohne @ hotmail.com
Memory: Crackling jokes and singing in the classroom. Sometimes the punishments to those of our trench partners and deaf and dumb moment spent with the teachers who have always multiplied my happiness and divided my sadness. Always indulge smile the world will work at your favor during a presentation... aspirate

Name: Babita Bhatta  Code: 3800
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R5
Address: Lalitpur
E-mail: babita... babita123 @ yahoo.com
Memory: Time at picnic, eating, gossipping, standing & laughing in loud voice in class with friends, singing in class, being called 'Babita' by everyone & many other unforgettable moments
Message: Him high as a star so that even if you fail you will reach to moon
Sign: Babita

Name: Sabina Simal  Code: 4008
Grade: XII  Mgmt  Sec: R5
Address: Ghantakund Tatipar
Email: Sabina... sinal @ yahoo.com
Memory: God & every moment Sat I spend in 1st 4 R5's eating & singing in the class. But I am sick.
Message: Break da Rule if VR loving da game
Signature: Babita
Name: NIRVANA BUDATHOKT
Code: 4134
Grade: XI
Sec: R
Memo: In the four years I have spent in Prasadi, I have made life exciting. I have enjoyed playing sports, especially basketball. I have made life fun, eating out at various restaurants. I have encountered challenges and learning experiences that I will cherish for a lifetime. My happiest moments were when I met new friends and had fun with them. I will miss Prasadi and the people I have met here. Thank you for being part of my life. MEMORIES — A collection of moments.}

Name: Seena Chaudhary
Code: 4058
Grade: XI
Sec: R
Memo: All the days spent at Prasadi will always be with me. I will cherish all these days till my last breath. Message: This is the end of everything I have done. I will live on and keep it going.}

Name: Asha Tamang
Code: 4224
Grade: XII
Sec: R
Memo: The memories of having fun with my friends in Prasadi will always be with me. Thank you for being part of my life. Message: Memories of fun times with my friends will always be with me. Thank you for being part of my life.}

Name: Krithika Chukka
Code: 3925
Grade: XII
Sec: R
Memo: When I enter college, another kind of life will begin. I will miss Prasadi and the friends I have met here. Message: I will miss Prasadi and the friends I have met here. Thank you for being a part of my life.
**Name:** Barsha Karki  
**Code:** 3281  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R5  
**Address:** Kusunti, Lalitpur  
**Email:** season_barsha@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** The day when I got a merit card in grade XI and grade XII msg. chai class start vaye pachi break time last want gareke and break pachi chai ghar janey time want gareka yadaa ki yadaa koi bhi bhai krni sharmi ghar janey time  
**Message:** Luck is where preparation meets opportunity.

---

**Name:** Una Rai  
**Code:** 3874  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R5  
**Address:** Sandal Tal, Lalitpur  
**Email:** rai_una7@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Spent these moments with friends having lots of home week & attempting re-text time so pagar.  
**Message:** Winning doesn’t mean always being first it means you are doing better than you were.

---

**Name:** Rashmi Mahajan  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R5  
**Address:** Sundara, Patan, Code: 4039  
**Email:** rasmi___m@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** Having fun with Malvi and Subha  
**Message:** I don’t know what is the real meaning of success but only know that “Success is itself a Prasadi.”

---

**Name:** Sandala Chaulagain  
**Grade:** XII Mgmt.  
**Sec:** R5  
**Address:** Chhapak, Lalitpur  
**Email:** chaurgil_sandala43@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** The 2 years time spent in Prasadi Academy is memorable but class with Malvi and Subha, Prana sir is unforgettable. Running in canteen for samosas, talking with Renesha and Uparana is list and the surprise picnic is unforgettable.  
**Message:** Whenever you take a step in life never harm anyone body or mind. If you help people, you’ll find life more fruitful.
Anjika Maharjan
Grades: XII Mgmt
Code: 3942
Address: Baidi-1, Tanahun
Email: Saji2n@gmail.com
Memory: All the moments that I passed with my friends and with my inspiring teachers.
Message: Feel proud to be a prasadian and never give up your hopes. “Wish you all a successful life.”

Saji Rana
Grades: XII Mgmt
Code: 3942
Address: Baidi-1, Tanahun
Email: Saji2n@gmail.com
Memory: All the moments that I passed with my friends and with my inspiring teachers.
Message: Feel proud to be a prasadian and never give up your hopes. “Wish you all a successful life.”

Name: Denu Maharjan
Code: 3942
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Patan, Sindhara
Email: luna.maharjan1418@gmail.com
Memory: Each & every moment spent with friends in college and a trip to picnic.
Message: Life is like a coin, you can spend it any way you like but to only spend it once. So be wise & enjoy each & every moment of our life.

Name: Prabhat Girawal
Code: 4040
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Patan, Sindhara
Email: Prabhat@gmail.com
Memory: Each and every day of the Prasad will stay with me. Especially the last days of both grades XII & X where I had a lot of fun. The past two years have been so memorable.
Message: My message to the students is “Don’t be afraid of failure. Don’t want to be a success.” Prasad gives you the key to having a good time.

Name: Prabhat Girawal
Code: 4040
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Patan, Sindhara
Email: Prabhat@gmail.com
Memory: Each and every day of the Prasad will stay with me. Especially the last days of both grades XII & X where I had a lot of fun. The past two years have been so memorable.
Message: My message to the students is “Don’t be afraid of failure. Don’t want to be a success.” Prasad gives you the key to having a good time.
Name: Roekhi KC  
Grade: XII Mgmt  sec: Rs'
Address: Sundown road, Bhaluka
E-mail: sundown2010@hotmail.com
Memories: Days spent in this college are all memorable to me especially college picnics. Days spent in class XII with my friends, Sampada, Mintra and Ishita, with Sabina, Pratima, and singing in class, debating, and gossiping in class XII. 'Message: Believe in yourself it is not try to be others. If you believe in yourself you will never fail. Every day you work will be tomorrow.

Name: Deepa Sharma  
Code: 3939
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R’s'
Address: Bhajpur, Lekharka
Email: Blossoming-flowers22@yahoo.com
Message: Each and every moment spent inside the Prasadi premises and last but not the least picnic at Tirthuwan Park.

Name: Hrisita Shrestha  
Grade: XII Mgmt  sec: R’s
Address: Sankhu, KTM Code: 3755
Email: Hrisita-bose@yahoo.com
Memory: Picnics and homework and every moment spent in Prasadi.
Message: Difficulties in your life do not come to destroy you. But, help you to realize your hidden potential. So, struggle hard & show who you are!!

Name: Sarintha Shaky  
Code: 3933
Grade: XII Mgmt
Sec: Rs'
Address: Oku, bhalua, Patan
Email: Sarintha.shaky@yahoo.com
Memory: Nothing specific but every second spent in Prasadi will remain in my heart.
Message: Work what you want to be ur habit and get paid for your hobby than never and will be there be a day when you feel uneasy about what you do.

Name: Roekhi KC

Name: Deepa Sharma

Name: Hrisita Shrestha

Name: Sarintha Shaky
Name: Sanjjan Rai
Grade: XII Management
Sec: R'S
Address: Morang, Binatagan-20, Mills area
Email: sanjjan_rai@hotmail.com
Memory: All the moments spent with teachers and friends
Message: If you don't hope, you will not find what is beyond your hope.
Signature: 

Name: Sanjan KC
Grade: XII Management
Sec: R'S
Address: Sankhu, Basundhra, Lalitpur
Email: Sajjanberry@yahoo.com
Memory: First day of Grade Eleven to the last day of Grade Twelve.
Message: Be punctual.

Name: Rupesh Thapa
Class: XII Commerce
Sec: R5
Codeno: 3966
Email: the.rupesh@yahoo.com
Memory: Blank... Just kidding. Nothing special the day of picnic is a little bit worthy day of remembrance.
Message: Cherish these memories, as they will help you build success. Cheers!

Name: Sanjeeb Lams
Class: XII Commerce
Sec: R5
Codeno: 4579
Address: Patan Thimi, Khokana
Email: Lamsanjeeb49@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment is spent in Priyadi Vihar, especially the farm at Kathmandu Park. Family and friends, I miss you the most. I was the first one to love football by Amarka Li. You don't last, but the memories last forever.
Message: May Priyadi Vihar's friends and classmates never feel lonely. The road to success is not easy, but with hard work and dedication, you can fly in the air.

Name: Sanjan Rai
Grade: XII Management
Sec: R'S
Address: Morang, Binatagan-20, Mills area
Email: sanjjan_rai@hotmail.com
Memory: All the moments spent with teachers and friends
Message: If you don't hope, you will not find what is beyond your hope.
Signature: 

Name: Sanjan KC
Grade: XII Management
Sec: R'S
Address: Sankhu, Basundhra, Lalitpur
Email: Sajjanberry@yahoo.com
Memory: First day of Grade Eleven to the last day of Grade Twelve.
Message: Be punctual.

Name: Rupesh Thapa
Class: XII Commerce
Sec: R5
Codeno: 3966
Email: the.rupesh@yahoo.com
Memory: Blank... Just kidding. Nothing special the day of picnic is a little bit worthy day of remembrance.
Message: Cherish these memories, as they will help you build success. Cheers!

Name: Sanjeeb Lams
Class: XII Commerce
Sec: R5
Codeno: 4579
Address: Patan Thimi, Khokana
Email: Lamsanjeeb49@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment is spent in Priyadi Vihar, especially the farm at Kathmandu Park. Family and friends, I miss you the most. I was the first one to love football by Amarka Li. You don't last, but the memories last forever.
Message: May Priyadi Vihar's friends and classmates never feel lonely. The road to success is not easy, but with hard work and dedication, you can fly in the air.
Name: Prajwal Thapa
Grade: XII (Postgrad.) Sec: R5
Address: Ghalatara, Lalitpur
Code: 3534
E-mail: projw.thapa@gmail.com
Memory: From 1st day til last day of college but especially grade XII. This was a memorable days.
Message: Just enjoy your life coz next time there’ll be no remt time.

Name: Dipesh Maharjan
Code: 4073
Grade: XII (Postgrad.) Sec: R5
Address: Lather, Lalitpur
E-mail: Dipesh maharjan@yahoo.com
Memory: All the things shared with my friends playing basketball cutting hair, being a docks, being a dady to late night punishment for late coming. But I learn to be on time and responsible.
Message: live with truth and be a optimistic person.

Name: Rakesh Shakya
Grade: XII MGM. Sec: R5
Address: Kathmandu Sec: R5
E-mail: Rakesh.shakya@hotmail.com
Memory: Sharing the lovely moments with Sir.
Message: Work hard... wanna improve... then join......

Name: Sriana Maharjan
Code: 9095
Grade: XII MGM. Sec: R5
Address: Saptari, Lalitpur
E-mail: Sriana.28@hotmail.com
Memory: Each and everyday was memorable for me. Specialised theavadban's unforgettable days from the. Group round dancing with the local nude by KJ also like 1st day of mine while领土ing with this college.
Message: don't be sad while leaving this college because our days in the bridge building will be our future. Be make yourself proud to be this schoolian.

Signature: 

Name: Pujari Thapa
Grade: XII MGM. Sec: R5
Address: Ghalatara, Lalitpur
Code: 3534
E-mail: Pujari.thapa57@ymail.com
Memory: from 1st day til last day of college but especially grade XII. This was a memorable days.
Message: Just enjoy your life coz next time there'll be no remt time.

Signature: 

Name: Dipesh Maharjan
Code: 4073
Grade: XII (Postgrad.) Sec: R5
Address: Lather, Lalitpur
E-mail: Dipesh maharjan@yahoo.com
Memory: All the things shared with my friends playing basketball cutting hair, being a docks, being a dady to late night punishment for late coming. But I learn to be on time and responsible.
Message: live with truth and be a optimistic person.
Name: Sanjay Shaky
Code: 3045
Grade: XII Mgmt.
Address: Balkumari, Lalitpur
Email: Sanjay38@yaho.com
Message: “Time which I spend with my friends in picnics and while playing T.T.”

Name: Prabha Thapa
Code: 4049
Grade: XII Mgmt. Sec: R5
Address: Syuchatar-4, Kathmandu
Email: Prabha_spar100@yahoo.com
Message: “Wonderful moments with friends in grade XI and XII. Love picnics and loads of homeworks.”

Message: “When u wake up in early morning or I step closed to death so they to enjoy each second of ur life... Prasadi Rocks!”
Name: Jyoti Bajracharya
Grade: XII
Address: Madhupur, Lalitpur
Email: Bajracharya123@yahoo.com
Memory: The most memorable moments are those spent with family and friends. I enjoyed playing sports and music, especially cricket and football.
Message: Life is short, make the most of it. Enjoy every moment and cherish the memories you create.
Name: Suvan Shrestha  
Class: XII Management Sec: R-6  
Code: 9949  
Email: Suvan_Srestha@yahoo.com

Memory: “Time & had enjoyed & spend with my all friends in Picnic”
Message: “Keep your hair short and be gentle.”
Signature: Suvan Shrestha

Name: Uday Mini Bajracharya  
Class: XII Mgmt  
Code: 8866  
Email: bajracharya_uyad@hotmail.com

Memory: “All the stupid things we’ve done in grade XI with Sandeep, Saumya, Ashok, Ami, Jokes from Sarat, Songs from di pesh, learn from yesterday Message: ‘ive for today and hope Sign = Deday for tomorrow.”

Name: Dipesh Adhi Kaul (389)  
Class: XLI Mgmt R-6
Email: WWW.Facebook.com/g690n9f

Memory: “Ughh, it’s voice in voice mail. ‘Days went like a flash of amber.”
Message: “Being respected is better than being beautiful or handsome.”
Signature: Dipesh Adhi Kaul

Name: Animesh Jangam  
Code: 2012  
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec: R-6  
Address: Panauti, Kavre.
Email: jangom@animesh@rock-e-mail.com

Memory: “All the memories shaid with teachers & friends and our last picnic”
Message: “Be good, see good & do good.”
Signature: Animesh Jangam
Name: Barsha Baidar
Grade: XI  mgmt R'6'
Address: Bane pa
Email: baidar_barsha@gmail.com
Memory: Every special moment that I spent with my friends Anisha, Lalita, Anjali, Saru...... Being sent back home for being late also the picnic was very memorable.
Message: The heart remains an empire for the soul... feed it with positive thoughts and see how it blossoms.

Name: Bijesh Timilika
Grade: XII mgmt Sec: A R'6
Address: Kusumpur, Lalitpur
Email: ⋆ ygoblade_warrior28@yahoo.com
Memory: Being a prasadi, it has played a great role in my life. All my friends and teachers are most memorable for the life.
Message: Heel year, Prasadies will rock for ages.

Name: Dajjul Saqain
Grade: XII mgmt
Sec: R'6'
Code: 4189
Address: Tikakotarab, date-7, Lalitpur
Email: ⋆ zqjpoobajgoin@gmail.com
Memory: Each and every moment spend within 2 years in Prasadi Academy. Having fun with bunch partners and laughing. Singing in picnic with frogs.
Message: Don't make a work suffering as a result of becoming "Proud to be PRASADIAN".

Name: Amit Gupta
Class: XII (mgmt)
Sec: R'6'
Code: 3957
Address: Birgunj
E-mail: deedworld_2002@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment in prasadi are memorable. Good support and inspiring words from teachers, fun with friends and punishment from chief are all memorable.
Message: Always struggle for your identity & proud to be Prasadian.
Name: Lalina Maharjan
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec: R6
Address: Tika Gadda, Lalitpur
E-mail: maharjanlalina@yahoo.com
Memories: Oh!... How can I forget my *yamari* party in Grade XI on my Birthday. MAD Sir’s last laughing for laughing in class.
Message: Never gonna forget my friends and desks. Goodbye!
Signature: Do good Be good Try being Prasadi.

Name: Neena Bajracharya
Grade: XII Mgmt Sec: R6
Address: Patan, Lalitpur
E-mail: bajracharyaneena@yahoo.com
Memories: Loving and caring teachers, chief sir, homeworks, and important lessons. Picnics were all... well.
Message: I am glad I could be a part of Prasadi, it has taught me important lessons on my life.

Name: Swasti Basnet
Code: 9161 Grade: XII R6 Mgmt
Address: Kaldada, Gokhnal
E-mail: swasti.basnet@yahoo.com
Memories: All memories are running in my mind... don’t know where to start. Aww! my journey from class XI to XII was awesome. Every day was memorable... singing loudly in class so that everyone got entertained, laughing in stupid jokes of making fun of others esp. of teachers. Haha... 😂. And how can I forget my funny jokes with Bijaya. I beauty Sanju gonna miss u! 😊😊

Name: Sanjana Shakya
Code: 4060 Grade: XII (Mgmt) Sec: R6
Address: Samabato, Lalitpur
E-mail: hritme-sanju@hotmail.com
Memory: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi. Picnic of Grade XII, following rules & regulations and doing lots of home-work.
Message: Live like as if you were on exclamation point not a question mark!
‘Be Proud to be Prasadi’
Name: Ruma Kunara Code: 3893
Grade: XII (Management) Sec-R6
Address: Lalitpur
E-mail: Ruma_Kunara@yahoo.com

Memory: Everyday was a memorable day. The 9 years spent in college, the teachers and friends were the best memories. It was a hard time but I enjoyed it. Everyone said that they would miss me, and I would miss them too. The friends were my family.

Message: Life is a journey, and we must learn to live it. Enjoy every moment, and make the most of it.

Signature: Kunara

Name: Srijana Rai Code: 4089
Grade: XII Muqit
Sec: R6
Address: Tahan-9, Solukhumbu
E-mail: srijana_108@yahoo.com

Memory: All the moments I have spent in this city are unforgettable for me. I'll treasure this whole life. It's impossible to write down all the happy memories. My journey from MB to R6 was awesome.

Message: I'm looking forward to the future. Have fun, and good luck with your future endeavors.

Signature: Srijana
Name: Sita Shrestha
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Kathmandu, Lalitpur
Code: 2944

Memory: Everyday I've spent in Prasadi is unforgettable for me and the picnic up Prasadi Rocks.
Message: Be present being Prasadi and enjoy every moment of life.
Gonna miss u Prasadi...❤️

Name: Sriraj Shrestha
Code: 9377
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Thapathali, Kathmandu
Email: ShresthaS7@gmail.com

Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy and doing homeworks.
Message: Have faith in yourself and show them what you can do.

Name: Rojana Shrestha
Code: 4426
Grade: XII Mgmt
Address: Kupondole, Jumla
Email: Cute Rose-Shrestha@yahoo.in

Memory: Each and every moment spent with my friends.
Message: Follow your dreams without being distracted and they are sure to come true.

Name: Sabina Maharjan
Grade: XII Mgmt
Section: R '6'
Code: 3876
Address: Kutisangal, Lalitpur
Email: Id: cuteabina@hotmail.com

Memory: First day of college which started with heavy rainfall and yet our sweetheart prasadi half drenched. I will also miss chief cfr's strict yet very friendly nature and of course our lovely, encouraging teachers. And every moment spent in Prasadi with friends and teachers.
Message: Every sun sets us one day less alive. But every sunrise gives us one day more to hope. So hope for the best.
Name: Soni Maharjan  
Code: 9238  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  
Sec: R6  
Address: Kumbeshwor, Lalitpur  
Email: Soni_ruchu@hotmail.com  
Memory: Every second spent since the time I entered Prasadi.  
Message: Don’t expect anything to fall from sky. So, always try your best.  
Sign: Soni

Name: Surabhi Shrestha  
Code: 8928  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  
Sec: R6  
Address: Phulichok, Kathmandu  
Email: Surabhi_shrestha@gmail.com  
Memory: Standing one whole hour in the Prasadi Punishment Zone with my 5 Bashies for not leaving the cafeteria on time to attend the class.  
Message: We had our times, now its yours. So, do it with pride and honour, and don’t get hurt.  
Sign: Surabhi

Name: Saru Lamichhane  
Code: 2302  
Grade: XII Management, Sec: R6  
Address: Kathmandu  
Email: Saru_lamichhane@hotmail.com  
Memory: Niva Genna, Agit Mah Eva, Melli, Mada, Rohini & Salli.  
And also having hot tea in Thuppa of Cawada till last minute of break time.  
Message: If you want to eat food, you got to work, but if you don’t, do what you are supposed to.  
Sign: Saru

Name: Anisha Ramanjaya  
Code: 4018  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  
Sec: R6  
Address: Hotel Swoy, 4th Floor  
Email: anisha_dais@gmail.com  
Memory: I’ll cherish each & every moment that I spent in Prasadi. Most of all my best friends are with me.  
Message: I want to say that I will get back to Prasadi at some point in time.  
Sign: Anisha
Name: Sanat Bharati  
Code: 3888  
Email: sb_callo5@yahoo.com  
Memory: The life in Prasadi is itself a memory. Just wanna say Prasadi will be missed. 
And Memory will. 
Time spent with Dipesh, Sawan, Uday, Shanker, Saru and Aniket. Sandeepa Ka Huko.  
Message: Life is a rac.  
Signature: 

Name: Kapil Gyawali  
Code: 3883  
Class: XII section K  
Email: Kapilgyawali50@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each and every moment in thisSerial Prasadi is total memorable for me. Span and taking photo and closing with trim impinci. Also be memorable for ma. 
and in Grade XI, a nice step of chief fair in economic period and in XII, came college in holiday due to demand given by my friends.  
Message: Don't be absent and don't try to break the rules. 
Signature: 
Proud to be a Prasadiian.
Name: Nikita Shah  
Code: 3968  
Grade: XII  
Hng: R6  
Address: Lahan-5, Sitala  
Email: Nk1shan@yahoo.com  
Message:  
Release the day!  
I’m sure!  
Name: Pramesh Bista  
Code: 3869  
Grade: XII  
Hng: R6  
Address: Koteshwor, KTM  
E-mail: Pramesh_Bista@yahoo.com  
Message:  
From 1st day of Prasadi to last day. Every day that I spent in Prasadi is part of my life, which cannot be separated from me. All the teachers are best god, and my best friends. Now, “May God’s Grace” made my “Prasadi life memorable”  
Name: Sandeep Pandey  
Class: XII commerce  
Sec: R6  
Code: 4208  
Message:  
All the good times that I have spent with you.  
Outside and in the classroom.  
You guys were rocking  
We will miss you!  
Never regret to be a Prasadian!
Name: Sabin Shakya
Grade: XII, Mgmt.
Sec: R-6
Code: - 3867
Address: Mangalbazaar, Zahlipur
E-mail: Nebatshakya01@yahoo.com
Message: Every moment spent within 2 years in Prasadi Academy are memoral.
M nuna gonna jodget insuring words of Ggyu Sri Amolaya Sed
a special guest Rajneetan
Droget Sed & MAZVIRA SUBBA
Message: Run after excellence:
"PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN"

Name: Richa Shrestha
Code: - 3831
grade - XII Mangement Sec: R6
Address: Mahottari, Joishwar
Email: redrosearise@yahoo.com
Memory - Each and every moment spent inprasadi & this the fun of
memorable picnic.

Message - If you want a successful life
then join the prasadi because
It is the way of success keep
on trying and be proud to be
a prasadi.

Signature:

Name: Saurav Singh Rajbanshi (3820)
Grade: XII, Mgmt.
Section: R-6
Email: rajbanshisaurav@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment spent in
prasadi and time spent with
friends of R-6.
-Going to parties with
prasadi friends.
Message: Be proud of being
prasadiian.

Signature:

Name: Sanjiv Khadka
Code: - 3927
Grade: XII, Mgmt.
Section: R-6
Email: SanjivKhadka77@yahoo.com
Message: Be proud of your
achievements.
Memory: Every moment sp.
ent in prasadi and
time spent with friend as of R-6.
Signature:
Name: Baikrishna Kuchwaha  
Grade: XI Mgmt.  Sec: R6  
Address: Botana-G Siraha  
Code: 4164  
Email: Krishna.Kuchwaha.258@gmail.com  
Memory: Attending Class on Saturday.  
Encouraging words of account teachers and Eng. teachers in dance in picnic. teachers class.  
Message: Do the things by your own interests not by force but never hurt others. Plan for future focus on present.  
Signature:  

Name: Manoj Ghimire  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R6  
Code: 4262  
Sec: R6  
Email: Manoj.KLM7@yahoo.com  
Memory: Having fun with bunch partners and laughing dancing in picnic with pta. dialog of Amulya Sir and speech of chief Sth. Chocking jokes in 3A with bunch partners.  
Message: When time puts you in a dangerous situation don’t say why me. Just say why me. And last but not the least try to be a bad leader but never be a good follower.  

Name: Poeja Choudhary  
Grade: XI Mgmt.  Sec: R7  
Address: Nakhur, Lalitpur  
Email: Poeja chaudhri@gmail.com  
Memory: Picnic was the most memorable thing in Prasadi. Besides, this encouraging words of teachers and fun around them with friends are also very memorable.  
Message: Keep working hard, in right time right purpose in a right manner, success is sure to be obtained.  

Name: Sini KC  
Grade: XII Mgmt.  Sec: R7  
Address: Bhanimandal, Sualkheld, Lalitpur  
Email: Sini.mam@gmail.com  
Memory: Each and every moment I spend in Prasadi Academy from 5th to 10th has become a book of my memory. Especially with Swathi and Shanka an ruled out never gonna forget Amulya Sir: dialog: “Opsi” Sir: who piece name “Nabin Sir calling whole “Blowout Queen” etc... and chief: Sir: Suji charming smile. Picnic was NATO.  
Message: It’s amazing and help us to be proud to be Prasadi